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Chapter 1

About the World Printers Forum

The World Printers Forum (WPF)
promotes the printed newspaper. Its
mission is to serve WAN-IFRA members in promoting and sustaining the
printed newspaper business and technology through collaborative research
and development, global exchange of
experience, creating new standards,
implementing environmental guidelines,
developing new strategies and fostering
innovations.
It addresses all print-related questions. Its
objective is to encourage innovation and productivity as well as product development that
can be instrumental to publishers seeking to
exploit future-oriented news media products.
WPF aims to be the central point of the international news media print community, including publishers, printers, materials suppliers,
and equipment manufacturers for the print
production value chain, from prepress to press
to product finishing and delivery.
The World Printers Forum organises:
■■ International exchange
■■ Research and innovation
■■ Standardisation of processes and materials
WPF is the print community within the World
Association of News Publishers (WAN-IFRA).
It advises WAN-IFRA on all aspects of the
printed newspaper. Newspaper production is
defined as the business of production planning, prepress data handling and processing,
and press and mailroom operations, including
related topics in terms of management and
technical implementation.
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WPF is open to all WAN-IFRA members who are interested in the future of the newspaper printing business
and print-related areas. It also partners with other
organisations working toward the same objectives.
The World Printers Forum promotes:
■■
■■
■■
■■

Improving productivity and profitability
Sustainability
Benchmarking
The power of print

WPF’s objectives are:
■■ Exploring customer expectations in communication
with publishers and customers
■■ Strategy development for the newspaper printing
business, including new and emerging business
models
■■ International exchange of experience regarding business optimisation and innovation in product development, marketing, sales and technology
WPF achieves its objectives by organising:
■■ Temporary and permanent working groups
■■ Research projects, reports and guidelines
■■ Standardisation and certification projects in technology and business processes
■■ Benchmarking projects
■■ An annual international conference
Other WPF activities include:
■■ Advising WAN-IFRA regarding production-related
events
■■ Maintaining a blog for discussion, working group
interaction and community engagement
■■ Promotion of “unique selling propositions” of print in
an increasingly digital media environment
To join the network, go to www.wan-ifra.org/wpf
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Figure 1 (1): After the Board Meeting on 12 October 2018 at the Berlin office of Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung participants
visited the Brandenburg Gate. From left to right: Max Garrido, Josef Konrad Schießl, Herbert Kaiser, Michael Hirthammer,
Jaiganesh Muniasamy, Rainer Kirschke, Sally Pirri, Alena Kluge, Thomas Isaksen, Manfred Werfel, Sanat Hazra, Magdoom
Mohamed, Andreas Gierth, and Prabhu Natrajan.

World Printers Forum Board Members
Board members represent different regions like
North America, Asia, the Nordic, Central and
South European Countries.
Members of the WPF Board in
alphabetic order are:
■■ Chair: Herbert Kaiser, Koenig & Bauer
Digital & Webfed AG & Co. KG, Würzburg, Germany
■■ Vice Chair: Max Garrido, Corporacion
Bermont, Madrid, Spain
■■ Anu Ahola, UPM Communication Papers,
Helsinki, Finland
■■ Andreas Gierth, Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung (F.A.Z.), Frankfurt/Main, Germany
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■■ Sanat Hazra, Bennett, Coleman & Co (The Times of
India Group), Mumbai, India
■■ Thomas Isaksen, DDPFF, Copenhagen, Denmark
■■ Menno Jansen, Q.I. Press Controls BV, EAE,
Oosterhout, Netherlands
■■ Rainer Kirschke, Agfa NV, Belgium
■■ Manuel Kosok, manroland Goss, Augsburg,
Germany
■■ Gideon Martz, MakroSolutions, Schkeuditz,
Germany
■■ Sally Pirri, The Globe and Mail, Toronto, Canada
■■ Mujo Selimović, Publisher “Oslobodjenje”, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
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Chapter 2

About this report

By Kasturi Balaji
The past five decades – 1970 to date –
have witnessed momentous changes in
the technology used to produce newspapers. This report is a compilation of
articles on some of the most important
changes written by people of eminence
in their respective fields of expertise.
The idea for such a compilation was triggered when I was reading “The Matter
of the Heart – A History of the Heart in
Eleven Operations” by Thomas Morris.1 The book is essentially, as the title
suggests, a tracing of the journeys of
the major heart surgeries. It struck me
that, in a similar way, it was necessary
to record and highlight the major developments that changed the direction
of newspaper printing in the areas of
quality, speed, efficiency and business
potential. Over the years newspaper
production technology had of course
not remained static. But the period

from the 1970s has seen more changes and at a
rate that could not have been anticipated in the
1940s and 1950s.
One of those who was remarkably prescient was Theodor
Oltheten, the director general of the Dutch government
printer in The Hague. Speaking on the future of the
newspaper at the INCA (International Newspaper Colour
Association, the forerunner of IFRA) Conference in
1969, he made the following points:
■■ “Research in newspaper technology requires an
interdisciplinary, comprehensive approach.
■■ Newspapers will survive the attack of new media if
they focus on their own strengths instead of competing with the speed of the new media. In this context,
the behaviour of the readers (trend research) must be
thoroughly analysed.
■■ The line between editorial work and the technical
operation of typesetting will become increasingly
blurred in the future.
Figure 1 (2): Working group meeting on 26 June 2018 at the office of
WAN-IFRA in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. From left to right: Hans
Holenstein, former Müller Martini, Eric
Ohls, former UPM, Gerhard Raab, former ppi, Manfred Werfel, WAN-IFRA,
Rainer Kirschke, Agfa, Herbert Kaiser,
Koenig & Bauer, Nils Enlund, Professor
emeritus in Media Technology, KTH
(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm), K Balaji, former Director, The
Hindu Group.

 Thomas Morris, The Matter of the Heart – A History of
the Heart in Eleven Operations, London, U.K., 2017

1
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in touch with responded most enthusiastically and
promptly to our “call for help.” This was very evident
from the participation in the first meetings of the group
members in Frankfurt and London in June/July 2018.
In the meantime a collaborative digital workspace had
been created and relevant reference material from the
archives had been uploaded.

Figure 2 (2): Expert meeting on 3 July 2018
in London. From left to right: Richard Patterson, Founder at Broadband U.K., former MD of
Hyphen, Paul Foster, former Monotype, K Balaji,
former The Hindu, Chennai, India, Manfred Werfel, WAN-IFRA.

■■ To ensure the stability and success of the
newspaper in the future, central information databases must be established in the
publishing houses, which all departments
can access.
■■ Despite all prophecies of doom, colour is
going to trigger a snowball effect.
■■ Inserts are gaining commercial importance
for newspapers.
■■ The introduction of offset printing will pick
up pace even at large newspapers.
■■ Due to population trends in population
centres current newspaper distribution will
become inadequate and lead to a decentralisation of newspaper operations.”2
In August 2017, I placed the idea of producing
a special report on the technological turning
points before Manfred Werfel, Deputy CEO of
WAN-IFRA. By early 2018 Manfred had obtained the green signal from the World Printers
Forum Board and its Chairman Rick Stunt to
publish it as a WPF Report.
Our next task was to look more closely at the
content and the possible contributors. The
expert group of veterans, near-veterans and
professionals still in industry whom we got

 Boris Fuchs, IFRA – 40 years’ expertise for newspaper
industry, Darmstadt, Germany, 2001, page 84

2
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In the concluding paragraph of the introduction to his
book, Thomas Morris writes, “This is not a comprehensive history of the subject, and I have had to be highly
selective in which operations and individuals to include;
many other important contributions were made which,
with regret, I was unable to acknowledge. At times
progress was driven by competitive individuals, at others
it was a team effort; but what they achieved was miraculous …”3
One can say that these words apply in equal measure to
this report, which does not cover the game-changers in
all areas of newspaper production technology. It was decided to publish the report in this form despite the lack
of coverage of, for example, typography and design, colour management, inks, fountain solutions and blankets.
We hope that experts among our readers will be able to
make contributions in the areas not covered that could
provide the content for a second report. Readers will also
certainly have their own choices for game-changers in
the technologies dealt with in this report. We would be
delighted to hear what they are.
Profiles of the contributors can be found in the last
section of the report. I am indeed very grateful for their
contributions, which reflect the wealth of experience and
intense involvement in the technological progress of the
industry. I also thank the members of the larger working
group for their support.
Manfred Werfel has been the most willing and uncomplaining project associate anyone could hope for,
taking on the entire burden of organising the material
and shaping it to form the report. I cannot thank him
enough.
I hope you enjoy reading about the twists and turns that
got newspaper production to where it is today.

 Thomas Morris, The Matter of the Heart – A History of the Heart in
Eleven Operations, London, U.K., 2017, page xiii

3
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Chapter 3

Executive Summary

This report could not have possibly
come at a more appropriate time for
two reasons: one, professionals who
have worked in the newspaper industry over the last 40–50 years are still
available to report on the momentous
changes and two, no other publication
has so far covered the game-changers in
newspaper production over that period
in a single summary.
WAN-IFRA, as the World Association of
News Publishers, has been involved in
this development through all its work in
numerous technical committees, research groups, seminars, conferences
and the annual Expo. WAN-IFRA members have actively developed many
innovations and brought them to production maturity. Boris Fuchs, IFRA Research Director in the 1980s and 1990s,
used to say, “The four-high tower was
not developed by IFRA, but at IFRA”.4
This was possible because IFRA – and
later WAN-IFRA – acted as an industry
forum and brought together the best
minds from research, development and
application in expert committees.
This report cannot claim to be complete.
However, the most important fields of
development in newspaper technology from 1970 to the present day – that
changed our industry – are dealt with in
articles by acknowledged experts.

4

 See chapter 7.1 of this report
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Phototypesetting and
Desktop Publishing
In the mid-seventies of the last century, the hot-metal
typesetting era ended with the discontinuation of traditional Linotype machines. It was the beginning of photo
typesetting, which itself represented only a transitional
technique and was successively replaced in the mid1980s by what was then known as Desktop Publishing.
We were able to interview one of the most competent
contemporary witnesses on the subject, the former
CEO of Linotype, Dr. Wolfgang Kummer. The decisive
impetus for the development from photo typesetting to
Desktop Publishing came at that time from the computer
and PC industry, especially the most innovative companies from the Californian Silicon Valley, such as Apple
and Adobe. Game-changers were PostScript and laser
printing technology.

Electronic page makeup,
Computer-to-Plate
The electronic full page makeup including all necessary elements such as text, images and advertisements
was a hotly debated topic during the 1980s. IFRA Expo
1980 was the first time that a completely electronic
page layout was shown, but it was only after the general
establishment of binding industry standards that the
electronic design of entire pages became widespread.
A number of prerequisites were necessary to provide
the infrastructure. These included the development of
powerful front-end systems based on personal computers, whose graphical user interface allowed them to be
used in editorial offices and advertising departments.
Equally important was the development of CCD scanner
technology, which made it possible to process advertisements that were initially analogue in everyday newspaper production.

CHANGING PRINT

Finally, the decisive factor was the development of computer-to-plate technology. Until
then, the later printed image was first exposed
either on paper or film and then copied onto
a printing plate. The breakthrough of CTP
technology in newspaper production took place
during the Drupa exposition in 2000. Printing
plates suitable for newspaper production were
presented for the first time. In the following
years, the laser diode, which was available in
the meantime, turned out to be a game-changer with its durability and low price firmly
establishing CTP as the standard process for
newspaper plate production.
The higher plate and print quality made
possible by CTP now allowed the use of new
screening systems in newspaper printing, such
as FM screens or hybrid screens. As a result,
the quality in full-colour newspaper printing
(4c) could be further increased and a coldset
printing market developed between standard
newspaper and heatset quality, also thanks to
the availability of higher quality newsprint.

The development of
industry standards
For many of today’s experts, a time without
industry standards is no longer imaginable.
The fact is, however, that it was not until the
late 1980s that many of the standards that are
now common were developed and found their
way into newspaper technology. The standardisation covered the following areas: Computing
platforms, network protocols and telecommunications infrastructure, content and file
formats, and colour and process management.
Standards were important for the development
of industrialised production techniques. They
enabled compatibility and interchangeability
of processes, devices and machines, thereby
reducing costs and simplifying operations for
producers and consumers alike.
For the newspaper world, the enforcement of
standards was of crucial importance. The configuration of open systems was made possible,
where previously all components had to be purchased from one manufacturer. Standardised
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procedures ensured predictable processes and results
and the transfer of data from one system to another was
made possible.

Printing technology
Newspaper printing technology has undergone a number of decisive changes. Many of these were driven by
market requirements, such as color printing (ads), and
by publishers’ efforts to simplify newspaper production
(automation) and reduce costs.
The first and perhaps most important game-changer was
coldset offset newspaper printing, which replaced letterpress printing. By offering a clear improvement in print
quality, offset helped newspapers attract more readers,
increase circulation and provide advertisers both reach
and quality.
The next turning point was the new press design of
the four-high tower. The four-high concept provided a
cost-effective investment solution to mass newspaper
colour production. It led to the simplification of press
design, layout, electronics, installation, and maintenance, all of which had significant impact on cost. By
opening up the possibilities of semi-commercial printing, the four-high configuration created additional revenue streams for any number of printing companies, thus
moving printing from a mere technical factor/question
to a business factor.
The next game-changer we focus on was the adoption
of the shaftless drive technology for newspaper rotary
presses. Shaftless changed the game by making press
construction, configuration, and usage as flexible as
possible – thus positively impacting investment level,
productivity, and efficiency.
The advantages of shaftless press operation included:
■■ Increased printing quality by optimisation of the circumferential register during changing press speeds
■■ Better quality in dot sharpness
■■ Print cylinder positioning for plate and blanket
changes could be carried out automatically and
precisely
■■ Independent blanket and plate cylinder preparation
within the press, more flexibility and time-saving
■■ Downloading of production planning data could be
used for the individual press configurations
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■■ Simplification of mechanical parts by the
omission of shafts and gears
■■ Simplification of press erection, especially
for extensions, thereby saving time and
money
■■ Energy savings for peripheral equipment,
such as air conditioning
■■ Printing units not in use can be switched off
■■ Noise reduction
There were also game-changers in other
parts of the press. Flying splicer technology
evolved in the 1960s when the 2-arm splicer
was introduced with core braking to control
unwinding tension. This improved web tension
control with reduced splicing waste – as well as
eliminating the construction and maintenance
of the third arm. In the 1990s, acceleration
of the paper from the core was introduced.
This technique, when combined with a simple
straight pattern multi-function splicing tape,
also replaced complex splice patterns leading
to increased efficiency. The combination of
these technologies led to significant automation
of reel handling from the store, delivery to the
press, splice preparation and loading on to the
splicers.
At the heart of the offset printing process,
rollers perform the task of continuously
transferring ink and fountain solution from the
fountain to the plate, in the process smoothing them into a thin, even film. The following
steps in the development of newspaper printing
technology marked milestones in the evolution
of printing rollers for newspaper applications.
■■ Low-aromatic or vegetable oil based inks
radically changed the chemical interaction between newsinks and roller covering
compounds.
■■ The quest for higher productivity and
faster production times necessitated a new
generation of highly elastic roller coverings,
which would prevent excessive heat buildup in the printing units.

10
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■■ The single circumference plate cylinder of 4/1 presses
on which all form rollers had to fit led to smaller
roller diameters, thereby increasing rotational speeds
and nip passing frequencies. Three-nip positions in
some presses raised the demands on roller dynamic
properties to a new level.
■■ With triple-width presses rollers became longer and
potentially heavier. New composite core materials
had to be introduced to compensate this effect.
■■ With anilox and short inking press systems higher
durometer roller coverings placed new demands on
roller manufacturing precision and opened the door
for polyurethane as an alternative material to rubber.
■■ Roller-related issues of compact press towers were
temperature management and heat dissipation in the
relatively cramped machine environment.
■■ Spray dampening systems put a sharper focus on the
functionality of dampening rollers to avoid/even out
droplet structures in the water film.
■■ To enhance the flexibility of the newspaper press and
open up new revenue streams diverse drying/curing
systems were integrated, ranging from heatset and
coldest presses running into the same folder to press
towers with UV curing units. The blend of different
inks necessitated the introduction of rubber grades
previously restricted to sheet-fed printing. The challenge was to ensure that these compounds – besides
offering chemical and dimensional stability – could
handle the higher production speeds of modern web
presses.
It can be said that, as the newspaper press became faster
and more complex as a production system, the materials too had to evolve to support and keep pace with the
efforts of the press users to secure the future of their enterprises. The materials no longer operated in isolation,
but became more and more interdependent.

Newsprint
The newsprint industry has been an evolving one and
influenced by many factors. During the 1990s, the choice
of pulping technology in North America and Canada
was dominated by the domestic source of raw material
and locality of the paper producers and never likely to
come under the same pressure as European markets
in terms of the growth of recycled fibre. Japan was
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ahead of the game and even at the early stage
of development, surface bonding agents were
used to improve the performance of high RCF
containing sheets. European producers were
at the vanguard of this development due to the
locality and size of the urban markets while
Nordic producers were slower in response due
to lower domestic consumption and the higher
cost of material recovery to remote mill processing units.
Newsprint producers have always dealt with
the compromise of furnish versus bulk, density
versus yield, surface smoothness versus set-off
(printability) and cost effectiveness in terms
of printed area and basis weight. Given these
challenges and the dilemma of balancing
quality constraints, the pursuit of improved
consistency in performance and profile control
still remains a priority. However, the needs
of the publisher have long remained at the
forefront of investment strategies of newsprint
producers.
In terms of print media, the share of print
will continue to decline over time with consolidation both in the publishing market and
a diminishing number of discrete printing
plants. Both hybrid and digital printing will
impact press utilisation and efficiency while a
wider choice of coldset web offset products will
create increased opportunity for publishers to
add value without the necessity for contract
printing. The choice of triple width presses, increased roll diameters with improved capability has necessitated a more innovative approach
towards paper development and product
enhancement.
The paper industry had to match the dynamic and necessary investments to support the
newspaper printing industry in seeking cost
efficiency, product improvement and operational effectiveness.
The significant game-changers within the paper industry since the 1990s have been:
■■ The move from single to twin wire technology was made to improve web stability
during manufacture and to meet the higher
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surface strength requirement of litho technology
and four colour printing. Further developments
were made in the press section and drying areas to
accommodate an increase in linear web speed and
improved web stability.
■■ The move to single drum winders was made for
productivity improvements and to gain better control over reel build-up to match the printers desire
for increased reel diameter and reel width. From
the 1990s, reel diameters increased from 914 to
1500 mm.
■■ The move towards RCF was made to advance the
use of urban forests and comply with environmental pressures. The move from ground wood pulp
(GWP) and thermo-mechanical pulp (TMP) refining
in particular was considered a cost reduction at the
time, although on balance as one resource is replaced
by another, so the imbalance of supply and demand
alters accordingly.
■■ The move from multiple nip calendering was necessary as the standard newsprint grammage lowered
and sheet density increased due to higher levels of recycled fibre usage. The need to maintain bulk and an
even surface consolidation was paramount to secure
better web control and more even ink absorption and
print quality. The conversion of calendering led also
to improvements in higher quality paper grades.
■■ The move towards consolidation of printing presses
with larger capacity (fewer folders) had a profound
impact upon newsprint performance and monitoring
of runnability metrics. As identified by one printer executive at the time, “in future each web break
should be regarded as an isolated event and investigated as such”. This philosophy created a change in
mindset for paper suppliers with closer interrogation of web defects and introduction of automative
processes for roll handling and logistics. As auto
processes were introduced into the pressroom and
pre-prep areas, so standardisation of wrapping material was initiated to comply with more formalised
specifications.
■■ The move towards contract printing created a
much-needed forum for discussing newsprint variability in terms of grammage, shade and runnability.
The role of IFRA was paramount during this phase
as it highlighted the need for a more professional
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assessment of performance criteria and a
move away from subjective evaluation. The
development of a standard newsprint shade
has been a progressive one but has not been
possible for improved newsprint grades.

From the mailroom to the
finishing department
The development of mailroom technology
was mostly driven by requirements of the
newspaper and the advertising industry. The
development of press technology influenced
the design of the mailroom equipment. Speed,
page count and format were decisive factors for
the design of conveyors, inserting machines
and stackers. Aspects of economy, efficiency as
well as process reliability led to automation of
the mailroom installations. The developments
of electronic components and microprocessor
technology offered enormous possibilities to
control the equipment more efficiently and to
streamline the individual processes to a continued workflow from the press to the loading
ramp. The mailroom grew from a necessary
evil to a value-adding process for the publisher.
Game-changers in the evolution of the mailroom were:
■■ Single gripper conveyors, which allowed
processing each newspaper copy individually according to its destination in the
mailroom.
■■ Inserting systems, which offered to structure the newspaper more attractively for
the readership and the advertising industry. Split run editions with variable insert
content for different demographic areas
became possible.

The separation of
publishing and printing
The separation of the newspaper printing plant from the
newspaper publisher began due to the development of
new technical possibilities. At first it was just a spatial
separation, which enabled an optimisation of workflows
as well as the more effective use of new machines and
systems. When the margins and turnover of the publishing houses declined, a business separation of publishing house and printing plant developed. This in turn
necessitated the development of new business models
at the printing plants. Some of the newspaper printers
continued to focus on standard newspaper printing, but
with the aim of not only working for their own publishing house and differentiating themselves from their
competitors through greater efficiency, automation and
cost advantages. Another group of newspaper printers is
moving towards a market for higher-value print products, competing with parts of the commercial printing
industry.
The development of newspaper technology played an
important role in this development. It even initiated the
development. But technology development did not only
have technical and organisational consequences, it was
also the basis for far-reaching structural changes.
Several game-changers made the separation of printing
and publishing possible. In turn the separation itself was
a game-changer because it has helped printed news
papers to remain in business.

Authors and contributors
In the last section of the report, we present the authors
and experts whose valuable contributions and advice
made this report possible. We thank the members of the
project working group and the wider circle of 32 experts
who were involved in the work via the project website.

■■ Winding technology, which enabled fully
automatic storage and retrieval of the printed products as well as dynamic decoupling
the press and mailroom processes to operate them at optimal speeds.

12
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Chapter 4

Interview

Phototypesetting and
Desktop Publishing
Interview with Dr. Wolfgang Kummer,
former Chief Executive of Linotype-Hell AG

Dr. Wolfgang Kummer, born on 10 May
1927, was Managing Director of Linotype Germany and later CEO of the
worldwide Linotype Group for almost
30 years. He had studied law and economics at the Universities of Mainz and
Berlin, had a scholarship of the University of Chicago Law School where he
finished his doctorate theses on American anti-trust and patent law. He started
his business career at a German printing
equipment manufacturer and went with
Linotype Germany in 1957 where he became Managing Director in 1960 and in
1983 President of the worldwide Linotype organisation. When Linotype became a public German company in 1986
and merged with the scanner manufacturer Dr. Hell, he was also Chairman of
the Management Board of Linotype-Hell
AG.

Figure 1 (4):
Dr. Wolfgang Kummer
at a hot-metal Linotype
machine in the print shop
of open-air museum
“Hessenpark”, Neu-Anspach,
Germany, 30 September 2017.
Photo: Manfred Werfel

4 – Phototypesetting and Desktop Publishing
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The progress of offset printing, the desire for more colour in newspapers and other printed matter, and finally
the progress of the computer industry had a dramatic
impact on the typesetting industry. Phototypesetting
came into being. Dr. Kummer was one of the entrepreneurs who foresaw the impact of this development at a
very early stage and introduced together with Apple and
Adobe the PostScript based publishing systems to the
graphic industry.

The history of Linotype
Linotype was originally the product name of the machine designed by the German engineer Ottmar Mergenthaler and first introduced in the U.S.A. in 1886. At that
time there were already web presses available that could
produce newspapers in large format relatively quickly.
But typesetting was still operated manually and did not
come with the required speed for newspaper production.

Figure 2 (4): An operator at a hot-metal Linotype
machine. Photo: Bundesarchiv, Wikipedia

Manfred Werfel, Deputy CEO of WAN-IFRA,
had the opportunity on 17 January 2019 to
interview Dr. Kummer about the two most
important decisions of his professional career.
The interview was conducted in the private
house of Dr. Kummer in Gravenbruch near
Frankfurt am Main and is reproduced below.
For almost 100 years Linotype machines were
the ultimate typesetting tools of newspapers.
They produced hot-metal “lines of types” that
could be arranged to columns and pages. The
typesetting industry experienced significant
technical changes during the last three decades
of the 20th century. The manually operated
Linotype typesetters became tape operated
and thereby increased their production speed
by three to four times. Moreover, the punch
tape for the mechanical operation could be
produced by secretaries or journalists – the
traditional Linotype operator became the supervisor over two to three automated Linotype
typesetters.

14
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Ottmar Mergenthaler was a young watchmaker who had
immigrated from Germany to the United States. His
uncle had a mechanical shop in the United States where
models of machines and other equipment were built for
the presentation of inventions to the patent office. It was
here that Mergenthaler came across some typesetting inventions which fascinated him from the very beginning.
He started his own development with no own means. In
the United States he found the willingness to invest in

Figure 3 (4): Ottmar Mergenthaler, source: L-Cain, German
Wikipedia – taken from de.wikipedia to Commons by
“Mutter Erde” with the support of CommonsHelper, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5115338.
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Figure 4 (4): The first Linotype “The Blower” from 1886 is now exhibited in the Smithonian Museum, photo provided
by Dr. Kummer.

new developments and the necessary “venture
capital” for his typesetter ideas. A group of
American newspaper publishers, New York
Tribune, Louisville Courier Journal, Chicago
News, McNally & Company of Chicago, Washington Post and Chicago Inter-Ocean, financed
the development of Mergenthaler’s hot-metal
typesetting machine by the National Typographic Company. In 1886 the first machine
was presented at the New York Tribune. The
publisher is said to have called “A line of
types!”. Thus the name for the machine was
found: “Linotype”.
Not unusual for new inventions, Mergenthaler
spent many years arguing with his financiers
because he didn’t finish his development as
quickly as they had hoped. In the beginning,

he was forced to bring machines onto the market that
weren’t as perfect as he wanted them to be.

The interview
Question: When did the Linotype machine come
to Germany and other parts of the world?
Dr. Kummer: The investment in the Linotype invention was still a risk in its early days. Over 100 different
inventions had failed. In the United States Mergenthaler
Linotype Co. was founded to build typesetters mostly
for North and South America. In the U.K. Linotype and
Machinery was founded in Altrincham near Manchester
to serve the traditional British markets including the
Commonwealth. This company had also been building
letterpress printing machines for quite some time.
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Figure 5 (4): The Linotron 505, an early CRT typesetter, source: photo taken from a film produced by Linotype in
1969, Vimeo.

In Germany a different approach was taken. An
American banker and friend of Ottmar Mergenthaler, Jacques Mayer, saw the development in
America and said to Mergenthaler: “I’m ready to
conquer other markets for you by co-financing
it”. He went to Germany and, as an American
in Berlin, made the connection to Berliner
Maschinenbau AG vormals L. Schwartzkopff to
build on a contractual basis Linotype machines
for a newly founded “Mergenthaler Setzmaschinenfabrik GmbH” in Berlin.
The Mayer family played a role in the German
Linotype branch until almost the end of the
hot-metal typesetting era. The German Linotype company was not a wholly owned subsidiary of the American company. The Mayer
family always had a one-third stake.
The production and development in three
different places had specific advantages for
the promotion of the new technology since it
was close to the markets. But it turned out that
after a while the Linotype machines were not
completely compatible any more. National and
language requirements have been the reasons.
For example, the German language uses more
“e” and “n” characters than the English language, so the magazines for the matrices had to
have more “channels”.
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There was always a friendly competition between the
three Linotype companies. Mergenthaler’s invention
turned out to be a smashing success in almost all “western language” markets. Languages with more characters
and symbols like Chinese, Japanese and the Indian and
Arabic languages could not be served. We will touch this
subject when we talk about phototypesetting.
Question: How was the competitive situation in
the “hot-metal” era?
Dr. Kummer: Mergenthaler’s invention was well protected in the beginning. After the expiration of the first
patents a number of companies tried to build similar
typesetting machines. Most of them failed with the
exception of Intertype, later Harris-Intertype, also an
American company, which had been a competitor for
some decades. Some very small companies, for example
Italtype, played a regional role, disappeared or have
been taken over by Linotype. Only in the former Soviet
Union Linotype machines have been copied, produced
and sold inside the country under the name Neotype.
Question: The Linotype hot-metal typesetting
machine has been the undisputed standard in
the newspaper industry for 90 years. In 1976 Linotype decided to stop manufacturing this type
of machine in favour of phototypesetting. What
were the reasons?

CHANGING PRINT

Figure 6 (4): A Linotype CRTronic 360, a desktop CRT typesetting system, source: Marcin Wichary from San Francisco, U.S.A., CC BY 2.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0).

Dr. Kummer: In the 1960s and 1970s the
hot-metal technology had reached its limit.
“Teletypesetting” had enabled to increase the
typesetter speed by a factor 3. The “1 man, 3
machines” approach had increased the productivity, however the product was still a metal
“line of types”, which for offset printing had
to be printed on paper, photographed, cut and
pasted to be converted on an offset printing
plate. A cumbersome, time consuming and
costly process. Quite a number of companies
started to develop phototypesetting machines
with very different approaches and technologies.
Our customers started to ask questions about
the technology trend. Some of the bigger printing houses invested in the first – still expensive
and not yet very productive – phototypesetting
systems, mostly developed in the United States.
Sales for hot-metal Linotype machines started
to decline slowly.
Parallel to our ongoing hot-metal development
we started at Linotype in the United States and
in Germany with the development of phototypesetters. Again with a different approach
considering the regional and language requirements. We talked to our customers and the various printer associations in different countries

about their needs and it turned out that many people
were thinking about phototypesetting but the suitable
equipment was not yet on the market.
Finally, I had to make a decision: so we announced in
1976 that we would discontinue the production of Linotype hot-metal machines. After almost 90 years! It was
a big surprise for many of our customers – not so much
the big international corporations but for the small and
medium size printers. Eighty percent of the print shops
had less than 50 employees.
It was interesting that we received very little opposition, ironically, mostly from printers who never bought
a Linotype from us but purchased used machines! The
Linotype machine had a very long lifetime, in fact very
often they were passed on from father to son in the small
establishments and lasted for generations.
We made sure that spare parts and service would be
available for a very long time, and typefaces – or matrices – could equally be purchased for a long period. The
markets, however, were very different in their requirements. In the developing countries, “hot-metal” lasted
much longer, even in the U.K. and the United States the
production of the “old” technology continued for some
time, especially to continue to serve the export markets
in these countries.
The change was quite dramatic for our company, however. It was fortunate that we did not have our own factory
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tors” made in the U.S.A. All our companies used them
until we developed in Germany an electronic device –
Lino Quick Perforator –, which became a very successful
product and was exported in many countries. It was our
“entrance ticket” in the electronic Industry!
Question: What did this mean for the Linotype
organisation and especially for R&D?

Figure 7 (4): The Linotype Chairman with his
most successful product: the Linotronic 300.
Photo provided by Dr. W. Kummer.

in Germany, while our American and British
“sisters” had to close down large manufacturing sites. All our companies had started to
develop phototypesetters for their markets.
In Germany we built “Linofilm Europa” for
the multi-language markets in Europe. In the
United States “Linofilm VIP”, and “Linotron
505” were manufactured for the medium
printers and, finally, in the United Kingdom
we acquired K. S. Paul – later Linotype-Paul
Ltd. – a British scanner manufacturer, who had
developed a high speed phototypesetter, which
was later sold as “Linotron 303”.
In Germany we had started to build electronic
equipment still in the “hot-metal” days. The
punch tape for the TTS5 Linotype machines
was first produced with mechanical “perfora The six-bit code known as the Teletypesetter code
(TTS) was used by news wire services. It was first
demonstrated in 1928 and began to see widespread
use in the 1950s. Through the use of “shift in” and “shift
out” codes, this code could represent a full set of upper
and lower case characters, digits, symbols commonly
used in newspapers, and typesetting instructions such
as “flush left” or “center”, and even “auxiliary font”, to
switch to italics or bold type, and back to roman. TTS
was the basis of the Linotype command language
“CORA” until the end of the 1980s.

5
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Dr. Kummer: As I said Linotype was a mechanical machine manufacturer for a very long time. But at the end
of the Linotype years a lot of electronic devices were attached to the last “high speed” machines. The electronic
perforator is a good example. So we had been employing
in all our operations in the U.S., the U.K. and Germany
more and more electronic engineers and programmers.
But we had to learn the R&D budget for the development
of electronic devices would be considerably higher than
in the “old” mechanical days … and the product life time
became shorter and shorter. Not only Linotype as manufacturer but also our customers had to learn this. And
– that one had to pay for something you could not see –
software! We had arrived in another industry.
Question: If you look back today, what would
you say, what lessons can be learned from the
transition from hot-metal to phototypesetting?
Dr. Kummer: I would say you need visionaries somewhere in the industry. Being ready for change is extremely important. And to make sure that the team
around you thinks alike.
Question: As a newcomer to Linotype in 1984,
I was guided through the production halls with
a group of new colleagues. We saw a cleared
area in the middle of a hall and it was rumoured
that “this is where the Linotronic 300 will be
produced”. What prompted you to enter laser
technology at a time when fast CRT6 imagesetters were dominating the market?
Dr. Kummer: The first machines were cathode ray
machines, such as the CRTronic, a small desktop device,
which was very successful. It had a keyboard, a small
screen, was relatively inexpensive and the right product
for many small printing and typesetting shops. It was
the first Linotype phototypesetter produced in Germany
in lange quantities. Also the first phototypesetters from
our American and British companies like the Linofilm
 CRT = Cathode Ray Tube
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Figure 8 (4): Left to right: Wolfgang Kummer (Linotype), John Warnock (Adobe) and Steve Jobs (Apple), 1985 in
New York announcing the desktop-publishing co-operation. Photo provided by Dr. W. Kummer.

VIP and Linotron 303 used the CRT technology. Most of these machines were suited for text
production.
The laser technology – expensive at the beginning – offered further advantages: higher
production speed, greater accuracy, longer life
time and with the progress in laser technology
the cost also came down. But more important,
the laser technology allowed the economic
production of halftones and pictures. We developed in Germany a laser technology based
phototypesetter, which became for some time
the standard in the printing industry: Linotronic. It was manufactured in our new factory in
Eschborn, Germany, and was sold in the whole
world. It really was the first Linotype product
to be sold from Japan to Latin America.
Question: In 1986 Linotronic imagesetters were equipped with a PostScript
RIP, connecting them to the emerging
desktop publishing world driven by Apple and Adobe. How did the connection
with desktop publishing really come
about?
Dr. Kummer: The first Linotype typesetting
“systems” were proprietary, complex – what I
would call “closed” systems. The terminals, the

computers – we mostly used Digital Equipment (DEC)
mainframes – were dedicated editorial and typographic
systems. The software was developed by the systems
supplier – and there were a number of competitors on
the market. The Linotype product was “System 5” and
later “System 6”. This technology was expensive and
therefore mostly used by large newspapers. There was no
solution yet for the many small and medium type-shops
and printers.
Then came Apple with the ingenious “Macintosh”. My
R&D director Dr. Egon Wiethoff had many connections
with the main suppliers of the computer industry. And
he had connections with Apple and Adobe. The Linotype
Group had with its type foundries like D. Stempel A.G.,
Haas in Switzerland etc. a rich fund of typefaces, many
of them copyright-protected. We licensed many to the
computer manufacturers and were also approached by
Apple for the use in their WYSIWG7 Macintosh.
Steve Jobs had a special sense for design and quality.
You can still see it today when you open an Apple product! He wanted the best typography on his desktop Mac
and the best output device in the industry. That started
the desktop publishing co-operation.
Adobe was a close partner of Apple in those days. They
developed the Raster Image Processor (RIP), which
 WYSIWYG = what you see is what you get
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Figure 9 (4): Linotronic 300 and 200 with PostScript RIP, left to right, source: wirebids.com

converted the PC commands with their page
description language PostScript in readable
format for the Linotronic. It was the beginning of the desktop publishing “revolution”. It
allowed almost everybody to produce a page
with text, drawings and pictures ready for the
platemaker and the printing press.
The fact that we had an input system that would
allow not only to produce Latin character alphabet but also non-Latin languages, opened new
markets. We entered, for example, into a co-operation with Morisawa8 in Japan and started
selling phototypesetters in this market and also
through our distributors in the Arabic world.
Question: Looking back today, none of
the traditional prepress manufacturers,
not just Linotype, have managed to
develop systems that lasted. Everything
was taken over by the PC industry.

application. The cost for the components – memory
chips, processors – declined continuously while their
power ever increased.
The printing industry on the other hand was a relatively
small market and it was just not economical to build
your own proprietary systems any more. Therefore the
text and image processing is done today on generally
available computers and PCs. Almost everybody has a
print shop today in his home with a Mac or PC front-end
and an inkjet or laser printer as output device.
Even the traditional phototypesetter has been superseded by platemakers and computer-to press systems. As a
consequence, Linotype has merged with the world largest press manufacturer Heidelberger Druckmaschinen
AG. And the printing industry as a whole has undergone
dramatic changes. But that is another story.
Manfred Werfel: Dr. Kummer, thank you very
much for this interview!

Dr. Kummer: That is true. The computer
industry could produce systems, terminals,
mainframes in large quantities for almost any
 Morisawa Inc. was founded in 1924 and is based in
Osaka, Japan. Morisawa develops and distributes
typesetting software, digital fonts, database and web
tools, and engages in the sales and support of input
and output systems, networks, plate making systems,
on-demand printers, DTP and CTP systems.
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Chapter 5

Electronic page makeup,
Computer-to-Plate
5.1 The first laser imagesetter
By David Hedgeland

This article outlines the transition from
“typesetting” to “imagesetting” with particular
reference to the development and introduction
of Monotype’s Lasercomp which was arguably
the first typesetter to use a raster scanning
laser beam under control of a computer system
now described as a RIP9.
Historically, Monotype and Linotype were the
two most significant suppliers of hot-metal
typesetting equipment. The Linotype method
was faster and more robust than Monotype
and dominated the newspaper market whereas
Monotype provided greater typographical flexibility and was most successful in the commercial typesetting market.
As phototypesetting began to replace hot-metal around about 1950 the first generation of
machines was derived from the corresponding hot-metal machines with optical masters
replacing the type moulds in the matrix case

 RIP = Raster Image Processor

9

and a photo unit replacing the caster. A light source was
flashed through the selected character in the matrix case
and projected through an optical system onto the photographic film. Because these machines were using much
the same mechanisms their speed of operation was much
the same as the hot-metal machines they were replacing.
The next stage, in the late 1950s was to replace the
matrix case with a continuously rotating disc or drum.
This made character selection much faster but still left
the limitation of the movement of the optical system to
position the projected image on the film.
The third generation overcame this limitation by using
a CRT to expose the image onto the film. The first CRT
typesetters used optical character masters, using one
CRT beam to scan these and simultaneously exposing
the scanned image at the desired size and in the desired
position onto the film using the output CRT. The next
step was to store the character masters digitally. These
developments occurred in the mid to late 1960s.
Monotype was very slow to respond to these developments and in fact only introduced a second generation
machine in 1969. However in the late 1960s thoughts
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turned towards using a scanning laser beam
instead of a CRT. The thought was that a laser
beam could produce a much better defined spot
than a CRT and hence provide better quality
output. The beam would be scanned across the
width of the film by a rotating mirror while the
film would be moved past the scanning beam,
forming what is known as a raster scan, rather
like a TV. The beam would be modulated by
a computer system which would use digitised
character masters to construct the output
image.
Whilst Monotype had the expertise to deal
with the mechanics and optics it didn’t have
the computer and electronics expertise to drive
the laser. In 1969 Monotype contacted Elliott
Brothers, a British computer manufacturer, to
perform a study into the feasibility of developing such a system. The conclusion was that
with the technology available at the time a
system capable of driving the laser at a useful
speed would be prohibitively expensive so the
project was put on hold.
Computer costs came down and speeds went
up and by the early 1970s minicomputers were
becoming available for industrial applications.
A member of staff in the Cambridge University
Engineering Department was interested in
these developments and was aware of Monotype’s project and asked one of his graduate
students, David Hedgeland, if he would be
interested in pursuing this. Thus in 1972 the
project was revived.
Driving a raster device is fundamentally
different from and more difficult than driving
a device which can be addressed with a two dimensional scan like a CRT. In a CRT typesetter
each character is written individually, one at a
time. With a scanning laser beam the data for
one scan line through each of all the characters
that appear on that scan line must be gathered
together before the scan line can be written.
The brute force solution to this problem would
be to use a large amount of memory as a page
buffer to hold a bitmap image of the whole page
so that every character can be written individually into this page buffer before the complete
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page is read out to drive the laser. This approach would
require very large amounts of memory. Whilst it is
reasonable and indeed is now commonplace to use it for
high resolution displays and even for laser printers a
typesetter outputting an A4 page at 1,000 dpi resolution
would require rather over 10 Mbytes of memory. Since in
the early 1970s 64 Kbytes was considered a lot of RAM
and 5 Mbytes was quite a large (and expensive) disc
drive, a more subtle approach was required. The solution
adopted involved two stages. First the computer processed the input data and produced a list of characters
(font, size and code) and positions sorted into vertical
order down the page. In the output stage the computer read this list and used it to access character bitmap
data and output this to hardware which decompressed
this data and positioned it into a single scan line buffer.
There were two of these buffers which were used alternately to receive data from the computer and to output
completed scan lines to the laser.
The computer used initially was a Computer Automation
LSI2, a 16 bit machine running at 1 MHz. It had 32K
words of core memory and had a hard disc drive with a 5
MB fixed disc and a 5 MB removable cartridge. Far less
computer power than today’s mobile phones but rather
more than got the Apollo spacecraft to the moon.
Typesetters need fonts. Monotype had a large and well
respected typeface library but these were held in the
form of large (about 20 cm high) film masters that had to
be digitised. This was a large and quite labour intensive
task. We developed external drum scanners and a character editing system allowing the results of scanning to
be checked and edited if necessary. The characters were
scanned at a resolution equivalent to 1,000 dpi at 96
point. The machine required each point size to be held
separately since dynamic scaling would not have been
feasible. Production of the different sizes required was
performed automatically offline. This function was later
incorporated in software that ran on the machine so that
the customer could be supplied with a single master font.
This was Monotype’s first venture into digital typography and led to Monotype establishing a separate business supplying digital fonts to other machine manufacturers.
Meanwhile development was progressing on the laser
output unit itself. This used a 5 mW HeNe (red) laser.
This was powerful enough to expose photographic materials and was safe, reliable and reasonably priced. The
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Figure 1 (5.1): Illustration provided by David Hedgeland

arrangement of the optical system is shown
very schematically in the first diagram which is
taken from the original Lasercomp brochure.
The laser beam first passes through an accousto-optic modulator which deflects the beam
out of the rest of the optical path when the film
is not to be exposed. The narrow laser beam
then passes through a neutral density filter
to control the exposure and then into a beam
expander which produces an even collimated
beam about 3 cm in diameter. The wide beam
is necessary here to be able to focus down to a
fine spot in the film plane. This beam is then
deflected through 90 degrees by a mirror that
isn’t shown in the schematic diagram, so that
it shines parallel to the axis of rotation of the
scanning element. This is a pyramidal polygon
with eight mirror facets aligned at 45 degrees
to the axis of rotation. As the polygon rotates
the beam falls on each facet in turn and is
deflected so as to pass through a large lens and
sweep across the film plane. The lens is a very
clever f-theta design which focusses the beam
to a spot on the film plane and is such that if
the polygon rotates at a constant speed so the
focussed beam moves across the film plane
at a constant speed. The 45 degree pyramidal
polygon permits an active duty cycle (the proportion of time during which the laser beam is
passing over the width of the film) of over 80 %
compared with less than 50 % achieved by a
more conventional design with polygon facets

parallel to the axis of rotation. This results in a lower
laser modulation rate to achieve a given average data
rate. There is a start-of-scan detector on the film unit
and a grating disc on the polygon to provide signals to
synchronise the flow of data to the laser modulator.
The film unit is a simple arrangement with rubber rollers
moving film from a supply cassette to a take-up cassette
past a slit through which the focussed beam can pass.
The drive roller is driven by a micro stepped stepping
motor. The movement is generally continuous while
exposure is taking place unless the computer can’t keep
up the supply of data in which case the motor stops until
the computer is ready to continue.
The output resolution was 1,000 dpi and the output
width was 58 pica (approx 24 cm). The 8 faceted polygon
rotated at 50 revs/sec resulting in a scan rate of 400 Hz
and a laser modulation rate of about 5 MHz. The film
transport speed was 0.4 inches/sec, taking about 30 secs
to output an A4 page.
Lasercomp was introduced at the Newstec exhibition in
Brighton in 1976 to the great surprise of the phototypesetting world. Seybold described it as the first fourth generation typesetter. It wasn’t the first graphic arts device
to use a laser – there was already the Autokon electronic
process camera and there were various facsimile receivers including developments with high powered lasers to
expose plates. It also wasn’t the only typesetter to use
a laser – Dymo introduced a machine at Drupa in 1977
but this used the laser in much the same way as a CRT
typesetter with a two-dimensional scan to write complete
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an broadsheet market. The wide machines had a 5 facet
polygon which rotated faster to maintain the feed rate.
We developed a higher resolution version for the quality
commercial market and improved the accuracy of the
film feed unit by introducing ‘lazy loops’.
When Lasercomp was introduced it was purely a typesetter and in some respects the raster scan operation
was a disadvantage. Because the scan rate and hence the
film transport speed was fixed it was most efficient when
the text filled the full width of the machine and became
rather inefficient when setting narrow galleys of text.
Thus it was good for magazine and book work but not so
good for newspapers which, at that time, produced galleys of text and cut and pasted these into a page layout.
This situation was improved by ‘galley stepover’ software
which automatically arranged galleys side by side across
the width of the film.

Figure 2 (5.1): Lasercomp brochure, picture provided by David Hedgeland

characters. It was however the first typesetter to integrate a raster scanning laser output
system with a computer system generating the
high resolution raster image required. The term
RIP, for Raster Image Processor, was coined, I
think by Seybold in 1980 or 1981.
Over the next few years a number of improvements were made to the machine. The computer was updated to the LSI4 which had 64 K
words of memory and, most importantly, had
a microcoded instruction set which allowed us
to add our own special instructions to speed
up the rasterisation process. We also offered
larger disc storage options. We produced a
wider, 100 pica, machine to cater better for the
newspaper market and later still a 108 pica
version for the U.S. cheque market and Europe-
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The real benefits of the raster scan mode of operation
become apparent when one looks at the generation of
graphics, including special effects, line drawings and
half toned images, as well as text. Since the laser beam
passes over every pixel across the full width and depth
of the output every pixel can be either white or black,
and in principle any arbitrary image can be produced.
Thus for example geometric shapes, tinted fill patterns,
reverses (white on black) and transparency effects can be
obtained. Digitised line graphics can be reproduced and
continuous tone images can be half toned.
These features were developed over the next few years
as the typesetter grew into an imagesetter. Of course
using these features required the appropriate front-end
software and full page makeup software was not yet
widely available. Monotype worked closely with customers and their chosen front end vendors to exploit the new
features. Among the most notable of these collaborations
were Xenotron for business forms using the special
effects, MBB (Messerschmitt) and PindarSet for line
graphics in technical documents and yellow page directories respectively, and Hastech for full page newspaper
makeup. A significant landmark was what we believed
to be the first demonstration of CTF (computer to film)
at IFRA Expo in Munich in 1980 with pages made up
by Hastech on their PagePro terminal incorporating
pictures scanned on an Autokon on Monotype’s graphic
subsystem and output on a Lasercomp.
Lasercomp, like every other typesetter in that era, was
entirely proprietary with its own input language. The
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Figure 3 (5.1): Full page output of text and images at the 1980 IFRA Expo in Munich, Germany,
photo provided by David Hedgeland

“Computer to film was first demonstrated at IFRA
Expo 1980 with pages made up on the Hastech
terminal incorporating pictures scanned on an
Autokon and output on a Lasercomp.”

Lasercomp slave language was very simple and
efficient and quite versatile. As well as providing simple justification of text lines using line
endings determined by the front-end it allowed
blocks of text to be positioned on a page by a
separate set of coordinates. It provided for the
definition of geometric shapes and fill patterns
and the positioning of pictures. However it was
not a standard and front end vendors had to
write specific drivers for it. Front end systems
with page makeup capabilities were also proprietary and costly both in terms of hardware
and software. It was really only the advent of
standard platforms, especially the Mac and
PC, and desktop publishing software such as
PageMaker and Quark together with PostScript
as a page description language that full page
makeup really took off, and that was the beginning of the end of proprietary RIPs.
PostScript is a very complex language and a
PostScript RIP requires far greater computing
resources than a simple proprietary RIP. The
first incarnation of a PostScript RIP was in
the Apple LaserWriter with a 300 dpi Canon
laser-printer. Linotype was the first typesetter company to recognise the importance of

PostScript and introduced a RIP designed by Adobe to
drive their Linotronic filmsetters which, in a reversal
of the historic situation, were higher quality but lower
speed than Monotype’s contemporary offerings. The
first generation Adobe RIPs were based on Motorola
680x0 processors and were much too slow to be useful for newspaper applications, but nevertheless Agfa
Compugraphic and Monotype joined the ranks of Adobe
OEMs. The second generation used a much faster MIPS10
processor but even this was too slow to drive newspaper
output units at full speed necessitating system architectures with multiple RIPs feeding disc based page buffers
and multiplexors to feed a smaller number of output
units.
All the time Moore’s law had been taking effect and standard platforms had become much faster. Several companies, most notably Harlequin and Hyphen, produced
PostScript clone RIPs which ran on PCs and Macs much
faster than Adobe’s ‘hardware’ RIPs. Adobe then introduced their CPSI (Configurable PostScript Interpreter)
‘software’ RIP and dropped development of ‘hardware’
RIPs. As standard platform speeds have continued to increase there is nowadays no difficulty driving the fastest
newspaper output units which now commonly expose
plates directly.

 MIPS = Microprocessor without Interlocked Pipelined Stages
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5.2 Electronic page makeup
By Richard Patterson and Nils Enlund

From the safety of 2019 it is almost quite
difficult to look back to a landscape of page
makeup that was radically different from what
we see today. Today and as has been the case
for the last nearly 30 years newspaper page
makeup has a fairly homogeneous look and feel
to it. The landscape is dominated by standard platforms like Apple Macs and IBM PCs
with mainly two page-makeup applications,
QuarkXPress and Adobe InDesign.
In the late 1970s and into the 1980s the whole
technology landscape for full electronic newspaper page makeup was very different. The
intriguing question is: Why did it take so long
for fully electronic newspaper page makeup to
become widely adopted? It was not for want of
smart people, there were plenty of smart people both on the newspaper side and supplier
side who nursed the dream of fully electronic
newspaper page makeup. Newspapers like the
Minneapolis Star Tribune had a mantra that
they wanted “A page a minute with everything
in it” and certainly there were typesetters such
as the Monotype Lasercomp, which would
allow the output of a full newspaper page with
text and graphics. However there were many
other parts to the equation that were missing.

Amongst the very smart people on the technology supply
side were Tim Coldwell and Ian Houghton of Xenotron,
Tom Hagen of Camex, Bill Solimeno of Raytheon, Ulrik
Cramer of CCI, George Sylvester and Randy Duerr of
Hastech plus many others.
So given that there was such a demand in the newspaper
industry for electronic full newspaper page output why
did we have to wait until nearly 1990 before it became
really widely adopted? The answer is many faceted
primarily because in order for fully electronic newspaper
page makeup to work well in the newsroom environment
there are many interconnecting parts that have to work
seamlessly.
Let’s take a look at the scenario of the late 1970s and
early 1980s. For a start there was not a single uniform
output language such as Adobe PostScript or PDF. Each
of the typesetter manufacturers had their own typesetting language and their own fonts. Fonts from a Linotype output device could not be used in a Compugraphic
output device. And fonts were vastly more expensive
than they are today, which made switching between
different output manufacturers an expensive business. If
a newspaper went, say, from Autologic to Monotype then
they would have had to write off the cost (which would
have been considerable) of their Autologic fonts. Another cost would be having to get a new typesetter driver
from the front-end system manufacturer. This was an

Newspapers like the Minneapolis Star
Tribune had a mantra that they wanted
“A page a minute with everything in it”.
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expensive and time-consuming exercise. In
Professor Michael Porter terms, the typesetter
manufacturers were using their proprietary
font formats as a barrier to their customers
switching suppliers.
The state of the unions
There were several other factors in play as well,
one of which was the inability to get graphics
(halftones and line art) into the production
workflow. Another was the state of the unions
in newspaper production both in the United
States and in Western Europe. Because the
newspapers were generally centrally printed
and then distributed by rail and road they were
very susceptible to industrial action. If newspaper production was disrupted by industrial action the newspaper management had to refund
all of the advertising revenue and this gave
the unions massive financial leverage. When
Rupert Murdoch bought The Times newspaper
in 1981 from the Thomson family the management of the newspaper could not tell him how
many printers they employed, only how many
they paid. Incredible though it seems the Union
had a rule that if a member of the management
came down to the print hall while the press
was running they would stop the press.
So even in newspapers where technology was
being introduced such as an Atex front-end
system that allowed journalists to input directly into the editorial database, which could then
send justified columns of text to a typesetter,
in a lot of places this was not allowed by the
unions. So a practice called “double keying”
arose whereby the journalists could input text
into the editorial system, this text would then
be printed out on sheets of paper and then the
unionised compositors would either rekey it
into the editorial system or directly on to the
keyboard of a hot metal machine such as a Linotype linecaster. The unions would not allow
even production of punched paper tape to drive
the Linotype linecaster even though this was
mature technology.
Another missing part of the technology puzzle
was the lack of low resolution paper proofing.
We take for granted today the ability to pro-
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duce low resolution proofs on paper scaled down to A4
or A3. However in the 1970s and 80s there were no lowcost proofing devices, so quite often the first time a fully
made up page was seen was when it was output from the
imagesetter, this had obvious drawbacks and problems.
Discovering a typo or a mis-positioned page element
after the page had been output was not a good thing.
Before the arrival of standard platforms such as the
Apple Macintosh and the IBM PC, newspaper technology
suppliers built their own proprietary platforms for text
and graphics manipulation. In the late 1970s and into the
80s there were a number of companies who manufactured and sold interactive area composition terminals.
In America, the leading suppliers were Camex, Raytheon, Harris, Atex and Hendrix/Hastech. In Europe, they
were Xenotron and CCI. A number of these, notably
Camex, Harris, Hastech and Xenotron, all had successful businesses in producing interactive area composition
for display advertising. Display advertising was a key
revenue component of newspapers and it was hard and
expensive to do via cut and paste, so these companies
built up expertise in manipulating text and graphics on a
display terminal.

Initiatives by newspapers and system
developers in the 1970s
The idea and prospect of creating integrated newspaper
prepress systems spread rapidly in the first years of the
1970s. In 1968, Jules Tewlow (1927–2018) had published
an article in the ANPA R.I. Bulletin11 where he envisioned a computer system that would take text, ads and
graphics as inputs and, using interactive workstations,
would produce complete newspaper pages on a full-page
photo-composer (Tewlow, J. S.: ”Time-sharing and the
newspaper of tomorrow: Part II – The newspaper of the
future”, ANPA R.I. Bulletin, 951, 93–110, 1968). Tewlow
imagined that a central mainframe timesharing computer could be used for this, but the advent of personal
computers and CRT workstations soon made his vision
practically and economically more realistic.
Tewlow’s ideas sparked a number of initiatives from
collaborations of companies and newspapers looking
to build a fully electronic newspaper page production
system. One of the most ambitious was the Computer

 ANPA = American Newspaper Publishers Association, ANPA R.I.
Bulletin = ANPA Research Institute Bulletin

11
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Figure 1 (5.2): The PDP-15 computer system of CGP and part of the project staff. Nils Enlund is number five from the
left and Hans Andersin number ten.

Graphics Project (CGP) at the Helsinki University of Technology in Finland where professor
Hans Andersin, inspired by Tewlow’s ideas,
managed to convince the Finnish National
Fund for Research and Development (SITRA)
to fund the project. Two leading Finnish
newspaper companies, Helsingin Sanomat
and Turun Sanomat, joined and supported the
project. Nils Enlund was signed on as the first
CGP research assistant.
During the period 1971 to 1973, the CGP group
produced working prototypes of an interactive
newspaper page make-up system, as well as an
interactive display ad design and composition
system. The programs ran on a DEC PDP-15
system using ARDS 100A storage CRT terminals. (Enlund, N., Andersin, H.: “The early
days of computer aided newspaper production
systems”, in Impagliazzo, J., Järvi, T., Paju, P.
(eds.): History of Nordic Computing 2, Springer, Berlin, 2009, pp. 238–249.)
The knowledge generated in the CGP project
was later carried over to a spin-off company,
Typlan, and also to new research projects.

These include BUNPAPS from Scandinavia/U.S.A. and
NSDG from the United States. Hans Andersin and Nils
Enlund were visiting researchers at Brown University
during several periods in 1979 and Andersin initiated
a research project called Brown University Newspaper
Page Production System, BUNPAPS. The project was
funded by the U.S. State Department and an international group of newspaper companies: The New York Times,
Dagens Nyheter, Providence Journal, Chicago Tribune
and Detroit News. In addition to Andersin and Enlund,
three Brown University students, Wolfgang Millbrandt,
John Woodward and Robert Hopson worked on the
project (Andersin, H.E., Enlund, N., Millbrandt, W.: Pagination of newspages, Helsinki University of Technology,
Information Processing Laboratory, Report A-5/75,
Espoo, 1975, 99 p.).
The publishing company Westchester-Rockland Newspapers later commissioned from the BUNPAPS staff
a systems specification for a pagination solution that
could be taken into daily production at the newspapers
owned by the group. The specifications formed the basis
for a request for proposals. The winning proposal came
from the systems manufacturer Hendrix (later renamed
Hastech) that developed the world’s first commercially
available newspaper page makeup system, the PagePro.
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Figure 2 (5.2): A page layout generated by the BUNPAPS system

Woodward went on to work for the company.
Thus many of the CGP/BUNPAPS ideas were
carried over to the Hastech PagePro system.
Andersin also worked closely with William
Solimeno who became one of the initiators of
the Newspaper Systems Development Group.
The NSDG initiative is interesting and representative of the work of the time, showing what
was possible and where the problem areas were
to be found.
Bill Solimeno was working at Raytheon’s air
traffic control system called the CDC (Computer Display Channel) in the late 1960s, early
1970s. Raytheon (at least that division) was a
total Defense oriented division. Ninety nine
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percent of its business was military, or at the very least,
government oriented. But, technologically, the very expensive computer systems were well beyond the primitive computer systems just beginning to emerge in the
newspaper and printing industry.
By 1974 during the initial installation of the CDC system,
most newspapers in Europe and the U.S. were still
heavily entrenched in hot metal. The cold type solutions were available and coming of age, but the best of
them produced 4 inch galleys of type, which needed to
be pasted together to form pages. Photos were another
headache. However, a group of newspapers in the U.S.
decided to collectively gather their talent and resources
to fund what would become called the NSDG (Newspaper Systems Development Group). This group was
specifically formed to 1) define, 2) specify – via a general
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specification, 3) hire a vendor(s) to develop a
system and install a system to meet that spec
and most importantly, fund the entire project.
Left to their own devices, the suppliers at the
time (primitive editing single user “systems”,
and cold type typesetting suppliers) were
deemed far from capable to develop something
as complex and innovative to solve the “full
page makeup” requirements envisioned by the
NSDG.
By a chance meeting on an airplane, Bill Solimeno’s boss engaged with an NSDG executive
in a “what do you do” type of conversation.
Leap forward a few months and Raytheon was
putting together a crude demonstration of how
they could possibly adapt the air traffic control
“display” to presenting and manipulating a full
page (100 pica) newspaper page – with photos – with the output formatted for a full page
(100 pica) phototypesetter. That effort led to a
study contract to see if Raytheon could in fact
develop the complete “page makeup” portion of
the system. Several of them were dropped into
newspapers to learn how content was created,
edited, manipulated and assembled to create
a full page. As basic as it sounds, the team
learned what a “font” was.
Jump a few years later and most of the project
was considered less than ready for prime time.
At its foundation, the system had no problem
moving blocks of type on a computer screen
and assembling them into a full page. Yes, that
screen was the same computer screen that had
been developed for air traffic control. It was
even possible to place photos within the blocks
of text. It was even possible to output the completed, full 100 pica page to a typesetter – the
Autologic Photon 7000, later named the APS-4.
The feasibility demonstrations looked promising. But in reality, the ability to output full pages with a 5” x 7” test photo took so long it would
have converted every daily into a weekly – it
simply took too long and the quality of output
was also questionable.
Raytheon – a totally Defense oriented company
was eager to exit the industry, but before that
happened a by-product of the pagination effort

launched a very successful full page display ad make-up
product that dominated the U.S. and a smaller portion
of Europe. It was very complete and powerful, but very
expensive – something that played well in the U.S., but
its price was much less enjoyed by the European newspaper market.
The efforts of the NSDG specified pagination system did
not go unnoticed on either continent. A few U.S. papers
– beginning with the Washington Post tried to prevail
with the product – as unfinished and flawed as it was. A
few in Scandinavia and England (Birmingham Post and
Mail) also tried to push the envelope in an effort to be
the first major newspaper with truly complete pagination. None of these early efforts met with “complete”
success and Raytheon retreated to its Defense business.

Early system developments in the
1980s
Throughout the early 1980s at almost every large newspaper exhibition, such as IFRA in Europe and ANPA/
NEXPO in America, suppliers such as Xenotron and Hastech could be seen demonstrating their solutions for the
production of fully electronic newspaper pages generally
with the output being generated on a Monotype Lasercomp because at the time it was pretty much the only 100
pica laser output device available.12 Dr. David Hedgeland
and Alan Darling from Monotype worked closely with
both Xenotron and Hastech. So, while there were demonstrations at shows and conferences of fully electronic page
makeup the reality was the technology was not really
ready for widespread use in the newspaper industry.
There were some notable exceptions whereby fully
electronic newspaper page makeup was achieved. One
of these was Xenotron with their Pagemaster product,
another was Hastech with PagePro. In 1980 Xenotron
Pagemaster was used to produce full newspaper pages
without any graphics at Il Mattino Di Padova using a
Rockwell Metroset CRT typesetter. Hyphen Italy, who
were the agents for both Xenotron and Monotype, successfully integrated the Xenotron Pagemaster and Monotype Lasercomp into their own editorial system and up
to 1988 had several successful non-PostScript output
based full electronic newspaper page systems installed
in Italy. Trond Hauge who had worked at Xenotron and

 See Figure 3 (5.1) on page 25: Full page output of text and images
at the 1980 IFRA Expo in Munich
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went on to work at Hyphen Italy was instrumental in getting these systems to work. In the
United States, Hastech were fairly successful
with PagePro their page makeup offering and
in 1981 at an ANPA conference in Atlantic City,
they claimed to have at least 40 newspapers
using the electronic page makeup system. How
many of these newspapers produced all of their
pagination through the Hastech system it is
impossible to say at this distance. However,
what is important to recognise is that these
systems were not cheap by any stretch of the
imagination. In 1981 a Hastech salesman was
quoted by the New York Times as saying “a system to handle news and ads for a small-circulation tabloid could cost as little as $200,000.”
That would be over half a million dollars in
2019 terms. Also successful in a limited market
sense were Triple I with their integrated system
and a number of smaller newspapers used the
mass market software Bestinfo Superpage in a
limited capacity. USA Today developed a home
grown system whereby the X/Y co-ordinates
of story elements were plotted on a screen and
pages of text were produced by the typesetter –
no line art, graphics or halftones of course.
Another point to note about the technology
in the late 1970s and early 1980s was that the
fonts used in the pagination terminals were
generic fonts not the true WYSIWYG outline
fonts we are used to seeing in Adobe InDesign
and QuarkXPress. Usually the generic fonts
came in just two offerings – serif and sans serif
– if you were lucky! Sometimes it was just the
one generic font. The characters in the fonts
had the correct character widths because that
was necessary for hyphenation and justification calculations.
The economic justifications for full page makeup were plain to see. In 1981 it was estimated
that paste-up costs now ranged from $ 400 for
a 36-page paper to $ 80,000 for a 350-page
Sunday metropolitan paper. Milt Goldwasser,
classified systems manager for The Los Angeles
Times, said his paper was saving $ 500,000 a
year with a classified pagination system it began to operate four years earlier. In 1981 it was
estimated that total production costs repre-
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sented 35 to 45 % of the $ 20 billion newspaper industry,
which employed 432,000 people. However, even with
these obvious economic drivers and revenue saving opportunities, fully electronic newspaper page makeup did
not become widespread until the early 1990s. There were
several factors that led to the widespread adoption of full
newspaper page makeup and these came from outside
the newspaper industry.

Desktop Publishing
The arrival of the desktop publishing revolution in the
mid 1980s is a well-known story and it does not have to
be covered here. The coming together of the three technology companies – Apple with the Macintosh, Adobe
with PostScript and Aldus with Pagemaker – had a fast
and dramatic impact to almost all of the publishing
industry particularly initially in magazines. The combination of the Adobe PostScript Raster Image Processor
(RIP) and the Linotronic high-resolution output device meant that for the first time there was a relatively
low-cost way to perform electronic full page makeup
and proof with fidelity at low resolution on the Adobe
PostScript plain paper printers such as the Apple LaserWriter. The widespread adoption of Adobe PostScript
output devices meant that no longer would font formats
be a barrier to switching suppliers because Adobe fonts
would run on any PostScript output device. Additionally,
the adoption of PostScript as the output page description language standard meant that switching front end
systems no longer meant new typesetter drivers.
For the newspaper industry, Aldus Pagemaker would
play a critical part in the adoption of fully electronic
page makeup. Aldus was founded by Paul Brainerd who,
importantly had worked both in the newspaper the
Minneapolis Star Tribune and for the dominant editorial
front-end system Atex. While at Atex Paul had worked on
the GT68, which was the Atex pagination terminal. Paul
and the other ex-Atex employees who founded Aldus
critically used their newspaper production experience
to produce a software application running on the Apple
Macintosh that was good enough to do integrated text
and graphics magazine and newspaper production.
However, while desktop publishing was revolutionising
many parts of the publishing industry there remained
an issue with having PostScript as the output format for
newspapers. While it was perfectly possible to assemble
a newspaper page on screen using a desktop publishing
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application such as Aldus Pagemaker the initial
implementations of the Adobe raster image
processor to drive high-resolution output devices had a significant speed issue. While speed
of output was not really an issue in magazine
publishing and the flexibility and much lower
cost offset any speed issues, this was not true
for the newspaper industry.
In fact it became the perceived wisdom that
PostScript could never be used to drive a
high-resolution output device for the newspaper industry since it was just too slow. Very
well respected industry luminaries such as
Steve Conaway who was the technical director
of The Independent newspaper in 1989 was
quoted at a Seybold conference as saying that
it would never be possible to produce a newspaper in PostScript. Charlie Ying, one of the
three co-founders of Atex and a very, smart
person also called PostScript a “Polish joke”. A
newspaper page could take well over an hour or
more to be output on a high-resolution postscript device, a long way from the Minneapolis
Star Tribune’s requirement of “a page a minute
with everything in it.”

The Evening Standard was a
pioneer
However, the industry demand for being able
to use PostScript to produce newspapers was
undeniable and two U.K. companies (Hyphen
Limited and Harlequin) managed to produce
high-resolution PostScript RIPs that were fast
enough for newspaper production. The first
major metropolitan newspaper to be produced
fully on screen with PostScript output was the
London Evening Standard under the technical
leadership of Allan Marshall. The page makeup
software running on Apple Macs was from DTI
and the output devices were Autologic laser imagesetters driven by Hyphen PostScript RIPs.
Many newspapers followed where Alan
Marshall and the Evening Standard had led.
This included the other titles of Associated
Newspapers, The Daily Mail and the Mail on
Sunday and many other U.K. national newspapers. Within a few short years, use of standard

platforms and PostScript output devices had become the
newspaper industry standard.
For a time the Seattle based Aldus pretty much had the
newspaper pagination market to themselves; then Quark
(who were based out of Denver) with QuarkXpress
became a significant competitor. Quark differentiated
themselves from others by opening up their platform to
extension developers and this led to a rich ecosystem of
specialist tools that were added on to the QuarkXpress
platform for the production of both newspapers and
magazines.
Additionally, Quark produced their own front-end editor
called the Quark Publishing System or QPS. While this
was primarily designed as a tool for magazines, which
made up the largest section of Quark’s customers, there
was significant interest from newspapers being able to use
QPS. Both the functionality and cost were very attractive
to newspapers. In the United Kingdom the system supplier
Press Computer Systems under the leadership of Stan
Dzuiba made the strategic decision to base their editorial
systems offerings around QPS and their own QuarkXpress
extensions. This turned out to be very popular and they
gained many major metropolitan and regional newspaper
groups as customers.
One of the consequences of the adoption of Adobe PostScript and PDF as output formats was that it opened the
marketplace for contract newspaper printing. This in
turn allowed newspapers to print closer to their target
market places and also to offer regionalised editorial and
advertising. A very good example of this was the Daily
Mail, which went from two printing plants in London
and Glasgow to over 15 printing plants in the U.K. and
abroad (U.S.A., Spain, etc.). The combination of being
able to offer regionalised advertising and editorial was
very successful for the Daily Mail and it generated a significant increase in revenues. Similarly, the Economist
newspaper added print plants in Europe and Hong Kong
the process being enabled by PostScript/PDF output.
Again in the U.K., Ali Assam of Diwan used a centralised
production house in London and transmitted via satellite
PostScript newspaper pages across the Middle East.
Once standard platforms and standard page makeup
applications producing full electronic newspaper pages
were widely adopted and working very well the natural
progression was to change the output device to plate-setters further reducing cost and eliminating time at a
critical part of production.
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5.3 CCD image capturing
By Gerhard Raab

The use of CCD arrays for image capturing was
one of the milestones in the history of electronic prepress systems. CCD arrays were the key
to the first digital cameras for professional use
and also for all kind of scanners, including the
CopyDot scanners, suitable to scan large ads,
consisting of colour separations on film in high
resolution to digitise them for full page makeup. This enabled finally the breakthrough of
Computer-to-Plate technology in newspapers.
The charge-coupled device was invented in
1969 in the United States at AT&T Bell Labs
by Willard Boyle and George E. Smith.13 The
first working CCD made with integrated circuit
technology was a simple 8-bit shift register.

This device had input and output circuits and was used
to demonstrate its use as a shift register and as a crude
eight pixel linear imaging device. Development of the
device progressed at a rapid rate. Steven Sasson, an
electrical engineer working for Kodak, invented the first
digital still camera using a Fairchild 100 x 100 CCD
in 1975.14 A reconnaissance satellite equipped with a
monochrome charge-coupled device array (800 x 800
pixels) was launched 1976. Under the leadership of Kazuo Iwama, Sony also started a large development effort
on CCDs involving a significant investment. Eventually,
Sony managed to mass-produce CCDs for their camcorders. Before this happened, Iwama died in August 1982;
subsequently, a CCD chip was placed on his tombstone to
acknowledge his contribution.

Figure 1 (5.3): CCD-array sensor, image by sciencestockphotos.com

 Dobbin, Ben. (2005-09-08) Kodak engineer had revolutionary
idea: the first digital camera. seattlepi.com. Retrieved on 2011-11-15.

14

 See U.S. Patent 3,792,322 and U.S. Patent 3,796,927
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In 2009 Boyle and Smith were awarded the
Nobel Prize for Physics for their invention of
the CCD concept.
CCDs originated their life as experimental
computer memories, but their capability to
convert incoming light into electrical charge
made them the best solid state light detectors.
The basic operation principle is rather simple – incoming light creates electrical charge
(electron particles) in the silicon chip. Free
electrons cannot travel through the chip freely,
because the chip is designed so the grid of
negative potential walls (stripes on the chip
with negative charge, which repel electrons)
and electrodes (conductors also polarised with
negative voltage and thus repelling electrons)
keep them in areas called potential wells. Each
potential well represents one pixel (“pixel” is an
abbreviation for “picture element”, the smallest
“square” in an image). The number of pixels
in horizontal and vertical direction as well as
physical dimensions of one pixel comprise the
basic CCD characteristics. Pixels more exposed
to light contain more electrons and vice versa.
Here comes the big advantage of CCD over
human’s eye: charge can be accumulated in
pixels, thus CCDs can detect light from very
dim sources simply by accumulating light-generated electrons over a long time.
The CCD silicon chip is covered by a structure
of electrodes, which keep light-generated electrons in pixels. But the electrode structure is
somewhat more complex. By applying various
voltages to various electrodes, electrons can be
poured from one well to the neighbouring well.
So it is possible to shift the charge over a chip
area. This process is used when it is necessary
to read the image from the CCD. Chunks of
electrons, representing individual pixels, are
shifted to the CCD output node, where the electrical charge is converted into electrical voltage. This voltage appears on the CCD output
pin. The camera electronics then measures the
voltage (converts the voltage to a number using
ADC – Analog to Digital Converter) of each
pixel. Information about charge accumulated
in each pixel (number representing number

of electrons and thus number of detected photons) then
creates the image data file.
Pixels can be organised in several ways:
■■ A single row of pixels comprises a linear CCD. Linear CCDs can be used when only a one-dimensional
image is needed (e.g. while obtaining the spectra,
which are one-dimensional in principle). However,
a full two-dimensional image can be created with a
linear CCD during a period of time – it is enough if
the detector and the target object move relative to
each other and the image is scanned line by line. This
principle is used e.g. in document scanners, which
scan line by line while the detector and its optics
move below the document. Also cameras used in orbiting spacecrafts often use linear detectors, read in
time intervals – the orbital motion of the spacecraft
is used to accumulate a planetary surface image line
by line.
■■ Pixels arranged into a matrix on a silicon chip comprise an array CCD. The array CCD detects an image
at once. They are used in video and still cameras and
also in astronomical CCD cameras.
	Pixels accumulating light are organised into columns in area CCDs. Applying appropriate voltage to
vertical electrodes shifts the whole image (all pixels)
along columns one row down. This means all image
rows move to the next row, only the bottom-most
row moves to a so-called horizontal register. The
horizontal register can be then shifted by horizontal
electrodes to the output node pixel by pixel. Reading
of array CCDs means vertical shifts interlaced with
horizontal register shifts and pixel digitisation.
Even array CCDs can have various designs:
Full Frame (FF) devices expose all their area to light.
It is necessary to use mechanical shutter to cover the
chip from incoming light during the readout process else
the incoming light can smear the image. FF devices are
best suited for astronomy tasks, because they use the
maximum area to collect light. Devices with really high
quantum efficiency are always FF devices.
Frame Transfer (FT) devices comprise two areas, one
exposed to light (Imaging Area – IA) and the second one
covered by opaque coating (Storage Area – SA). When
the exposition finishes, the image is very quickly transferred from IA to SA. The SA then can be relatively slow-
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ly digitised without smearing the image by incoming light. This feature is sometimes called
electronic shuttering. But such kind of shuttering also has some limitations. First it does
not allow to expose dark frames. The camera
must be equipped with a mechanical shutter
either way to automatically obtain dark frames
without bothering the observer to manually
cover the telescope or camera. The important
negative side of FT is its price. Manufacturing
large silicon chips without faulty pixels is an
expensive task and FT chips must be two times
the size of the IA. This is why companies are
abandoning the production of FT chips.
Interline Transfer (IT) devices work similarly to FT devices. They are also equipped
with electronic shutter, but their storage area
is interlaced with the image area. Only odd
columns accumulate light, even columns are
covered by opaque shields. Odd columns are
quickly transferred to even columns at the end
of exposition. Even columns are then shifted
down to horizontal register and digitised.
Interlacing of image and storage columns
limits the light collecting area of the chip. This
negative effect can be partially eliminated by
advanced manufacturing technologies (like
micro-lensing) described later.
CCDs using this architecture are called interlaced read sensors, as opposite to sensors
capable to read all pixels at once, called progressive read sensors.
Despite the implementation of micro-lenses,
the opaque columns reduces the quantum efficiency of IT CCDs compared to FF ones. If the
sensor dynamics range should not be limited,
the opaque columns must be of the same width
as the active ones. There is a combination of
both interlaced and progressive architectures,
which allows narrowing of opaque columns
and thus boosting of the chip sensitivity. Such
CCDs are called frame read CCDs – each
two pixels in adjacent rows shares one pixel in
opaque column, which then can be only half as
wide, because each pixel is two times high. The
pixel area and also its dynamic range remains
the same. Individual rows are not summed
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during frame read, but odd and even half-frames are
read sequentially.
Let us note that this way of CCD read requires the use
of a mechanical shutter. Pixels of the even half-frames
ere exposed during odd half-frame read. Frame readout
CCDs are often used in digital still cameras.
Remark: Some affordable, low resolution astronomical cameras use interlaced CCD detectors,
because they are relatively sensitive and cheap. But
it is impossible to read only one half frame after a
long exposure, typical when imaging deep space
objects. The whole frame (containing all pixels) must
be read. Usually interlaced CCDs also allow reading
similar to frame read mode—two independent halfframes can be read without adding of adjacent lines.
But images from such cameras can be usually easily
identified by contours showing traces of interlacing,
because odd and even half-frames often slightly
differ.
The chip quantum efficiency is influenced by a number of
manufacturing technologies:
■■ The negative shielding effect of electrodes on the chip
surface can be reduced by using more transparent
material.
■■ Manufacturers can create a small lens above each
pixel. Such a lens focuses light from insensitive chip
areas (e.g. covered by electrodes) to sensitive areas,
where light is not wasted. Especially Interline Transfer devices use micro-lenses to eliminate the effect
of opaque columns in the imaging area. But also FF
devices can benefit from micro-lenses applied above
pixels to increase the overall QE.

Figure 2 (5.3): Microlenses above pixels
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To use a CCD array as a colour image capturing
device colour filters are needed. Digital colour
cameras generally use a Bayer mask over the
CCD. Each square of four pixels has one filtered
red, one blue, and two green (the human eye
is more sensitive to green than to either red
or blue). The result of this is that luminance
information is collected at every pixel, but the
colour resolution is lower than the luminance
resolution.

Digital News Cameras using CCDs
Digital photography was never a big issue as long as
the newspaper production process needed darkrooms,
chemistry and much time to develop film and paper to
obtain the necessary elements for plate making – maybe
with one exception: Agency photographers and other
reporters far away from home travelled around with
mobile labs often installed in hotel bathrooms to develop
their shots, to scan them afterwards and send them to
the headquarter via telephone line. Keep in mind that
the transmission speed was 300 Baud at that time!
The first electronic cameras for photos were still video
cameras developed in the mid 1970s, storing the image
data in analogue form on magnetic tape or disk. Therefore they were electronic, but no digital cameras.

Figure 3 (5.3): Bayer mask on a CCD sensor, image by: Cburnett – Own work

Better colour separation can be reached by
three-CCD devices (3CCD) and a dichroic
beam splitter prism, that splits the image into
red, green and blue components. Each of the
three CCDs is arranged to respond to a particular colour. Many professional video camcorders, and some semi-professional camcorders
use this technique, although developments
in competing CMOS technologies have made
CMOS sensors, both with beam-splitters and
Bayer masks, increasingly popular in high-end
video and digital cinema cameras. Another
advantage of 3CCD over a Bayer mask device
is the higher quantum efficiency (and therefore
higher light sensitivity for a given aperture
size). This is because in a 3CCD device most
of the light entering the aperture is captured
by a sensor, while a Bayer mask absorbs a high
proportion (about two thirds) of the light falling onto each CCD pixel. This technology is not
used in digital news cameras.15

 Sources: Moravian Instruments Inc, Introduction to CCD Imaging, https://www.gxccd.com/
art?id=303&lang=409&style=4. Wikipedia https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charge-coupled_device
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In the early 1990s photo journalists experimented with
the first portable digital cameras like the Kodak DCS
100 based on the Nikon F3, a two-piece-device with a
big and heavy digital storage unit. The next development
was the DCS 200, a one piece device, which had two major disadvantages: it used the cheapest camera body with
removable back, the Nikon 8008, which was not accepted as a professional device, and the handling of data was
not plug-and-play due to a SCSI interface for the internal
or external HDDs.
The DCS 100 and 200 had intensively been tested by
Associated Press photographers and AP pushed the
development of a new device, developed by Kodak in
cooperation with AP, which was marketed by Associated Press under the name AP NC 2000 in 1994, being
announced just before the Winter Olympics in Lillehammer, Norway. Marty Cammarata, Director of Technology
Marketing at that time, reported “a few sales per month”
after the Olympics.
The good news: A one-piece device based on the Nikon
D90 body using PCMCIA hard disk drives with typically 130 or 170 MB capacity. The camera body suited
the needs of photo journalists, and most laptops had a
slot for PCMCIA Type 3 cards perfectly suited for the
NC2000 HDDs. This was the one thing making digital
photography immediately suitable for photojournalists
never having touched a computer in their live before.
A one day training on how to capture image data and
transmit them was enough for those computer beginners. The availability of Adobe Photoshop turned many
of these photographers quickly into Macintosh lovers.
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content was lost. TTL flash did not work. Focal length
was x1.5 due to the sensor size, making real wide angle
photography expensive and undistorted wide angle shots
impossible. The biggest disadvantage was the initial
price. The NC 2000 was sold at the beginning for around
17,500 USD. Together with a Macintosh laptop including
Photoshop, a couple of PCMCIA disks and some other
stuff a photographer would need in his bag this summed
up to 35,000 USD.

Figure 4 (5.3): The AP NC2000, photo taken with
NC2000

Shoot, check and transmit became a matter of
minutes.
The less good news: the CCD had 1,012 x 1,268
pixels. 1.3 Megapixels on a sensor of 20.5 x
16.4 mm, a good resolution for 10.7 cm at
300 dpi or 16 cm at 200 dpi meaning 2 or 3
columns on a page. It ran at max 1,600 ISO, but
with severe noise at high ISO settings. The ISO
setting could be changed for every single shot.
Not as bad as it sounds from today’s perspective. Bear in mind that many photos were still
printed on a wire photo printer, delivering
more or less lousy quality, then they were
scanned and screened on a black and white laser scanner/recorder like i.e. the Autokon 8400
or 1000 or even screened on an analog camera
like the famous but outdated Klimsch Expressa. Reproducing more than 15 images per hour
on a conventional camera was already regarded
fast.16 So it could be said that at least for newspapers the quality was good enough – and the
whole process was so fast, it compensated all
the other disadvantages.

Nevertheless the sales took off in 1995 and 1996, when
i.e. the Vancouver Sun bought 20 cameras and Axel
Springer invested in 38 NC 2000. One more thing was
that mobile phones could not only be used to make calls,
they could be used to transmit data via a modem to a
remote site.
A live demonstration was a highlight of the IFRA
Congress 1996 in Geneva. A shot was taken outside the
conference hall, viewed on a Laptop and sent via mobile
phone to the congress stage.17
The paradigm shift from single shots being distributed
as wirephotos to a real flood of pictures with the start of
digital photography is best illustrated by a comparison
from AP showing the differences between a U.S. Democratic Party congress in 1992 and the same event in 1996.

Party Congress 1992

Party Congress 1996

2 photographers

25 photographers

Analog cameras
plus 4 conventional digital
cameras

No conventional cameras
50 NC2000e digital cameras

10 Mac image processing
workstations

30 Mac image processing
workstations

10 GB storage space
(average 1 GB/day)

90 GB RAID storage space
(average 8 to 11 GB/day)

25 stored images/day

8,000 processed
images/day

20 distributed
wirephotos/day

225 distributed
wirephotos/day18

To name a few more issues: the battery could
not be replaced by the user. The PCMCIA
drives had to be handled with extreme care.
Once dropped, they were garbage and the
 Olympic Colours at IFRA96: a live demonstration shows the use
of digital photography in the newspaper, in: IFRA zeitungstechnik,
Darmstadt, Germany, November 1996, pages 28–29

17

 https://xmedia.biz/home/page.aspx?page_id=550&
archive_type_id=92&person=&categories=&archive_
id=3111&from=881&keyword=

16
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Figure 5 (5.3): from left to right – interview and photo shooting of Swiss Gold Medal Winner Pascal Richard, transmission from shooting site to congress stage via Macintosh laptop computer and Nokia mobile phone, Pascal Richard looks at the finished Digital Cromalin page after less than 30 minutes. Source: see footnote 17.

Today we find two different sensor chips in
Cameras: CCD and CMOS.
Both, CCD (charge-coupled device) and CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor)
image sensors, start at the same point – they
have to convert light into electrons. Both, CCD
and CMOS devices, perform this task using a
variety of technologies.
The next step is to read the value (accumulated
charge) of each cell in the image. In a CCD device, the charge is actually transported across
the chip and read at one corner of the array.
An analog-to-digital converter turns each
pixel’s value into a digital value. In most CMOS
devices there are several transistors at each
pixel that amplify and move the charge using
more traditional wires. The CMOS approach
is more flexible because each pixel can be read
individually.
CCDs use a special manufacturing process to
create the ability to transport the charge across
the chip without distortion. This process leads
to very high-quality sensors in terms of fidelity
and light sensitivity. CMOS chips, on the other
hand, use traditional manufacturing processes
to create the chip -– the same processes used
to make most microprocessors. Because of the
manufacturing differences, there have been
some noticeable differences between CCD and
CMOS sensors.

■■ CCD sensors, as mentioned above, create high-quality, low-noise images. CMOS sensors, traditionally,
are more susceptible to noise.
■■ Because each pixel on a CMOS sensor has several
transistors located next to it, the light sensitivity of
a CMOS chip tends to be lower. Many of the photons
hitting the chip hit the transistors instead of the
photo diode.
■■ CMOS traditionally consumes little power. Implementing a sensor in CMOS yields a low-power sensor.
■■ CCDs use a process that consumes a lot of power.
CCDs consume as much as 100 times more power
than an equivalent CMOS sensor.
■■ CMOS chips can be fabricated on just about any
standard silicon production line, so they tend to be
extremely inexpensive compared to CCD sensors.19
Due to further development of CMOS sensors driven
by cost effective mass production CMOS sensors have
reached a very high level of quality and sensitivity.
Triggered by the success of the AP NC 2000 the big
players Nikon and Canon developed their own DSLRs
like the Nikon D1 and the Canon EOS 1D, equipped with
goodies like removable batteries, robust memory cards,
and modern sensors making digital news photography a
standard.

 https://electronics.howstuffworks.com/cameras-photography/
digital/question362.htm
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Key technical data that highlight the technical
development between 1996 and 2016:
AP NC2000

Nikon D5

Sensor

CCD

CMOS

Sensor
size

20.5 x 16.4 mm

35.9 x 23.9 mm

Image
size
(pixels)

1,268 x 1,012

5,568 x 3,712

Storage

PCMCIA Hard Disk
max 180 MB
Once dropped,
gone forever

2 QXD cards 2016:
max 64 GB,
2019: 256 GB each
Dropped?
So what?

ISO sen 200 to 1,600
sitivity

100 to 102,400

Speed

2 fps for 6 shots

10 fps, 14 fps
with mirror up

Price

17,500 USD

6,500 USD

Remark: The comparison above focuses
on Nikon bodies. In September 1995 Kodak
introduced a Canon-based version of the
camera, using an EOS-1N body, called
the EOS DCS 3. The DCS 3 doubled the
NC2000’s 8 MB buffer to 16 MB, allowing
12 shots before the camera had to write the
buffer to disk. Advances in CCD technology allowed to significantly lower the noise
produced by the M3 sensor, improving
higher ISO image quality. In April 1996,
an upgraded version of the NC2000,
called the NC2000e, introduced the same
features to the Nikon world. The technical
data of the NC2000e were very similar to
the DCS3. The comparison between The
EOS DCS3 and the high end Canon model
of 2016, the EOS 1D X would show almost
the same results.

The great opportunity to immediately check the shots
came along with some challenges. The biggest challenge
for photographers when changing to digital cameras was
the necessity to use computers.
Before the digital age they had to care only about their
camera and to expose the shot correctly, showing details
in highlights and shadows and set the focal point as
desired. If they were developing their own films they
made probably a paper print and delivered this print or
negatives or slides to their customers. In most bigger
newspapers they gave their films to the photo lab and let
them do the job.
The new technology forced them to use computers and
software. Viewing the pictures on the computer was kind
of feasible. Getting data transmitted by laptop and phone
was not really a plug-and-play task at that time.
The great advantage as well as disadvantage was Adobe
Photoshop. It was an advantage because it could be used
to enhance the picture quality, it was a disadvantage as
the user had to know exactly what she or he was doing.
At the beginning photographers tended to make pictures worse by trying to enhance them due to lack of
experience in using Photoshop. Many publishers asked
their photographers to check their pictures, select, crop
and provide them to the publishing department without
“enhancing”.

Scanning with CCDs
There are two different kinds of CCD scanners for newspaper production. Both work with linear CCDs.

Continuous tone
Scanners for continuous tone scanning of slides and
paper images work with a fixed resolution on the overall
scanning width. This means that a 8,000 pixel CCD line
can generate 8,000 pixels i.e. for a scanning width of 10
inches, resulting in 800 dpi. Scanning a slide with two
inches results then in 160 dpi which would be insufficient in most cases.
There are two solutions to the issue.

Figure 6 (5.3): linear CCD
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Figure 7 (5.3): operation principle of a zoom scanner

Figure 8 (5.3): operation principle of an XY scanner

Either two specialised scanners are being used
for slides with lower input copy width, typically
35 mm and a reflective scanner for larger paper
copies, or a zoom scanner, adjusting the width
with a zoom lens to the given input size, providing the full resolution to any copy size.

■■ original size scanning of up to A2 (Eskoscan 2024) or
A1 (Eskoscan 2430)

Bear in mind that slides have to be enlarged in
most cases, so a 4,000 dpi scan would allow i.e.
scaling to more than 1,300 %, given a desired
resolution of 300 dpi for the final size.

■■ exact register for colour separations

CopyDot
CopyDot scanning has been a key requirement
in the beginning of Computer-to-Plate for
newspapers. When this technology became
technically mature, the generation of full pages
with text only was already state of the art, the
integration of pictures became available by
scanner interfaces to different page makeup
systems. The only remaining issue were the
ads.
The difficulty: display ads were delivered as
film or paper copies containing line-art elements and already screened images – in case
of colour as 4c colour separations. This way of
working was kept alive despite the rise of PDF
for quite a long time, as agencies and customers
could proof those film sets for quality control
and customer approval.
Scanning those originals required a new type
of device, the CopyDot scanner or XY scanner,
introduced by Eskofot, providing …

■■ suited for paper and film originals
■■ constantly high resolution of max 2,540 dpi over full
size

■■ true transfer of dot sizes (± 1 %)
■■ output of 4c files ready to be integrated into the page
■■ output formats TIFF, EPS, DCS1, DCS2 (single and
multiple files), composite EPS
A very detailed article about CopyDot was published
in the Seybold Report in 1998.20 Eskoscan scanners
have served in many newspapers for 10 to 15 years as
universal input devices to scan paper photos and slides,
screened ads in black and white and colour (CopyDot).
Full page scans in DCS format could be transmitted with
EskoNet to remote print sites and images with PostScript
RIPs on film or plate image setters, making proprietary single use facsimile systems like i.e. Hell Pressfax
obsolete. It served as a bridge technology before digital
delivery of photos and ads became a standard procedure.
The Eskoscan and other CCD colour scanners started a
trend to full colour in newspapers in the early nineties.
Why? The demand was there, because 4c ads became
very popular and created good profit, initiating a boom
of 4c printing.21
 Seybold Report on Publishing Systems, Volume 27, Number 11,
February 23, 1998; CopyDort Scanning Comes of Age: An Overview and Test of the Products

20

 More on CopyDot scanning can be found in this report in chapter
“5.4 CTP systems”.
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Figure 9 (5.3):
Eskoscan 2024S

Secondly, since the age of conventional repro
cameras or the Hell Vario-Klischograph in the
sixties (a device generating clichés by a metal
shaping process) colour scanning meant drum
scanning.
The scanners like the Hell Chromagraph DC
300 were expensive and the operators were
seen as artists and paid very well. Finding the
right settings for gradation, colour correction
and screening demanded much experience,
processes like UCR and GCR were only understood by a few highly skilled people, real colour
experts. Electronic image processing systems
from Hell, Scitex and Crosfield costed millions
and only big companies could afford them. Image scanning and processing took much more
time than a newspaper would normally accept.

anyone could buy it and gather experience. Photoshop
was the killer application for the proprietary image processing systems named above.
Automatic image enhancement systems like Binuscan
and Intellitune reduced manual image manipulation in
many newspapers. ICC profiles made sure that standardised processes led to standard results in the process
chain from image capturing to print. Over the time,
expert knowledge became part of prepress software.
Not to forget: all these applications could only become
popular, as PC hardware doubled computing power every second year and prices dropped proportionately.

The flatbed scanners becoming popular in
the nineties came with software to ease the
scanner operators life by performing some of
the adjustments, which needed experienced
hands-on before. Adobe Photoshop provided
automatic processes to enhance and process
colour photos and it was relatively cheap, so
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5.4 CTP systems
By Gerhard Raab

Newspaper prepress was dominated by artisans and craftsmanship for a long period at
least until the 1980s. New technology replacing
photographic processes and manual work triggered a revolution in the publishing houses in
the early 1980s, when tons of typesetting and
camera equipment became obsolete and electronics started to take over. This affected the
whole editorial process, as editors were suddenly forced to use a keyboard and later even
to carry a camera and shoot pictures themselves. On the other side they were rewarded by
working comfort (WYSIWYG) and speed never
seen before. To understand Computer-to-Plate
it seems to be useful describing the changing
prepress workflows from 1980 to 2000, as they
were fundamental prerequisites for CTP.

Computer-to-Plate –
what it needed to make it work
It seems obvious, a computer providing the
full page content in digital form and a printing

Manual plan
(Template)

Editorial Department
Photos

Repro
Camera

Manual
paste-up

Text

CRT
Typesetter

plate to be exposed by an imager using the full-page
file. Sounds easy, but it took around 15 years from the
first CRT film and paper Imagesetters to see Computer-to-Plate in everyday newspaper production.
Since Mergenthaler’s invention of the hot-metal typesetting machine in 1884 newspaper typesetting was always
hot-metal. In the early eighties of the last century most
of the hot-metal typesetters were replaced by electronic
typesetters with Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT). Due to the
diameter of the tube, the spot size and resolution these
typesetters could provide mostly only text in a width of 1
or 2 columns. They were fed by proprietary systems running on proprietary hardware with proprietary image
generators and proprietary interfaces to the imagesetter.
The full page with all elements – text, pictures, ads –
were exposed separately on photo paper and mounted
manually as a paper paste-up. A negative camera copy
was taken on film which was then used to expose the
offset printing plate in a plate copy device.
From the page elements on paper it took three manual
steps to produce the plate. Error sources in this process
were undercutting, dust marks or film edge marks and

Ad
Department

Delivered
(run
through)*

1:1
Camera

* Or in-house production

on camera/CRT typesetter

Plate
Copy

Figure 1 (5.4): Typical newspaper prepress workflow in the early 1980s
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human errors. Another disadvantage was
that two chemical processes had to be used to
develop the negative film and later the plate
with high consumables and waste management
cost as well as manpower and time to obtain
the plate. These processes also resulted in
gradation changes and limited the highlight
and shadow dot sizes. On the other side, optical
control on the paper paste-up was easy and
changes could be performed manually in most
cases.

From cameras and CRT to laser
scanners and typesetters
In the following years the optical repro cameras were mostly replaced by scanners with builtin recorders to expose photo paper like for example the famous ECRM Autokon. Speed, the
much lower space requirement and the great
possibilities to adjust gradation, tonal range
and light/shadow spot size of the screened image made the conventional cameras obsolete in
just two or three years. At the same time laser
imagesetters like for example the Linotype
Linotronic and Monotype Lasercomp replaced
the CRT recorders. These systems could image
a whole newspaper page, at least the text part

Manual plan
(Template)

of it. Photos as well as ads were output separately and
manually pasted on the page.
At this stage, the newspaper production systems were
still proprietary systems running on expensive hardware
with proprietary Raster Image Processors and interfaces
to the output recorder. Nevertheless, a couple of pioneer
newspapers invested in the next step: to get rid of the
manual paste-up process and image the whole content
of the page at once. The first system in daily newspaper
production – at least we know of – of this kind using
an ECRM Autokon 8400, a Linotype System 8 and a
Linotronic 500 was set up at the Darmstädter Echo, a
regional newspaper in Southern Germany close to IFRA
headquarters, as well as the system providers Chromos
and Linotype. A feasibility study was shown already at
IFRA Expo 1980 in Munich using a Monotype Lasercomp with the Hastech PagePro terminal and the the
Monotype Graphics System taking picture data from an
ECRM Autokon 8400.22

The Personal Computer revolution
A couple of developments in the computer Industry
changed the game completely in the following years:
■■ The IBM PC and its clones became a standard for
cheap computing power.

Ad
Department

Editorial Department
Photos

Scanner/
Recorder

Manual
paste-up

Text

Delivered
(run
through)*

Laser
Typesetter

1:1
Camera

* Or in-house production

on camera/CRT typesetter

Plate
Copy

Figure 2 (5.4): In the mid 1980s scanners and laser imagers replaced cameras and CRT imagers
 See David Hedgeland’s article “5.1 The first laser imagesetter”
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■■ PostScript came up as a standard to describe the content of a digital document.
■■ TCP/IP and LAN became available.
As a result, new players like for example Hyphen developed software Raster Image Processors running on PCs. The architecture of the
PC allowed third party manufacturers to develop specific interface boards and market them
in big quantities due to the fast-rising numbers
of PCs (and Macs) in the industry. The PostScript RIP on a PC became a standard within
a short period. This made full page imaging
affordable and was widely used at the end of
the 1980s – at least for black and white pages
still dominating the newspapers at that time.

CopyDot for ads and digital
planning
All full page makeup systems mentioned so far
in this report could only image pages without
physically delivered display ads. Despite the existence of PostScript display ads were delivered
as physical material – bear in mind that PDF
was not in place yet – and were a big issue to be
integrated into the full-page file. In many cases
editorial content was imaged on one film, the
display ad was mounted on a full-page template

Digital plan
(Template)

Editorial Department
Photos

Text

Page
Assembly
Robot

and then the final page was again obtained by copying
two films together with all the necessary manpower and
chemical processes. There was no scanner on the market
to create an exact copy of a screened display ad. Eskofot
brought the solution in 1990. Kjeld Moselund, former
Vice President at Purup-Eskofot says:
“The Eskoscan scanner was developed as a replacement
for the conventional Eskofot darkroom cameras. Therefore – unlike most other scanners – it came with a large
flatbed copy board for paper as well as film originals,
and it could scan the entire 51 x 61 cm area at an optical
resolution of 2,540 dpi. This enabled the Eskoscan to
reproduce halftone dots with an accuracy of ± 1 %. This
application was named CopyDot.”
This was the final step to image all pages of a newspaper
completely on a laser imagesetter. But how about workflow and control? Until then there was a manual template on paper, which was used to define size of editorial
images, volume of articles and size of display ads. In the
manual process of paste-up this template served as a
guideline for assembling the full page, showing all errors
immediately. Assembling the page was like flying blind
and the result could be seen on WYSIWYG screens as
full page in low resolution or tiny parts of the page in full
resolution or altogether after exposing the film.
Correcting errors was complicated and time consuming
as the input had to be recreated and the assembly pro-

Ad
Department

CopyDot
Scanner*

Full Page
Laser
Typesetter

* Or in-house production
on DTP system

Plate
Copy

Figure 3 (5.4): Around 1990 full-page-imaging on film became common in newspaper prepress
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cess had to be repeated. Digital Page Planning
systems like ppi Media’s PlanPag and a page
assembly robot like ProPag were the solution to
this challenge. A digital plan was created and
submitted to the editorial and ad departments.
Based on this plan, the page assembly software
checked any input versus the planning just
when receiving page content and corrections
could be performed at a very early stage. But
the crucial point was that due to the digital
workflow the number of errors decreased
dramatically. Today ppi Media’s solutions for
automatic and industrial publishing production are in use at hundreds of publishing sites
around the world.
The system configuration shown in figure 3 enabled finally to think about Computer-to-Plate
for newspapers. In the early 1990s colour
became a very important topic for advertising,
more and more pages were printed in colour
due to the revenue from colour ads and the
editorial departments used the opportunity to
print more and more colour photos. Many ad
customers at that time insisted in using spot
colours to avoid composition of their brand
colours in process colour (4c).
Another trend was finer zoning of local editions. This led to a complicated planning for
black and white, 4c and spot colour pages and
a high number of different plates for a whole

production run. At the same time the number of copies
printed from a single plate began to drop.23
All these facts promoted the trend to digital planning
and page assembly systems as well as CopyDot scanners.
Kjeld Moselund:
“When colour ads became common in newspapers, they
were initially distributed to the newspapers as sets of
colour separations on film, which had to be mounted
very accurately during manual film montage in order
to obtain perfect register. The Eskoscan was upgraded
to use the registration marks to automatically scan the
separations in perfect register, without the need for
time-consuming accurate positioning. The output was a
four-colour file in perfect register, easy to integrate into
digital full-page composition.
When eventually Computer-to-Plate became the preferred technology at newspapers, the conversion back
to digital data of all incoming paper and film originals
simply became a must. The Eskoscan was also used as
front-end in facsimile systems, transmitting complete
newspaper pages to remote printing sites.”

1998 – the dawn of CTP
Even though the first Computer-to-Plate Imager was
presented 1976 by ANPA at ANPA/TEC in Anaheim,
California, U.S.A. and EOCOM installed the first test site
at Utica Daily Press in Utica, NY, U.S.A. the technology
was not yet suited for newspapers, mainly due to the
low speed of the first generation CTP systems and the
low sensitivity of the plates, the throughput was quite
limited.

Figure 4 (5.4): Around 1990 full-page-imaging on film became common in newspaper prepress
 More information about the development of CopyDot scanning is
available in this report in chapter “5.3 CCD image capturing”.
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Hoechst (Kalle) presented the N90 CTP plate
1990 at Drupa in Düsseldorf, Germany, the
first CTP plate suited for newspapers: A negative photopolymer plate.
From 1990 on there were a couple of installations with the Gerber LE55 Recorder using
the N90 plate at Brabants Nieuwsblad in
Rosendaal, Netherlands, Alerta in Santander,
Spain, Vorarlberger Nachrichten in Schwarzach, Austria, and Tiroler Tageszeitung in Innsbruck, Austria, but these installations did not
lead to a breakthrough for Computer-to-Plate.
For film imagesetters the standard light source
was a Helium Neon laser with a typical power
of 5mW, besides its wavelength not at all suited
to expose a printing plate in a reasonable
amount of time. High energy Imagers with
argon-ion lasers and FD-YAG lasers became
common only in the later 1990s, when Agfa,
Autologic, Krause Biagosch and Purup-Eskofot
offered newspaper CTP systems and different
manufacturers offered CTP plates.
The price per plate was around twice as high
as for a conventional plate, the price for a CTP
recorder was significantly higher than for a
film imagesetter and due to the high circulation
of the few local editions one single film could
serve to make up to 16 plates. This was eco-

nomically rather contrary the introduction of CTP. Nevertheless, a couple of facts accelerated the step towards
Computer-to-Plate.24
Remember figure 1: Including the process of developing
the films brought in by the photographers there were five
chemical processes for photo reproduction, text typesetting, 1 : 1 camera and plate making. Environmental
regulations made waste disposal more complicated and
costlier over time. Additionally, all these steps needed
a lot of manpower. Since then many publishing houses
invested in a digital workflow system and had a system
in place looking like the one in figure 3. Finer zoning
resulting in more local editions reduced the number of
plates to be copied from one film.
Digital cameras had started to replace conventional
cameras, text transmission became much easier, making
the overall story creating process faster. Editorial departments as well as advertising departments demanded
shorter prepress cycles. The film and plate making process according to figure 3 took 17 to 23 minutes, the step
to CTP reduced it to 5 minutes. “Excluding the problem
of the multiples and presupposing the availability of a
high-performance CTP system, it is possible to bring
forward the press start-up time. For some popular newspapers that are sold on the streets in the evening, every
minute earlier that the newspaper can be dispatched
represents a decisive economic advantage.”25

Figure 5 (5.4): An overview of
the share of costs per plate in
CTP and in the conventional
working method. Plate consumption ca. 50,000 plates
p.a. and one plate per page
drawn only, source: IFRA
Special Report 2.27
 Source: newspaper techniques January 1998, Symposium addresses Computer-to-Plate in practice

24

 Source: IFRA Special Report 2.27, paragraph 2.4
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Figure 6 (5.4): Development of CTP installations
at European newspapers
*October 2001 is an IFRA estimate
Source: IFRA Special Report 2.32, 2001

Digital plan
(Template)

Figure 7 (5.4): The figures to date show Europe leading the
field, status: October 2000, source: IFRA Special Report
2.32, 2001
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Figure 8 (5.4): typical system configuration at CTP sites in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s

But this IFRA Special Report states also that
under certain conditions CTP could economically make sense, as figure 5 shows for the
German market.
All the above-mentioned facts pro CTP as well
as the point that its economics were not a big
show stopper anymore led to a kick start to
invest in CTP in many mid-size and bigger
newspapers in Europe in 1998 to 2000.
It is remarkable that Europe was by far the
leading region for CTP implementation. One of
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the reasons may have been that ads were still delivered
mostly as physical artwork, making CopyDot scanners
essential to produce full pages including ads.

Plate and process quality control
One of the big issues in the beginning of the age of
Computer-to-Plate was the quality control of the plates.
First, the optical control performed on the conventional
negative film was not possible on the CTP plate, as the
optical difference between printing and non-printing
areas was minor, making a visual control almost impossible. Soft proofing systems – including those showing

CHANGING PRINT

the real bitmap on pixel level to detect moiré,
banding or similar effects – had to be implemented to allow visual control before imaging
the plate, even more important as waste plate
due to incorrect content was significantly more
expensive than a faulty film. To measure the
plates, a new kind of device was developed:
plate measurement device. Due to the low
density difference between printing and non
printing areas a camera was used to create a
high contrast (2-level) b/w picture of the plate
area to be measured and then the relation
between the white and the black pixels could be
determined and be output as dot size.
The second aspect was the quality of the exposure itself. The imaging process of conventional plates was known for ages, the exposure
tolerance was large and easy to handle. CTP
plates had to be much more sensitive and the
laser power reaching the plate needed control.
A visually good-looking plate could be good
for a run length of 250,000 copies or 50,000,
causing a stop of the web press, remaking a
plate and replacing it in the press. A disaster to
be avoided under all circumstances. Stability

fluctuations of the CTP process can have several reasons,
as IFRA Special Report 2.32 states in paragraph 1.3:
■■ insufficient calibration of the imager/RIP system,
■■ change in the system status due to changed environmental influences during production, such as
temperature, humidity, etc.
■■ use of a new plate batch or fluctuations in the production quality of the plates used,
■■ too low laser intensity due to a defect, ageing, or dust
and dirt contaminating the laser or optical paths
(lenses, mirrors), etc.
■■ temperature fluctuations (pre-heating, developer
addition) in the plate processor,
■■ activity (level of exhaustion) of the developer in the
plate processor,
■■ washing quality of the plate surface,
■■ combination of several of the above.
Exposure tests of special patterns and their manual
analysis in regular time frames can assure plate quality
but are again manual steps consuming time and materials and will not show decreasing quality during the

Figure 9 (5.4): The composition of the control element. Top: the analogue, below: the digital part. Source: IFRA Special Report 2.32

Figure 10 (5.4): A shot of the control element taken with the CCD camera, source: IFRA Special Report 2.32
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intervals between testing. Therefore, the IFRA
working group “Automatic process control in
CTP production” started a feasibility study to
expose a special wedge suitable to check all
effects mentioned above on every single plate
and control it automatically by a camera in
the optical punch-bender unit. As a result, the
working group found out that only a combination of a digital pattern and an optical grey
wedge could create reliable data.
The prototype installed at Darmstädter Echo
proved clearly the main objectives:
■■ No loss of production time. The measuring
and control system may not interrupt CTP
production nor lead to time losses.

■■ No additional manpower. The solution aimed at may
not tie down additional manpower.
■■ Minimum objective: automatic warning. If it is not
possible right away to install a closed-loop control
system, the system should at least give a warning
when something in the process runs outside the
target parameters.
Only a few years after CTP systems in newspapers became popular, the laser types being used at the beginning became obsolete. The expensive and difficult-to-adjust FD-YAG and Argon-Ion lasers were replaced by
violet laser diodes with a wavelength of 405 mm,
resulting not only in lower prices for the CTP recorders,
but also to lower total cost of ownership due to lower maintenance costs. The typical CTP system today

Figure 11 (5.4): Left: Conventional bending with pre-punched plates. Right: Video controlled punching and bending
with pin registration and unpunched plates, source: IFRA Special Report 2.32

Figure 12 (5.4): Draft of a possible closed-loop CTP quality control system, source: IFRA Special Report 2.32
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Figure 13 (5.4): Simplified block diagram of a fully integrated newspaper production system

runs as an automatic device with automatic
plate loading of unpunched plates and feeding
from the processor to video controlled punching and bending.
The use of a three-pin-registration in the imager and video-controlled punching and bending
the exposed plate increased accuracy of registration substantially enhancing the quality of
colour pictures and ads. Furthermore, measuring the correction values in the video punch/
bender before bending the plates and launching
a warning when exceeding a certain limit could
assist detecting plate setters needing adjustment before out of register.
In order to provide a closed-loop quality control, the system configuration shown in figure
12 became possible.
This brings us back to a statement in paragraph
2.9 of the IFRA Special Report 2.27 about
workflow management:
“Because CTP is more than a digital plate setter
(to which, unfortunately, it is erroneously
reduced by some potential users), questions
of workflow and data management play a very
important role. The workflow organisation
is, naturally, closely linked with the system
configuration.”

CTP in a medium or big newspaper needs an integrated
workflow system to ensure all the benefits like late ad
taking, late editorial changes including volume changes,
a large number of local editions and high quality of the
plates as well as production security. A crucial part of
plate making is an output management system performing page pairing, load balancing of RIPs and imagers
and distribution of the right data at the right time to the
right output system next to the printing unit where it is
needed. Figure 13 shows a simplified block diagram of
such a system.

Conclusion
Since the year 2000 Computer-to-Plate has become a
real success story. Together with digital page planning
and assembly it is the driving force of the industrial
prepress production in newspapers. The huge savings in
manpower, consumables and waste as well as the gain
of flexibility, quality and speed helped many newspaper
publishers to survive the economic challenges since
then. And those publishers having invested in digital
prepress and production system could upgrade them to
run decentralised editorial and printing environments
as well as to multi-channel systems dominating the publishing world today (see also Chapter 10)
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5.5 CTP plates
By Rudolf Zertani

Summary
Computer-to-plate (CTP) is an imaging technology used in modern printing processes. In
this technology, an image created in a Desktop
Publishing (DTP) application is output directly
to a printing plate.
An important part of realisation was and still
is the design of chemical blocks to build up the
required printing plates. (monomer, binder,
dyestuff, initiator etc.).
At the end of the 1980s printing plate manufacturing experienced a fundamental change
as a result of developments in the laser and
computer technology. It became possible to
expose printing plates directly from digital
data, thereby eliminating completely the photographic film as an intermediate step, which
resulted in time and cost savings as well as
quality and reliability improvements. The term
Computer-to-Plate (CTP), which describes the
direct imaging of printing plates with lasers,
gained worldwide fully acceptance and is today
a standard in the graphic industry. The initially
employed argon-ion laser (488 nm) and FDNd-YAG laser (532 nm) had the disadvantage

Figure 1 (5.5): The first practical demonstration of a newspaper CTP plate was organised by the company Hoechst–
Kalle using their Ozasol© laser plate N90 during Drupa
1990 in Düsseldorf. Source: all illustrations in this chapter
were provided by Rudolf Zertani.

Figure 2 (5.5):
Diagram on the
history of plate
development.
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Figure 3 (5.5): The Hoechst–Kalle stand at Drupa 1990 showed a red pyramid to illustrate the argon-ion laser technology of the time. CTP plates had to be handled under red light conditions.

that they required printing plates sensitive
in the area of visible light. They needed to be
handled under red light conditions (see red
pyramid, pictures from Drupa 90). By the end
of the 1990s they were superseded by imagesetters with semiconductor lasers that worked in
the near infra-red region of the spectrum (830
nm, thermal imagesetters) and with violet laser
diodes (405 nm, violet imagesetters).

Drupa 1995 –
the Computer-to-Plate show
Plates and plate setters were shown by nearly
all companies producing offset plates. But the
acceptance in the printing industry was very low
and took time. Workflow issues, availability of
digital data, structural issues, profitability, lack
of practical experience, to name some objections, slowed down the introduction until 1995.

The first practical demonstration was done by the company Hoechst–Kalle using the Ozasol© laser plate N90
during Drupa 1990 in Düsseldorf on plate setters from
Gerber (LE55) and Purup PE5000.

Technology overview, evolution of
photopolymer printing plates
Over the last 30 years the CTP market has shown that
several different technologies led to satisfied customers
with different applications. The three biggest selling CTP
technologies were silver halide, thermal and photopolymer – all of which are well proven and available from
different suppliers.
■■ Actual thermal plates and photopolymer plates
sensitised for violet (405 nm)/thermal laser (830 nm)
diodes are the first choice and main products for CTP.

Figure 4 (5.5): Different CTP laser technologies work in different ranges of the electro
magnetic spectrum. The visible spectrum is
roughly between 400 and 700 nm.
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Violet laser diode technology and
importance for CTP
Not many would disagree with the view that
the little violet laser diode was the piece of
technology that accelerated the adoption of
CTP by newspapers. The promise and potential of this technology was driven home by a 5
mW laser diode used with the highly sensitive
silver based plates in the year 2000 (Drupa).
At that time, more than a decade into the CTP
experience, newspapers waiting to migrate to
a CTP workflow were still uneasy over two aspects of the visible light and thermal systems
in operation: life-cycle costs, and in the case
of thermal, an additional factor of insufficient
speed in the newspaper context.
The violet laser diodes quickly settled the
cost and life issues: designed for application
in the DVD industry, they were low-cost; and
they were expected to outlast the platesetters
themselves. While Nichia (from Japan) was
perhaps the only supplier to start with, others
soon followed.
Given the general reluctance to continue with
silver-based systems, the quest for a more
powerful laser diode and a more sensitive
photopolymer plate was already under way.
By 2002, there was a 30 mW laser diode, and
by 2004 (Drupa) a 60 mW version. Parallel
progress on the photopolymer plate served to
give violet technology a leg up and push it into
the lead in the newspaper market.
However it was not all that easy for those
responsible for buying decisions in newspapers. The “violet vs. thermal” battle was
fiercely fought by vendors whose approach
was marked by an excessive focus on the technology rather than on what would best meet
user needs, prompting Rosemarie Monaco to
write in Newspapers & Technology (September 2005): “My very strong advice to anyone
in the market for Computer-to-Plate is to steer
clear of the vendor wars. In fact, pay little attention to the statistics. Instead, outline your
requirements and buy the system that comes
closest to helping you achieve your goals.”
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In the early 1950s polymer coatings were introduced
to lithographic printing plates formulations. Most
polymer formulations used in offset printing generally have the following features in common:
■■ They are light sensitive with a photopolymer
coating and top coat (overcoat) to prevent oxygen
penetration during exposure.
■■ They are coated onto a flat aluminum substrate,
which is electrochemical grained and anodised.
■■ After image wise exposure the more soluble areas
of the coatings are removed in a development step.

Figure 5 (5.5): The
aluminum substrate
is electrochemical grained and
anodised to enable
water uptake.

Photopolymer technology for CTP
plates
The benefits of photopolymer CTP plates are:
■■ Attractiveness for R&D worldwide to develop new
plate concepts over the last 30 years
■■ Capability of a broad spectral sensitisation
■■ UV-lamp, Violet laser, UV-Vis.-laser, IR-laser,
violet and thermal laser diodes
■■ Amplified imaging process; one photon initiates
multiple reactions or even a cascade of reactions
■■ High sensitivity enables a very high throughput
■■ Formation of three dimensional/cross-linked
network
■■ High press robustness of the image
■■ Agfa has a strong expertise/history with this
technology
The requirements for the polymers used in printing
layers are as different as the characteristics of each
individual printing process (newspaper, commercial
and packaging applications).

CHANGING PRINT

2018: The offset plate volume
for CTP plates was published as
600 million m2 worldwide, which
reflects 80 % of all offset printing
plates.

Figure 6 (5.5): The architecture of a photopolymer CTP plate.

2002: It was the opposite situation. Only 20 % CTP plates and
80 % analogue plates plus film
were used.
The best digital plates use
high-quality grained and anodised aluminium substrate as base
material. This technology is well
proven from the world of analogue
plates. For the higher quality plate
suppliers, good quality electrochemical graining and anodising
ensures robust wide-latitude press
performance, stable ink/water balance, good quality printed results
and importantly, it also ensures
predictable printing behaviour in
the press.

Figure 7 (5.5): The processing of CTP plates includes exposure, heating,
pre-wash, development and (optional) baking.

The polymerisation process during exposure (1)
and heating (2)
■■ Polymerisation continuously
increases the hardness of the
layer and therefore decreases
the polymerisation rate.
■■ Radicals become trapped in
the polymeric matrix (= latent
image).

Figure 8 (5.5): Kinetics of the photo polymerisation process.

■■ Oxygen inhibition is prevented
due to O2-barrier layer (overcoat).
■■ Radical polymerisation is further amplified by increasing the
radical mobility. This means
the heating step achieves highly
cross-linked and extremely
durable polymer networks important for a high run length,
a wide process latitude, and a
reliable image quality.

Figure 9 (5.5): The pre-heat amplification process.
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Figure 8 (5.5): Kinetics of th Figure 10 (5.5): Plate design and influences on plate performance. e photo polymerisation process.

History of photopolymer
printing plates

■■ They can be handled under yellow light, safelight
working conditions.

1990: Drupa :N90 – first photopolymer offset
plate for CTP plate applications.

Violet diodes are being used in DVD systems. Their
unique properties have attracted attention from other
industries, including the printing industry.

1995: Drupa :N90A – introduction of a plate
further improved for sensitivity and sludge.
1996: Acquisition of Hoechst BU/Druck, business unit print (former Kalle) by Agfa.
2000: Drupa :N91 – improved plate for lithographic latitude (improved substrate), storage
stability, latent image stability and dot gain.

2005: Introduction of :N92-VCF. Plates offer a far more
consistent behaviour because many processing variables
of platemaking have been removed. As a result :N92-VCF
plates produce an exceptionally strong image contrast
every time without on-press contamination.

2004: Introduction of :N91v, the first violet
photopolymer offset plate for newspaper CTP
applications.
Strong growth in last 15 years due to benefits of
violet technology:
■■ Benefits of violet laser diodes are: long
lifetime (+10 years), reliable, low cost, high
speed. They allow to build CTP systems with
a maximum output of 400 plates per hour.
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Figure 11 (5.5): Laser diodes are small and affordable, they
have a long lifetime, are reliable, and provide high-speed
exposure.

CHANGING PRINT

Figure 12 (5.5): The reduction of process steps reduces
processing variables and leads to more consistent results in
CTP production.

2011: Introduction of :N94-VCF, which offers
run lengths that are 30–40 % longer than
those of :N92-VCF. When Agfa Graphics first
launched chemistry-free plates for the newspaper industry in 2007, the industry got triggered
yet hardly convinced. That completely changed
with the introduction of the N94-VCF chemistry-free violet offset plate in 2011. Since then,
more than 70 % of Agfa Graphics’ newspaper
customers worldwide switched to Agfa’s chemistry-free plate technology.
2015: Introduction of :N95-VCF.
2018: Introduction of Avatar V-ZH, the first
preheat-free and chemistry-free violet plate.
Avatar V-ZH works with all violet CTP sys-

tems currently in use at newspaper print sites across the
world. During exposure the violet-laser diode triggers
the polymerisation of the image area. Subsequently, the
plate is gummed in the clean-out unit with a dedicated
gum, which removes the soft, unexposed non-image
areas in an easy and clean way. An LED bar close to the
drying section takes care of the final curing of the plate.

Review
In 1992 we got some remarks back from customers,
saying that “computer to plate is a solution for a non-
existing problem”. Today CTP technology is the standard
solution for plate making worldwide.
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5.6 Screening technology
By Rainer Kirschke

The evolution of PostScript
screening technologies for
newspaper print production
In the 1980s the new Desktop Publishing
(DTP) developed besides the classical typesetting systems and the established reprography
systems. Initially only used as a digital typewriter, print job contents consisting of text,
graphics and scanned images developed very
quickly thanks to the new Apple PC systems
and desktop scanners. The critics (mostly reprography and typesetting system specialists)
of the new unknown PostScript based technology very quickly noticed specific weaknesses of
the new desktop applications. Images generated via PostScript showed ugly moire appearances, grey-scales were missing, so that PostScript screening gradients looked like steps,
tonal value jumps through the screening dot
closure showed blackened bars in grey-scales.
At the end of the 1980s, the performance of
raster image processors (RIPs) was still so
slow, that a DIN A4 format output on film
could take up to 12 hours. There also were “kill-

er jobs”, PostScript files, which caused the RIP process to
fail after 20 hours of processing. Customers or organisations such as the Seybold Seminars compiled extremely
complex data at this time, which made any presentation
of new technologies to interested parties and customers
a risky event. But the evolution of computer performance
increased in the early 1990s based on microprocessor
innovations in shortest sequences (Fig. 1).

The limits to the creativity of
PostScript
The page description language PostScript in combination
with very complex software packages offered in the late
1980s the user an almost unlimited possibility to implement graphic design ideas. This unrestricted creativity
was restricted at the latest, when documents were not
only viewed on the screen, but also printed on paper or
film. In the beginning PostScript allowed a maximum of
256 grey-scales (8 bit data depth) for the output of rasterised halftone information. PostScript screening was
limited to the rational design of screen angles (rational
tangent = RT screening). If an irrational angle (e.g. 15°
or 75°) was selected for the definition of a PostScript
screen, very bad moiré effects in pictures showed up and

Figure 1 (5.6): This continuous PC
performance innovation supported
also the screening innovations in
PostScript. Source: All illustrations
of the chapter were provided by
Rainer Kirschke.
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created unsellable print jobs. A solution for this
problem was required.

RT screening
The RT screening, which Linotype-Hell licensed to Adobe, was based on the screening
angles generated with rational tangent and the
empirical experiments performed with different combinations of screen angles and screen
frequencies. The basic idea of RT screening was
to move away from the conventional angles
of 15° and 75° and at the same time reducing moiré by using strongly differing screen
rulings. The result of these combinations was a
very close succession of moiré structures within a coloured document. This micro-moiré was
intended to show the observer the visibility of
interfering interferences in a colour separation
only as a blurred pattern. The moiré patterns
caused colour shifts and loss of details. The users had to know the screen widths, angles and
the tables of recommended combinations of the
imagesetter manufacturers in order to benefit
from the quality advantages of RT screening
compared to standard PostScript screening. Finally, however, it should be noted that the page
description language PostScript in its basic
structure as PS Level 1 was not really designed

for the output of four-colour separations. RT screening
could therefore only be regarded as a gap filler until new
PostScript screening technologies based on PS Level 2
were created.

Adobe Accurate Screening and
HQS Screening
The initial PostScript only supported the rational tangent to build a screening angle. This meant, that with
numerically increased aspect ratios A/B an approximation to the irrational angles (15°/ 75°) was achievable.
However, the approximation was limited to a maximum
Recorder Element (REL) ratio of 127 to 127 REL supported in PostScript level 1. Larger raster cells could not
be created with PostScript level 1. However, results with
screen angles of 14.99507° were possible.
Approaching the 15° angle, very large raster cells had to
be created. This would have reduced the screen ruling
to low values (below 50 lpi), unacceptable for offset
printing.
It therefore made sense to divide these very large screen
cells into sub-screen cells. Instead of one screen dot per
screen cell, for example, four screen dots were built up
within one screen cell. However, this idea was not new.
The so-called “triple-dotted-spot function” was used
for the yellow colour separation to remove moiré with
yellow. The triple-dotted-spot function split a screen dot

Figure 2 (5.6): Structure and
assignment of super cells.
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into a screen cell with 3 x 3 screen dot cores.
The screen ruling thus increased by a factor
of 3 reduced the moiré appearances in yellow/
cyan and yellow/magenta tones.

data, the super cell data already stored on the hard disk
could be reused. However, there was still a loss of time,
since these data had first be loaded into RAM.

Agfa Balanced Screening
The structure of super cells
In the early 1990s Linotype-Hell and Adobe independently developed a very similar
approach to reduce issues with screen angles
and screen frequency: The division of very
large single screen cells (also called super cells)
into sub screen cells (also called sub cells). This
ensured that a screen frequency acceptable
for four-colour separations could be produced
with an almost optimal approach compared to
the conventional screen angles (15°/75°). Fig.
2 shows the very much simplified structure of
the super cells and an example of the allocation
of a uniform area coverage. In practice, these
super cells contained between 300 and 3,000
individual sub-grid cells and thus up to 3,000
grid dots per super cell. Of course, a supercell
doesn’t only have to provide a uniform area
coverage. The digital halftone information that
flows into the super cells can generate different
area coverages from one screen dot to the next
one within a super cell. Within the super cell,
only the spot function is placed up to 3,000
times. The super cell does not lose its rational
character as a result of these divisions. The
corners still lie on the recorder elements of the
imagesetter matrix. In practice, when selecting these screening methods (Adobe Accurate
Screening or HQS Screening), memory capacity (RAM, ROM, hard disk) was required for the
construction of the super cell.
With new technologies, the time behaviour
in comparison to existing standard screening
techniques changed to even worse processing length of time. The new construction of
super cells required a lot of time, which could
extend colour separation processing times by
a factor of up to 3. In practice this meant that
separations with a running time of 24 minutes
(RT screening) took slightly longer than an
hour with Adobe Accurate Screening or HQS
Screening. However, if the PostScript job was
exposed a second time with the same raster
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The elimination of annoying moiré appearances in
PostScript four-colour separations was also a top priority
in the development of Agfa Balanced Screening Technology (BST). At the same time, it was recognised that not
only mathematics were the decisive criterion for raster
generation, but also the trained eye of the reprographer
had to be involved in the generation of PostScript separation techniques. Thus a technology was developed from a
comprehensive catalogue of requirements, the structure
of which consisted of the following parts:
1. moiré-free PostScript four-colour separations;
2. optimisation of the generated halftone dots for the
printing process;
3. optimisation of the grey value display;
4. optimisation of the output speed of PostScript data;
5. simplification of PostScript separation.
The key to the colour separation quality criteria just
listed was the pre-calculated grid definition contained in
the super cells. For each recorder element in a grid cell,
information was stored in a threshold matrix (threshold
values) on the area coverage for which this REL was
to remain switched on or off. The Agfa BST developers
were thus able to integrate grid angles, grid widths and
dot shapes into each grid super cell from both a mathematical and a visual point of view. These optimised,
pre-calculated threshold values were anchored in tiles
(files) and formed the basis for moiré-free four-colour
separations.

Grey value optimisation – dithering
The grey value optimisation in PostScript was certainly
one of the groundbreaking key functions in the reproduction of scanned or newly built monochrome or multicoloured halftone information. Especially in newspapers
with high speed imaging to film or plates at low resolution (1,200 dpi), the problem of a reduced grey level
volume was a very negative effect of early PostScript
while screen rulings went up from 80 to 100 lpi. With
dithering, the maximum possible 256 grey-scales that
PostScript allowed for when transferring digital halftone

CHANGING PRINT

Figure 3 (5.6): Implementation of an
intermediate greyscale by dithering.

information to screen dots of different sizes
were evenly distributed over an area coverage
range of 0 to 100 percent.
Agfa Balanced Screening used the dithering
method to solve this problem. This method extends the possibility of displaying grey values
by visually mixing the available grey-scales
(Fig. 3).
Thanks to the “dithering” method, the visual
mixing of raster dots of different sizes gave
newspapers additional simulated grey-scales,
so that the 256 grey-scales could be converted
by PostScript at all resolution levels with screen
frequencies supported by Balanced Screening.
BST tiles contained grey value optimisation
through “dithering” right from the start.
Even at 1,200 dpi and 100 lpi, good grey-scale
quality could be achieved for many halftone
specifications, which otherwise could only be

achieved by resolutions of 2,400 dpi and thus, of course,
a loss in output speed.

Further innovations in the 1990s for
PostScript screening technologies
Based on all these years of knowledge and technological changes in the desktop publishing market worldwide, many new or further developments in the field of
screening technologies followed in the years after 1992.
The performance of hardware RIPs was continuously
improved, scalable software RIPs gradually replaced
hardware-based RIPs, film imagesetters were further
optimised in their exposure quality and CTP imagesetters gradually allowed the direct transfer of even
the finest screens directly to the printing plate without
further influences from film to printing plate copying
processes. These PostScript screen developments are
briefly outlined below.
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IS screening (irrational
screening)
Not missing in the list of available screening
technologies in the later 1990s should be the
IS screening of Linotype-Hell/Heidelberger
Druckmaschinen.
The rational screening methods discussed so
far, which were also used by other manufacturers, only approximate irrational angles.
The screen finenesses and angles that could
be produced with this method, and thus also
the quality, were subject to restrictions. IS
screening made the cutting-edge technology
available for PostScript RIPs. With this process
the screen angles and screen finenesses can be
produced with absolute precision. IS stands
for “Irrational Screening”. IS technology was
originally implemented in hardware. Since
IS screening could be implemented as a pure
software feature, suppliers only delivered the
software. With regard to the precision of screen
angles and frequencies, the results practically do not differ, although the algorithms for
calculating the screening are very different.
The implementation in software is characterised by a better compactness of the screen dots
and an improved smoothness in the individual
extracts. This is another example how software
replaced hardware during this period of technical development.
At the end of 1992 the German company
Vignold from Essen, made a furore with a
new screening technology. Vignold’s “Crystal
Screening” was not based on PostScript, but
created by revising reprography data on a
proprietary high-performance computer. Vignold entered into a development collaboration
with Agfa Gevaert, resulting in one of the first
frequency-modulated PostScript FM screens
called Agfa CristalRaster.

Figure 5 (5.6): Comparison AM screening left; FM screening
right.

The frequency modulated PostScript
screening
In contrast to the amplitude modulated (AM) screening
grids discussed above, frequency modulated (FM) grids
were made up of a large number of small, finely distributed dots. This meant, that as the tonal value increased,
the number of dots set increased until they linked-up
and grew together as the area coverage increased. Therefore, the screen frequency was varied first and foremost.
All FM screens have the following properties: as the
tone value increases, the number of dots set and thus the
frequency of the grid increases (Fig. 4).
As the tonal value continues to increase, the dots touch
and grow together. There are still some gaps left in the
image depth. Size, distribution and shape of the dots
determine the type of frequency modulated grid. They
differ considerably for the different grids. FM screens
do not produce the usual, often disturbing offset rosette,
but a result that is most comparable with a colour photo.
This is another important advantage of FM screens:
no moirés can occur between the fine, regular textile
structures and the irregular print screen. FM screens are
particularly advantageous for demanding reproductions
with fine details, e.g. grids of loudspeakers, fine textile
or wood grains and high-resolution satellite images, etc.
(Fig. 5).

Figure 4 (5.6): Frequency modulation using the example of a screen gradient.
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These FM screens were mainly used for
commercial products and the reproduction of
high-quality print products. For newspapers,
FM screening was not used very often in daily
print business, but especially for ads, it was an
ongoing discussion to improve the printability
of smaller details in high-end ads. The newspaper screen frequency at this time was between
70 and 80 lines per inch. Small dots with 12 to
20 µm were not printable on coldset presses.
However, the advantages of a photorealistic
reproduction also had disadvantages, which
made the continued use of conventional AM
screens sensible.
In 1994 a total of 18 different manufacturers
with FM solutions showed up in the market. At
this point, only some of these 18 manufacturers
are listed with name and product:
Agfa – CristalRaster; AM Varityper – Escor
FM; Barco Graphics – Monet; Berthold – Mez-

zoDot; DTP GmbH – HiLine Raster; Dainippon Screen
– Randot; DMC – Star Screening; Linotype Hell – Diamond Screening; Mannesmann Scangraphic – High Fidelity Screening; Purup PrePress – Harlequin Dispersed
Screening; UGRA/FOGRA – Velvet Screen.
The biggest differences were mostly in the FM screening itself. With the takeover but also the closure of
above-mentioned manufacturers of FM solutions, the
range of products was rapidly reduced in the course
of the 1990s. Only Linotype’s Diamond Screening and
Agfa’s Cristal Screens were used daily in commercial
production until the first decade of the new millennium.

Hybrid PostScript screening –
the best of both worlds
Due to the very limited use of frequency-modulated screens in daily newspaper production, it became
necessary to further develop screening technology that
was also suitable for newspaper operations. The aim
was a stable transmission of light and shadow areas

Figure 7 (5.6): Sublima print results under the magnifying glass.

Area with
AM screening

Area with
FM screening

Figure 7 (5.6): Sublima print results under the magnifying glass.
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as well as a clean and quiet transmission of
the tonal range between light and shadow. A
new approach to a hybrid screen solution was
developed, which is illustrated here using the
example of Agfa Sublima Screening. The use
of FM screens in light and shade from 0 to approx. 5 % and approx. 95 to 100 % tonal values,
combined with an FM screen in the remaining
tonal value ranges between approx. 5 and 95 %
coverage is the basis for Sublima Screening
(Fig. 6).
The decisive detail of this screening, however,
is that both AM and FM screen dots are oriented to a screen frequency and a screen angle,
so that the transitions from AM to FM are not
visible through a “technology step” or screen
boundary.

Outlook
With these current developments (up to 2019), can we
assume that everything has been researched and tested
in the field of screening? No, certainly not. Of course, the
screen dot shape is also an object of change. Euclidean
round, elliptical, line, propeller shape … everything is
possible even if not always successful in practical implementation. Sandy screening and Auraia DM Screening
are the phenomena of recent years to improve detail
reproduction in printed products with new screen dot
shapes. However, the spread of these screens in practice
is very limited because they are sometimes unstable in
the newspaper printing process.

This form of screening is used in daily print
business in commercial as well as in newspaper printing. Today, newspapers print between
133 lpi (standard newsprint) and a maximum
of 172 lpi screen (on improved paper) with a
very high print consistency (Fig. 7).
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Chapter 6

The development of
industry standards
By Nils Enlund

The need for standardisation in
newspaper production
The final three decades of the twentieth century introduced a multitude of new, revolutionary
technologies to the, at the time, commercially
very successful newspaper industry. Computers, digital technology, telecommunications,

laser technology, phototypesetting, new types of offset
printing presses, new materials, advanced mailroom
equipment – all developments that had the potential to
increase productivity and product quality.
Soon, a large number of vendors filled the market with
products and system solutions that addressed various
distinct functions within the newspaper production

Figure 1 (6): left – the original Macintosh 128k, right – IBM PC 5150
Source left picture: By w:User:Grm wnr – Modifications of Image:Macintosh 128k.jpg and w:Image: Macintosh 128k No
Text.jpg, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=519781
Source right picture: By Rama & Musée Bolo – Own work, CC BY-SA 2.0 fr, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=36757134
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process – text processing systems, page makeup systems, typesetters, separating scanners,
press control systems, mailroom systems, etc.
Many of these solutions were functionally very
good and could definitely help improve the production process, but there were two main problems. The solutions were generally attempting
to automate or enhance existing process steps
without considering the overall production environment. And they were vendor proprietary
and/or customer tailored bespoke solutions.
For the newspaper company, this meant dependency on particular vendors as well as problems
when attempting to integrate different process
steps. However, if the newspaper industry
were to take the step from a production based
on traditional, albeit technology supported,
sequential crafts and skills into an integrated,
streamlined industrial production process,
seamless integration of systems, functions and
tasks would be necessary. This requires standardisation on many different levels.

Different systems and equipment must be able to communicate and interchange information in a controlled
and structured manner. Subsystems must be replaceable
by similar systems from other vendors without integration obstacles. The user interface of solutions from
different vendors must be sufficiently similar to avoid
extensive retraining of staff.
In this section, we will highlight some of the most
important standardisation efforts that have affected
newspaper production. We will attempt to show how
standards emerge, what effects they can have, and what
the industry can learn from this when developing the
newspaper production process further into the future.

Computing platforms
The key technological component in the transformation
of the newspaper production process (as well as in the
reshaping of most aspects of our society) is obviously the
computer. When computers entered the newspaper houses in the 1970s, it was in the form of isolated systems
attempting to perform distinct tasks. The systems were

Figure 2 (6): left – Xerox Alto computer, right – Smalltalk-76 aka interim Alan Kay’s Dynabook OS, with an early
WYSIWYG user interface from Xerox PARC. Source left picture: By Joho345 – Own work, Public Domain, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3699855. Source right picture: By SUMIM.ST – Own work, CC BY-SA
4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=61612766
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based on the major hardware and software
platforms available at the time: IBM, Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, Sun, Data
General, etc. There were next to no similarities
between the different systems, except possibly
the high level programming languages used.
The hardware, the operating systems and the
user interface were all totally different.
The standardisation of computing platforms
started with the development of personal computers of low cost and with steadily and rapidly
increasing computing power. The 1981 IBM PC
was followed by Apple Lisa in 1983 and the Apple Macintosh in 1984. The personal computers
were affordable and increasingly powerful,
mainly due to the use of standardised components manufactured by companies such as
Intel and Motorola in large volumes. Over the
years, these desktop computers proved to be
usable in most applications and soon developed
into de facto standards.
One determining factor in Apple’s success was
the MacOS operating system that exhibited a
graphical user interface (GUI) and WYSIWYG
(“What You See Is What You Get”) representation of text and fonts on the screen. Both
features were invented at the Xerox PARC
research center and later copied by Microsoft
in its Windows operating system as well as by
most subsequent operating systems.
Already in 1971, Bell Labs introduced an operating system, called Unix, designed mainly for
technical computing on workstation computers. Unix was, in many versions, further developed over the years and since 2001 it is the
basis of Apple’s MacOS X operating system.
In 1991, the young student Linus Torvalds
released the kernel of a Unix-like operating
system that would run on personal computers. The development of Linux is one of the
most prominent examples of free and opensource software collaboration. Thousands of
unpaid programmers have contributed to its
development. Linux is now the base component
of Google’s Android, which is currently the
most widespread of general purpose operating
systems.

Today, most computing is based on standardised processor components in compact computers running Microsoft Windows or Unix-based operating systems (Apple
MacOS and iOS, Google Android, Linux). There has been
a gradual move from disparate systems toward two types
of de facto industrial standard computing platforms.
The standards have evolved and spread mainly through
sheer vendor marketing strength and mass production.
Microsoft, Apple and Google have been very efficient in
keeping competing platforms at bay. Consumers and end
users have had very minor influence on the standards.
Initially, the newspaper industry responded sceptically to this development. There was a natural tendency
to place more confidence in traditional vendors using
bespoke system solutions than in small start-up companies offering unproven products running on small
funny-looking boxes. Today, however, most production
systems are running on standard platforms.

Network protocols and telecommunications infrastructure
Computerisation and digitisation of different steps and
tasks in the newspaper production process necessitates
communication, and information interchange between
the different subsystems is not just a question of installing cables between systems and components. Seamless
data communication between devices, computers and
applications requires standardisation on many levels.
One of the first and most successful attempts to create a
standard method for connecting computer systems was
Ethernet, developed by Xerox PARC between 1973 and

Figure 3 (6): A twisted pair cable with an 8P8C modular
connector attached to a laptop computer, used for Ethernet. Source: By Someone’s Moving Castle – Template:Revathi, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=26188498
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Figure 4 (6): Diagram of the first
Internet worked connection.
Source: By SRI International – SRI
International, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=17294474

1974. The early Ethernet defined a method of
transmitting data packets on a single coaxial cable connection but later versions have
enabled collision-free communication over
switched networks. The attainable network
speed has increased from the original 2.94
Mbits/s to today’s 400 Gbit/s.

Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) and the Comité
Consultatif International Téléphonique et Télégraphique
(CCITT). It defines standard protocols on seven distinct,
hierarchical communication layers, starting from the
physical cable or wireless signal and culminating on the
application level where it describes how application software interacts with the communication system.

Initially, Ethernet competed with other similar
solutions, such as Token Ring, developed in the
early 1980s and strongly supported by IBM.
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) took upon itself to create
well-defined standards for local area networks.
After some internal fighting and heavy lobbying from especially Xerox and Siemens, Ethernet emerged as the winner with the IEEE 302.3
standard in 1985. In 1989 it was published as
the ISO 8802-3 international standard. With
this, Ethernet has effectively superseded all
alternative connection methods.

The OSI model has been generally accepted as a valid
conceptual structure. The Internet, however, uses the
more practical TCP/IP protocol suite. The TCP/IP model
is not in actual conflict with the OSI model but it does
not adhere strictly to the layering structure but recognises instead only four broader abstraction layers that are
not strictly hierarchical.

The Ethernet protocol, however, defines only
the connections and the flow of data packets
between devices. Much more is needed to
achieve full interoperability between disparate
systems. The OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) Model, published in 1984, defines a multilevel protocol framework for communication in
both local networks and wide area networks of
different types. The OSI standard was the result of a cooperation between the International
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TCP/IP (Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol)
grew out of research at the U.S. Department of Defense
and was first implemented for the military ARPANET
in 1974 and was declared as the standard for all military
networks in 1982. IBM, AT&T and Digital Equipment
Corp. were the first major corporations to adopt TCP/
IP and it became a de facto standard when Microsoft
included it in Windows 95. The protocol suite does not
presume any specific hardware or software environment. As a result, the protocols have currently been implemented on essentially every computing platform and
forms the basis of the current Internet. Non-military and
non-academic use of the Internet started around 1989
and exploded with the introduction of the World Wide
Web, designed by Tim Berners-Lee, in 1990.

CHANGING PRINT

Standardisation of communication and
network protocols has been mainly a vendor
driven development. Commercial interests and
company muscle have led to the de facto and
official standards that we have today.

Content and file formats
The standardisation process for computer
platforms and communications protocols has
been motivated by much stronger interests and
needs than those of the newspaper industry.
The development was driven by the general
computerisation and digitisation of our society.
The same is partly true also for the standardisation of contents being communicated and
processed digitally, but here the connections to
the media and newspaper industry needs are
stronger.
One of the earliest targets for standardisation
was the character set. Text can only be digitally transmitted and processed correctly if the
characters used are unambiguously encoded.
The Morse code from 1816 was rejected in favour of the 5-bit Baudot code, patented in 1874,
for use in teleprinters developed in the 1920s.
The Baudot code allowed for a set of 32 characters that could be encoded on a punched tape.
There was soon a demand also for lower case
letters and a 6-bit Teletypesetter code, introduced in 1928, was taken into widespread use
for paper tape control of typesetting machines
in the 1950s. By using shift and unshift codes,
this six-bit solution could express both upper
and lower case characters, as well as some
symbols and typesetting instructions used in
newspaper production.
While this encoding system was practicable
for controlling Linotype machines it had some
drawbacks when used in computer processing
of text, for example when attempting to sort
words in alphabetical order. Therefore, in 1963,
the American Standards Association published
a proposal for a 7-bit code based on the English
alphabet that allowed for the representation
of 95 characters and 33 control characters.
This so called ASCII code (American Standard
Code for Information Interchange) still forms

the basis for most text encoding. But the need for a code
that could represent all existing languages and writing
systems soon became obvious and led to the development of the Unicode standard of which ASCII is a subset.
Unicode was initially a joint Xerox-Apple effort to create
a universal character set but is currently coordinated
by the Unicode Consortium that includes most main
computer software and hardware companies as members. The current Unicode version has a repertoire of
137,439 characters covering 146 modern and historic
scripts as well as multiple sets of symbols. It is officially
standardised as ISO/IEC 10646 and has become the predominant text encoding system in computer software.
In the late 1970s, researchers at Xerox PARC developed
a laser printer that made it possible to print graphics,
actual text fonts and complete document pages on a
desktop printer. John Warnock worked on a descriptive
language for laser printers, Interpress, but left Xerox
PARC together with Chuck Geschke in 1982 to found
Adobe Systems. In 1984, Apple’s Steve Jobs visited
Adobe for a look at their new page description language
PostScript and in March 1985 the Apple LaserWriter was
launched and this was the start of the desktop publishing
revolution. Very rapidly, PostScript became the de facto
standard for graphical output in printing applications.
PostScript is a complex programming language that
also contains an equally complex method of accurately
describing different character fonts and typographical
issues. All information and detailed descriptions of character outlines have to be processed and interpreted by
the printing device and adapted to the resolution that the
printer can produce. This raster image processing is very
computing intensive and this has an effect on the cost of
the printer. In order to alleviate this problem, Adobe designed a system for converting PostScript already in the
page designing computer into a format that was independent of the output device and its resolution. This Portable Document Format, PDF, was released in 1993 and
became an open standard, ISO 32000, in 2008. Today, it
is the accepted standard method of communicating page
information.
PDF is a page based description language but in order to
describe the structure of a complete, complex document
or printed product, another solution was required. IBM
developed a general markup language that was published in 1986 as SGML – Standard Generalised Markup
Language (ISO 8879). SGML is the basis for the initial
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versions of HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), developed in 1990 by Tim Berners-Lee
and the foundation of the World Wide Web.
SGML was also further developed into XML
(Extensible Markup Language), published in
1997 and currently the generally accepted description languages for structured documents.
An XML data model called DITA is often used
in the graphic arts industry for authoring and
publishing.
The standardisation of image data started
in 1986 with the Tagged Image File Format
(TIFF) developed by Aldus Corporation. At the
beginning, it could only handle black and white
image dots but was later expanded to cope with
greyscale and multicolour pixels. TIFF offers
lossless compression of image data whereas
today’s most common image file format, JPEG,
provides lossy compression where the degree of
loss is adjustable by the user. JPEG was developed by the Joint Photographic Experts Group
– hence the acronym – in 1992. JPEG files can
also embed a description of the colour space of
the image.

Colour and process
management
Most of the standardisation efforts that we
have discussed here have been driven by interests originating outside of the printing and
publishing industry proper. As we move closer
to the core of the printing process and newspaper publishing, the influence of graphic arts
companies and vendors on the standardisation
process increases somewhat. In 1993, eight
vendors to the printing and publishing industry
formed the International Colour Consortium,
ICC, in order to promote the adoption and use
of open, vendor independent, cross-platform
colour management systems. The founding
members were Adobe, Agfa, Apple, Kodak,
Microsoft, Silicon Graphics, Sun Microsystems, and Taligent. Today, ICC has 61 members
including, among others, Canon, Fuji, Heidelberger Druckmaschinen, Lexmark and Nokia.
The ICC specification (ISO 15076) aims at
matching colour when images are transferred
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Figure 5 (6): Colour spaces of different printing processes.
The newspaper colour space according to ISO 12647-3 is
the smallest one. WAN-IFRA provides a generic newspaper
ICC colour profile. Source: WAN-IFRA.

between applications and devices, from image creation
to final output. Specific ICC profiles describe the colour
attributes and capabilities of different devices by defining
a mapping between the different colour spaces. ICC has
become the generally accepted method for achieving correct process colour reproduction. ISO 12647-3 is a recent
WAN-IFRA driven industry effort to standardise newspaper print quality.
For spot colour, the industrial standard is the Pantone
Matching System, introduced in 1963. Using the Pantone
guides containing more than 1,000 colour swatches, different ink manufacturers, advertisers and printers can
make sure colours match in all instances. However, the
Pantone colour charts and specifications are the intellectual property of the Pantone corporation and is thus not
an official, open standard.
One practical problem that arises when transferring
images between different production systems is the huge
volumes of data that makes up high resolution colour
images. Already in 1989, Adobe introduced a PostScript
language extension that allows low resolution placeholders to be used instead of full resolution images when
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editing and working with images and page
layouts. Image operations are carried out on
the low resolution images. Prior to output, high
resolution images held in an image server are
automatically substituted for the low resolution
versions. This now widely used industrial standard protocol is called Open Prepress Interface
(OPI). Both desktop applications and electronic
prepress systems use OPI to minimise network
traffic and image storage requirements.
Around 1999, Adobe, Agfa, Heidelberg and
Manroland initiated a project aiming at defining vendor independent workflow description standards for sheetfed offset and digital
printing. This Job Definition Format (JDF)
was later expanded to include web offset and
newspaper printing workflows. The project was
subsequently taken over by an industry organisation, currently called CIP4, with the aim of
promoting process automation in the printing
industry.
JDF is an XML based description format
identifying work steps for the entire life cycle of
a print and cross-media job, including device
automation, management data collection and
the mechanical production process, including
also the assembly of finished products. There
have been several successful demonstrations of
workflow automation using JDF and its messaging standard JMF, but there are still many
vendors that have not yet accepted the standard. In addition, most printers have invested
in equipment that is not JDF compliant and are
unwilling to convert. Widespread acceptance of
JDF may still be many years away.
Obtaining sufficient industry support and user
acceptance is the major obstacle when trying
to introduce a new standard. In 1994, IFRA,
the predecessor of WAN-IFRA, established
a working group to actively promote process
control standardisation in the newspaper
industry. The group included vendors such as
ABB, Ferag, Honeywell, IBM, Idab Wamac and
ppi. The very ambitious objective was to create
a mechanism for vendor independent control
information interchange covering the entire
newspaper production chain, from the editorial

and advertisement offices to the loading dock. In 1995,
the initial version of the IFRAtrack specification was
published, with an extended version following in 1997.
The IFRAtrack recommendation defines a general object
structure, a process description method and an intersystem messaging format.
The concept of such a global production management
system for newspapers was the outcome of a research
project at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. Maybe typically for academic projects, the scope
of the concept was overwhelming. The grandeur of the
plan may have led to the result that, despite widespread
interest within the industry, IFRAtrack never really
took off as a general industry standard. Initially limited
successful installations of IFRAtrack based production management modules were made at Concentra in
Belgium as well as at Göteborgs-Posten and Östgöta
Correspondenten in Sweden. A few system vendors have
created IFRAtrack based production tracking solutions.
But the promise of an industry-wide breakthrough is
still unfulfilled.

In conclusion
There are standards and standards. On one hand, we
have de facto industry standards that have arisen more
or less organically through the activities of industry
stakeholders and through sheer market dominance, and,
on the other hand, official standards that have been developed, debated and formalised in national and international standardisation organisations and that thus have
reached a semi-legal status, controlling and restricting
industrial activities. De facto standards evolve rapidly
but are volatile – new innovations or changing market
trends may swiftly render them obsolete – whereas
formal standards develop slowly through competitive
negotiations between stakeholders, time-consuming bureaucratic processes, and successive revisions – but they
can be enforced for very long periods of time.
Standards of both types are important for the development of industrialised production techniques. They can
enable compatibility and interchangeability of processes,
devices and machines, thereby reducing costs and simplifying operations for producers and consumers alike.
On the other hand, standards can inhibit innovation and
“freeze” further development, delaying new inventions
and approaches. Fresh, creative ideas may be turned
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down since they do not conform to established
standards and traditions.
Generally, industry standards may arise and
develop in very different manners:
■■ A single, dominant supplier may be the
source of a de facto standard through early
product introduction, marketing muscle or
consumer appeal (for example Apple’s GUI).
■■ A consortium of suppliers may agree on a
specific solution that becomes a supplier
driven industry standard (ICC profiles).

The development and adoption of standards encounters different types of obstacles. Competition between
vendors, conflicting ideas, resistance against dominating
stakeholders, and unwillingness among users to accept
change and restrictions. Not all standards turn out to
be beneficial to all parties. Therefore, it may be good to
keep in mind that industry standards are born, live a
life, and then vanish, becoming replaced by new creations. The principles of evolution work also in standardisation.

■■ An industry organisation may create a
recommendation that becomes a consumer
driven industry standard (Ethernet).
■■ A group of individual users band together to
co-create an open standard (Linux).
■■ A national or international organisation
agree on formalising a solution or proposal
(ASCII).
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Chapter 7

Printing technology
7.1 Press developments
By Kasturi Balaji and Herbert Kaiser

By far the biggest investment area for news
paper publishers has been printing presses.
The developments in printing and press technology have had a far-reaching impact on the
fortunes of publishers.

came upon the idea around 1904 of printing lithographic
plates indirectly via a blanket cylinder. The two inventors of offset printing were an American, Ira Washington
Rubel, and a German immigrant to the United States,
Caspar Hermann.”

To pick the first of the game changers is not all
that difficult: web offset printing of newspapers. By offering a marked, and some cases
dramatic, improvement in print quality (compared with letterpress), offset helped newspapers attract more readers, increase circulation
and provide advertisers both reach and quality.
That virtuous cycle was to continue for decades
that saw many newspaper publishers attain
high levels of prosperity and influence.

Following the successful production of sheet-fed presses at the Harris Automatic Press Company in Niles,
Ohio, Caspar Hermann “had new ideas for multi-colour
presses, web offset presses and perfecting presses for
printing both sides of the paper at the same time, yet
he doubted that he could develop these in the United
States. He therefore returned to Germany in May 1907.
Four days earlier he had been awarded a patent from the
Imperial Patent Office in Berlin, whose significance was
unknown to anyone except himself. This was the patent
to build blanket-to-blanket web offset presses to print
both sides of the paper simultaneously without needing
a separate impression cylinder. Thus, the cost disadvantage of offset printing presses compared with letterpress
machines, which was due to the fact that the former
required one more cylinder, was eliminated.”

But, as the following extracts from Boris Fuchs’
“IFRA – 40 years’ expertise for the newspaper
industry” reveal, it was not all that easy for
offset to get entrenched in newspaper printing.
“Although the basic principle of offset printing,
lithography, had been invented as early as 1797
by Aloys Senefelder in Munich, more than one
hundred years passed before offset printing
technology was further developed. This invention is accredited to two people, both of whom

7 – Printing technology

“Caspar Hermann also wrote to all the printing press
factories in Central Europe, but without success. It was
not until 15 September 1910 that the owner of the Felix
Boettcher press roller factory in Leipzig, a certain Ernst
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Herrmann (written with a double ‘r’ in contrast
to Caspar Hermann) responded to the advert.
Herrmann was so convinced of the potential merits of a blanket-to-blanket web offset
press that he then had Vomag (Vogtländische
Maschinenfabik AG) in Plauen, Vogtland (he
was also the general agent of this press factory in the region) build a rotary offset press to
Caspar Hermann’s design at his own (Ernst
Herrmann’s) expense.”

Mulhouse in the Alsace (France). Since the paper web
passed through both printing units, the gravure illustrations, which were of excellent print quality, could be
positioned in the middle of the text printed with the letterpress technology. The creator of this hybrid technique
and the gravure printing unit as well as the technology
involved was Dr. Eduard Mertens.”

“On 25 June 1912 the press christened the
‘Universal’ was shown in a print demonstration
for the first time at Felix Boettcher in Leipzig.
The press was also displayed at ‘Bugra 1914’, a
precursor to Drupa, and won recognition there
from many publishers and printers. The first
customers were Brandsetter in Leipzig, Ullstein
in Berlin and Spanner in Leipzig. Vomag thus
became the first web offset press factory in the
world against its will, so to speak …”

In due course, the “newspaper printing companies
invested in separate gravure print shops … and forgot all
about hybrid systems. Not until much later, in the 1960s,
did hybrid systems become an issue again when insetter
systems and paper webs that were preprinted on gravure printing presses were used. In Spain the hybrid of
letterpress and gravure systems continued to be popular
well into the 1970s at the newspapers “ABC”, “Semana”
and “La Vanguardia.” In general, however, supplements
produced by newspaper operations were supplanted
more and more by independent gravure-printed magazines, which gave rise to a new type of printing company
and publisher.”27

“After World War II it was the North Americans, and in particular Goss (then known as
MGD), that brought web offset printing back
into the limelight at the start of the 1960s and
also made it interesting for the newspaper market with its typically long print runs through
the development of double-width presses. This
was successfully demonstrated at the Drupa
trade fairs of 1962 and 1967.”26

In the 1960s and 1970s, increasing attention was paid
to offset printing in the discussions at meetings and
conferences organised by INCA (International Newspaper Colour Association, the forerunner of IFRA) and by
IFRA. For example, in 1964, Goss provided information
on the possibilities of bringing colour into newspapers
by means of colour decks and predicted that the future
structure for newspaper colour printing would be the hybrid arrangement of letterpress and offset units in a line.

Experiments with gravure
“Following the introduction of gravure printing
technology, magazines and journals increasingly focused on the entertainment sector. At
the beginning it looked as though newspapers
and magazines could be combined to form a
single product. It was the Easter edition of the
German newspaper, the ‘Freiburger Zeitung’,
that rang in this new era of print production by
combining the letterpress and gravure printing technology in a hybrid press. Vomag based
in Plauen, Vogtland supplied the letterpress
section and the gravure section was provided
by the Elsässische Maschinenfabrik located in

26

 Boris Fuchs, IFRA – 40 years’ expertise for newspaper
industry, Darmstadt, Germany, 2001, pages 36 and 38
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The choice of topics at the 1966 meeting indicates the
persisting wish to attempt to continue using the letterpress printing process to salvage the investment tied up
in it. There was still a great scepticism about phototypesetting and offset printing, though there was considerable interest in the initial results obtained with them in
the United States and Great Britain.
The plan for the three-day programme at the 1970
INCA Conference was for 32 speeches divided into four
themes: “Computers in Context”, “The Transition to Offset: the Plates”, “The Transition to Offset: the Press”, and
“Late News from the Industry”.
In the magazine “INCA-FIEJ R.I monthly newspaper
techniques” the following contributions exemplified

 Boris Fuchs, IFRA – 40 years’ expertise for newspaper industry,
Darmstadt, Germany, 2001, page 30
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■■ “A comparison of U.S. and European trends in offset
plates” (R. J. Winfrey, London)
■■ “Ways of improving print quality in newspaper multicolour letterpress printing” (W. Bigler, Aargau)
■■ “Print quality from a scientific perspective” (Lars
Larson, Stockholm)
■■ “Survey of newspaper presses” (T. Garrud, London)
and
■■ “Letterpress/offset cost comparison” (Dr. K. Theiss,
Aalen)28
Most of these topics indicate the opportunities as clearly
as they do the challenges. The much better print result in
offset attracted printers, publishers and advertisers. On
the other hand, there was a learning curve for printers in
both prepress and printing.

Figure 1 (7.1): Letterpress printing press, Koenig
& Bauer Courier. Source: Koenig & Bauer picture
archive.

what was currently attracting the attention of
experts in the newspaper industry:
■■ “Problems in offset colour printing” (M.
Pruvot, Paris)
■■ “Printer’s view of offset colour” (J. May,
London)
■■ “Press design, materials and production –
performance in offset colour printing” (J.
Elphick, Belfast)
■■ “Impact of newspaper colour on circulation”
(E. Huss, Stockholm)
■■ “Conversion to offset in Scotland” (D. Nisbet-Smith)
■■ “Paper spoilage” (J. Herman, Brussels)
■■ “A case-history of the conversion to offset
printing and phototypesetting” (F. G. H.
Storey, Portsmouth)
■■ “The lack of awareness regarding photocomposition” (R. C. M. Frost, Hemel
Hempstead)
■■ “Experiences with lightweight newsprint”
(W. Baumann, Zurich)

7 – Printing technology

In letterpress, with a limited number of colours and just
ink on paper, all print materials were well known and
easy to handle. But in offset there was not just ink on
paper but water too, increasing with every additional
colour. With increasing water content, newsprint properties – such as absorption and tensile strength – had to
be considered. Printers had to learn anew how to handle
web tension, how to minimise web breaks and waste.
The pros and cons of the different dampening systems
such as brush, film, spray, etc., were discussed intensely,
since the uniform and defined application of dampening
water was crucial for both, the printed result and press
runnability.
At the 1974 IFRA Conference a reference was made to
new technical developments in Europe, which included
the introduction of the first jumbo letterpress newspaper rotary press of Koenig & Bauer for the “Gazet
van Antwerpen” and the commissioning of five MAN
rotary presses for the first industrial offset printshop to
produce the newspapers of the Axel Springer company
in Essen-Kettwig. This was also the theme of the fourth
IFRA Symposium on 5 and 6 November 1974 when Dr.
Hans Jörg Frühwald of Axel Springer announced, as
Symposium Chairman, that 277 newspapers in Europe
were being printed using the offset technology. Norway
occupied the top position with 57 offset printed newspapers appearing on a daily basis, and with 63 percent

 Boris Fuchs, IFRA – 40 years’ expertise for newspaper industry,
Darmstadt, Germany, 2001, pages 86–87
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of these newspapers having a circulation of
up to 10,000 copies. The situation was similar
in Sweden, while in England and Turkey high
circulation newspapers (up to 100,000 copies)
were already venturing into offset printing.
The second day of the IFRA Conference 1975
was marked by research for alternative printing technologies to offset printing.
Three technologies were on the agenda:
1. Direct lithography, called “DiLitho”, where
the letterpress units were equipped with
dampening units and the plate cylinders
with saddles to mount offset plates onto.
2. Indirect letterpress, erroneously called “dry
offset” at that time, where the image on
the letterpress forme was transferred via a
blanket cylinder.
3. And, totally new, tightly closed gravure
wrap-around plates for gravure printing.
Whereas the objective of the first two options
was to carry on using letterpress machines, the
driving force behind the gravure printing option was to use the more cost-effective gravure
paper, attaining the excellent printing quality
of magazines. Despite the intensive development work this was not successful. Indirect

letterpress printing was not either: “DiLitho” was only a
transition towards offset printing.
The topic “The decision for offset” featuring speakers
such as Pietro Buffa (Corriere della Sera), Francois Regis
Hutin (Ouest France), Andre Nuijten (Nederlandsche
Dagbladunie) and Dr. Hans Jörg Frühwald (Axel Springer) figured prominently at the 1978 Conference.
By the middle of the 1980s, web offset had become the
dominant method of printing newspapers the world over.
But of course a printing method itself is not the whole
story. A printing press or press line consists of a number
of elements together capable of converting unprinted
paper (in this case mainly newsprint) into finished
copies of newspapers, these elements in a very basic
configuration being the reelstands, printing units,
superstructure for gathering the different webs, and
folder(s). It was in the area of the printing unit that a
great variety of arrangements, features and facilities
– with all the attendant complications – had come to
be developed and put to use. And not without logic and
justification. It is at this point that we come to the second
game changer – the eight-unit (or four-high) tower
with four stacked blanket-to-blanket printing
sets. An IFRA Forum in 1985 was where the push to
this concept became a shove. The story is best captured
in these extracts from the IFRA Special Report 3.2
“From halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what

Figure 2 (7.1): left – Letterpress printing unit in a five-unit configuration. Right – offset satellite and semi-satellite
printing units each completed by two halfbacks forming called six-unit towers. Source: Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil,
WAN-IFRA Special Report 3.2, From halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what comes next?, Darmstadt, 1985, Germany, page 3
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comes next?” authored by Boris Fuchs, IFRA
Research Director and Deputy Managing Director, and Wolfgang Heil, Printing Engineer.
“Until the introduction of the offset printing
process at the end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s, newspaper printing was
dominated by the arch-type printing units that
provided monochrome recto-verso printing,
with the occasional addition of a stacked halfdeck for spot colours. If a multi-colour print
was desired, it was obtained mostly by “assembling” printing couples in the upper level of the
press, which is where the term “colour-decks”
originated.
However, there were also colour pioneers who,
already for letterpress installations, elaborated
the concept of arranging the printing units in
the form of an “H” with a stacked fifth printing
couple for the first impression. It was also they
who created the so called six-unit tower during

the transition to offset. Nine- or ten-cylinder satellites formed the basic configuration, with two stacked
halfdecks for 4/2 or 5/1 production. With the rapidly
accelerating trend towards colour printing, this manner
of construction became increasingly common, especially
in Central Europe.
Publishers’ demands for even more colour, up to 4/4
printing, as well as the need to cut costs and achieve
greater rationalisation in the printing sector, led IFRA
to organise an interdisciplinary discussion to answer the
question ‘From halfdecks to six-unit towers - and what
comes next?’ The proven institution of the IFRA Forum
was considered to be the most suitable environment for
this discussion. The participants meet on the evening
before the scheduled start of the Forum to jointly decide
the agenda. IFRA records the minutes of the discussion
and makes them available to its members in compressed
form as Special Reports. Any reference to the manner
in which the individual participants cast their votes is
omitted.

Figure 3 (7.1): The
first Koenig & Bauer
web offset press in
1967 had a reversible satellite design
printing two webs
1/1 or one web 4/0
allowing print in register. Source: Koenig
& Bauer picture
archive.

Figure 4 (7.1): First
“Koebau” (Koenig &
Bauer) Commander
in 1969. Source: Koenig & Bauer picture
archive.
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The participants in this Forum were, in alphabetical order:
■■ Ingo Kobler, Director, M.A.N.-Roland,
Augsburg, F.R.G.
■■ Jurgen Kopp, Director, Dagens Nyheters,
Stockholm, S
■■ Manfred Melz, Senior Manager Production
Planning, Axel Springer Verlag, Hamburg,
F.R.G.
■■ Clemens Mühl, Techn. Manager, Druck-u.
Verlagshaus Frankfurt/M., F.R.G.
■■ Werner Peterlechner, Sales Manager., Rockwell Graphic Systems, London, GB
■■ Gunter Pflock, Project Manager, Saarbrucker Zeitung, Saarbriicken, F.R.G.
■■ Götz Stein, Director, Maschinenfabrik WIFAG, Berne, CH
Representing IFRA were: Friedrich W. Burkhardt, Wolfgang Heil and Boris Fuchs as
moderator.

The quality expectations and
the environment determine the
choice of the printing process
In the 1970s the choice of the printing process
was all too often elevated to the equivalent of
choosing a religion. The recent introduction
of the flexo process to the field of newspaper
printing has helped restore normality, in that
today the quality-to-cost relationship again has
a greater influence on the choice of a printing
process. To exactly define these fundamental
conditions, one manufacturer is currently preparing a selection catalogue, listing the results
obtainable by the individual processes in the
different levels of quality due to the different
production conditions or different production
requirements (for example, small areas printed
with brand colour inks or scale inks). Users
criticise the fact that there is no possibility to
compare the quality characteristics with the index of production costs. There is simply not yet
enough data available. As long as it is not possible to directly relate quality to cost, every user
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who has to make the decision on this basis will automatically choose the highest possible quality. To complicate
matters further, the demands that are made on the press
during its serviceable lifetime may well change, and very
few publishing companies are able to foresee with any
certainty today just what form these changes could take.
Undoubtedly, the question as to just how high the quality
has to be is influenced also by the publishing environment. It makes a difference whether the newspaper has
to compete with several others in its area of distribution, or whether it enjoys a monopoly. Another decisive
aspect is whether the publishing company carries out job
printing or seeks to become involved in this field. In such
a case, obtaining the best possible quality can become
such a priority that costs, provided they stay within
certain limits, are a very secondary consideration. The
highest possible level of quality will be chosen to be on
the safe side.
For this reason, before choosing a printing process, every newspaper publisher must first ask himself to which
category he belongs: To the one containing publishers
who only produce their own objects, in competition or to
others or not, or to the category that carries out job work
on a partial or a more or less full-time basis. In many
cases this will resolve the question as to whether a lower
standard of quality can be accepted.”29

The reduction of operating costs starts
with the correct design of the printing
unit
“The main consideration when buying a press is usually the investment costs, although over a period of
time the accumulated operating costs can have a much
more serious effect on the overall costs of running the
press. Therefore, when contemplating buying, press
constructions should be carefully examined with this in
mind, paying attention especially as to how the changeover times can reduce the operation costs for regional
editions and pagination changes. In addition, newspaper companies require a high level of security that
places great demands on the availability of the press. It
is both these points especially that have brought about
a change in attitude among printing plant managers in
recent years. No longer it is a top priority to have a full

 Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA Special Report 3.2, From
halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what comes next?, Darmstadt,
Germany, 1985, pages 3–5
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utilisation of all printing units in the press, the
prevention of dead capital – one participant
called it sleeping capital –, rather the avoidance of complicated mechanical controls, while
accepting surplus capacities in the number
of printing units. One user put it quite bluntly: “The reversing gears must go!” Parallels
to gravure were drawn where, following the
American example and recently also in Europe,
reversing gears are eliminated and every press
is designed with a view to providing full colour
possibilities.
Accordingly, and bearing in mind the demands
of the publishers for four-colour printing also
on the right-hand pages, printing units would
have to be constructed for newspaper offset
presses that would consist of four stacked blanket-to-blanket pairs of printing couples. These
eight-unit towers would permit 4/4 printing
of one web, but also 1/1 printing of four webs,
as well as 2/2 or 3/3 and 1/1 printing of two
webs or 2 x 1/1 and 2/2 printing of three webs.
All other combinations would be achieved
by putting printing couples out of operation,
where 3/1 printing would be the most extreme
case, but could be replaced by more interesting combinations (for example, 3/3 printing).
What is important is: There would be no need
to include and adjust reversing gears and, even
more important, they would not need servicing. In addition, greater security would be
obtained by achieving simplicity. The tedious
discussions on desired positioning would be
eliminated, as would the resulting long changeover times. The damping units would be in
the correct position for every production run
(always pre-damping – no post-damping with
narrow tolerances in the setting of the quantity
of damping solution), there would be only one
web lead that could be served by a simple web
in-feed device, that could also be operated at a
faster speed as in gravure printing (20-30 m/
min) – the advantages are very numerous. For
example, the web lead of the eight-unit tower
would be similar to that of a commercial press
and therefore could also process higher-quality
products with an IR drier or varnish applicators. An important argument when considering
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Figure 5 (7.1): left – eight-unit tower with short inking units.
Right – eight-unit tower with conventional inking units.
Source: Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA Special
Report 3.2, From halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what
comes next?, Darmstadt, 1985, Germany, page 8

the job printing orders referred to in the discussion of
quality and formats.
Counter-argument number 1 concerns the poorer
register consistency of such separated pairs of printing
couples compared to satellite printing units with the
relatively low web tension that is possible only in newspaper printing on newsprint. However, here the new
short inking units that are currently under development
are coming to our aid. These allow the pairs of printing
couples to be brought closer together, which also shortens the free-running web lead. But two groups can be
formed also with conventional inking units, so that the
length of the free-running web lead would be hardly any
greater than in the case of the existing ten-cylinder satellite printing units (also called semi-satellites). However,
with picture adjusters, stretching rollers and other tricks
it is possible to keep consistent register.
Naturally, the eight-unit tower may not have more than
two operating levels, although this should not cause any
special problems – especially not with the use of the
anticipated short inking units. The elimination of the ink
keys also simplifies operation.
Although the thus-designed eight-unit tower has nearly
as many cylinders as the familiar six-unit tower (with
a ten-cylinder satellite printing unit and two stacked
halfdecks having one impression cylinder each), the par-
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ticipating manufacturers estimated its costs as
being 10-15 % more than those of the six-unit
tower – as long as conventional inking units
are taken as a basis. Short inking units can give
a completely different picture.
The typical press configuration of a large newspaper publishing company today consists of
two six-unit towers and three reelstands, i.e. 48
pages with 1/3 full-colour capacity. Translated
into above printing couple concept, this would
mean one eight-unit tower and two individual
arch-type printing units. Putting the costs
of the two six-unit towers each at 100 % (=
200 %), then for the eight-unit tower at 115 %
and the two bridge-type printing units at 30 %
each would mean having to raise only 175 %.
However, if the decision is made in favour of
an eight-unit tower for each of the three webs,
i.e. full four-colour capacities for the 48 pages,
then the costs increase to 3 x 115 % = 345 %. A

reduction of this maximum capacity to the more realistic
colour positioning variations of 4/4, 2/2 and 4/4 printing
would lower the costs to 2 x 115 + 60 = 290 %. Because
in the first case not all colour combinations are possible as in the six-unit towers, an equivalent comparison
would produce an intermediate value. But there still
remain the advantages, not quantified here, with regard
to the operating costs and the increased safety that
should be, as already stated, very highly rated. However,
if it were decided to realise the full colour possibilities of
the three, eight-unit towers with six-unit towers, four of
these would have to be made available which would then
increase the costs to 400 %.
All the participants unanimously agreed that the further
development of the printing units of newspaper rotary
presses should be in this direction, at least as far as the
printing plants are concerned that today work with sixunit towers and from which the publishers are demanding even more colour. This presupposes, however, that
brand colours will in future be produced from scale inks,

Figure 6 (7.1): Cost relationship of different printing unit configurations. Source: Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA
Special Report 3.2, From halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what comes next?, Darmstadt, Germany, 1985, page 10
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Figure 7 (7.1): Left – eight-unit tower. Middle: Eight-unit semi-satellite. Right – six-unit semi-satellite. Source: Boris
Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA Special Report 3.2, From halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what comes next?, Darmstadt, Germany, 1985, page 12

which would result in the generally increased
use of brand colours as well as the technical difficulties involved in the low rate of ink
transfer, and it would furthermore be desirable
that no separate black ink is used for text. The
aforementioned preconditions will not apply
in the case of a great many regional newspapers, as one user from this sector emphasised.
But it should not be forgotten that the six-unit
towers and their reversing techniques that
were developed already at the beginning of the
1970s also had consequences for the simpler
press configurations. Since the beginning of
the 1970s, simple versions have been offered
for small newspaper publishing companies.
These versions do not have reversing gears
and carry out colour printing in two printing
units, also by using of DiLitho. Thus it may
be taken that the centre field will by necessity
be influenced by both the top and the bottom
ends of the scale, should the six-unit towers be
really transformed into eight-unit towers as
described above.

washing devices when changing to multi-web operation
in a printing unit. The users, however, are of the opinion that new damping units should also be developed,
because the short inking unit demands a carefully dosed
damping as the reduced roller surface no longer provides
the same possibility of vaporisation. In this case it is
of no consequence whether it is an engraved roller or a
stable emulsion ink that should carry out the separation
process – the use of other separating agents is also conceivable. All the participating manufacturers considered
that “keyless offset”, also called anilox offset, has good
chances of being successful, although the way there still
requires a great deal more research and development
work. Reflection on the fact that the sole purpose of
the ink keys is to set a consistent density across the full
printing width reveals the anachronism. An engraved
roller can achieve this consistent density without zonal
pre-setting and re-adjusting. This significantly reduces
not only the size of the inking unit, but also the number
of controls as well as the workload of the operating personnel. However, the greatest benefit is expected to be a
drastic reduction of the start-up and production waste
figures.

With regard to the hoped development of short
inking units (without ink keys), as already
mentioned, this is moving in the same direction as the eight-unit towers – due, among
other reasons, to the simplification of the

Because the compact arrangement of four pairs of printing couples in an eight-unit tower, with the possibility
to also run four webs in 1/1 printing, does not permit
accommodation of the accompanying reelstands along
the same length in the substructure, it is proposed that

7 – Printing technology
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Figure 8 (7.1): A satellite printing unit
installed at a cross-angle. Source:
Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA
Special Report 3.2, From halfdecks to
six-unit towers – and what comes next?,
Darmstadt, Germany, 1985, page 12

Figure 9 (7.1): Four high tower installed in a cross-angle “box-type arrangement”. Source: Koenig & Bauer picture
archive.

the reelstands should be designed to permit
an angled intake. However, precautions must
be taken to prevent web wandering caused by
bad reels by providing draw rollers. To avoid
wrap-arounds on the printing cylinders in the
event of web breaks, grip devices as used in
commercial printing should be built into the
eight-unit towers, even though the straight web
lead keeps a great deal less paper in the press
than is the case with the winding ways of the
six-unit towers.

Reversing gears are eliminated
even with less colour
Regional newspapers do not require as much
colour, but in recent times they have also begun to attach great importance to the elimina-
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tion of reversing gears. Flexibility is increasingly realised
by the use of parallel and reversing turner bars. For
smaller regional newspapers, however, the investment
costs constitute a greater problem, so that they cannot
afford not to make full use of printing units. Moreover, it
is the number of printing units that dictates the manning level, and the lower number allows fewer possibilities for temporary re-allocation. Therefore every effort
is made to keep everything on a single operating level,
also with a view to saving on the building costs. The
counter-argument of the supporters of eight-unit towers
is that it is less expensive to build upwards than outwards, because whereas giving the hall a higher ceiling
costs practically nothing at all – the column dimensions
are largely dictated by the crane hoist – increasing the
length of the hall can be very costly. With a 48-page
press having two six-unit towers that are to be changed
to four-unit towers, without taking into account the

CHANGING PRINT

Figure 10 (7.1): Combined heatset commercial and coldset newspaper offset rotary press. Source: Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA Special Report 3.2, From halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what comes next?, Darmstadt,
Germany, 1985, page 13

costs of the foundation, this would mean 10 %
additional costs for the hall. A higher hall could
also be better ventilated. However, the savings
on length are limited by the required number
of reelstands, which is why great importance
must be attached to automatic reel loading
(without having to leave space for the personnel between the reels). This is emphasised by
the aforementioned, even more advanced possibility of operating reelstands with an angled
intake.

One manufacturer attempted to bring a “European
order” into the available range of printing unit configurations by defining the following five current developments:

Apart from this disputed point, the representatives of the regional newspapers stressed
that it is vital to obtain a simplification of the
printing process and that the elimination of
reversing gears is of major importance in this
connection.

■■ Individual four-colour webs, as varied as possible,
among the single-colour webs with satellite printing
units installed at an angle.

■■ All webs in 4/4 arrangement with eight-unit towers,
as discussed previously in detail, are conceivable, as
are also two stacked semi-satellites.
■■ The majority of webs in 4/2 arrangement and all
resulting variations with the currently available compact, reversible printing units.

■■ Individually webs, in heatset 4/4 arrangement, run
in-line among single-colour news- paper webs.

Figure 11 (7.1): A press for commercial and newspaper printing. Source: Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA Special
Report 3.2, From halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what comes next?, Darmstadt, Germany, 1985, 1985, page 13
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■■ Vertical blanket-to-blanket printing units
used alternatively for newspaper and commercial products.
This provoked a counter-argument from one
manufacturer who warned against hybrid solutions. The separation also negates the demand
for the elimination of reversing gears, as expressed above. Missing in this list is the strong
trend towards two, six-cylinder stacked Y-type
printing units to obtain 2/4 and 2 x 2/1 impressions. The advocates of the eight-unit towers
reply that the stacked configuration and the
“clean web lead” would also allow the smearfree running of heatset webs, thus including
the fourth variation.”30

Final remarks
“The machine design philosophy of the full
utilisation of the rotary printing press capacities for all production runs and the consequential acceptance of expensive and complicated
gearing techniques has been replaced by a
school of thought whose primary objective is
achieving a simplicity of gearing techniques
and that is prepared to accept a resulting lower
level of press utilisation, i.e. purposely building
in over-capacities. The regional newspapers see
a solution in the increased use of turner bars

Figure 12 (7.1): A
stacked Y printing
unit. Source: Boris
Fuchs, Wolfgang
Heil, WAN-IFRA
Special Report 3.2,
From halfdecks to
six-unit towers – and
what comes next?,
Darmstadt, Germany, 1985, page 14

and formers to guarantee production variety without
complicated reversing gears and over-capacities. Large
newspaper companies have recognised that simplicity
means a greater production security and complicated
functions can only be circumvented to a limited extent
by automation. The development of electronic information and diagnosis systems as well as the achieving of a
greater variety of formats are advocated. This shows that
today a different view is taken concerning the efficient
use of the rotary press, namely one that examines the
rationalisation proposals in a more critical light and
that, with the assistance of new marketing and technical
means, seeks new fields of activity.”31
In October 1986, at the IFRA Expo in Lausanne, Rockwell Graphic Systems presented a full scale model of a
double-width “4-Hi” or “8 couple tower” configuration.
(For many years Rockwell had produced and installed
4-Hi configurations on the single-width Goss Community presses). The Headliner Offset T70 was the double
width version for the European market while the faster
Colorliner was developed for the U.S. market. After a
demonstration of the Colorliner in Chicago in October
1988, Wolfgang Heil from IFRA reported that “the
demonstration showed that all the advantages claimed
in relation to the four-high tower had been substantiated. Simple web lead, fast webbing-up, good accessibility
to all cylinders and inking and damping units as well
as a low dot gain are all obvious benefits. But there are
other advantages that should not be ignored, such as
fewer gears, as reversing gears are not required, always
working with pre-damping and having a high level of
flexibility both with regard to colour positioning and
pagination.”32
There were many apparently successful installations
representing the four-high concept in the U.S., some of
them high profile ones such as at the Los Angeles Times
and at the News and Sun Sentinel Company in Fort
Lauderdale. Nevertheless the pros and cons of the fourhigh design continued to be widely debated, especially in
seminars in Europe.
Speaking at an IFRA seminar on rotary press developments (Darmstadt, 22 and 23 March, 1988), Hans-Joerg
 Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA Special Report 3.2, From
halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what comes next?, Darmstadt,
Germany, page 18

31

 Boris Fuchs, Wolfgang Heil, WAN-IFRA Special Report
3.2, From halfdecks to six-unit towers – and what
comes next?, Darmstadt, Germany, 1985, pages 7–13
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 Wolfgang Heil, Colorliner – a four-high tower on the test bench,
in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, December
1988, page 72
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Laubscher, Technical Director, Miller-Nohab,
Wiesbaden, said, “In principle we are still
confronted with the same question of concept, which seems not to have been answered
since the IFRA Forum in October 1985, when
the eight-couple unit in double-width/twice
around presses was introduced.” On the basis
of the following criteria – colour facilities, influence on print quality, influence on handling
(ergonomics), and manufacturing cost – Laubscher compared the various unit configurations
of the Miller-Nohab 1500. His comments on
perhaps the most-talked about disadvantage of
the eight-couple tower, i.e., register accuracy/
fan-out are interesting:

the cylinder width of a double-width press, as it is quite
acceptable in newspaper printing or newspaper-like
commercial printing.”

“However, in this configuration the register problem perhaps may not be fully under
control on double-width newsprint. Therefore,
IFRA has started a research project that is determined to investigate the technical-physical
implications. From practical tests which were
carried out by different companies however,
some facts are already known:

■■ greater four-colour capacity

■■ The paper web gets wider from printing nip
to printing nip, apparently due to the impact of the damping solution. The so-called
“narrower printing” is the result.
■■ The quantity of damping solution is important as is the time available to work on the
paper.
■■ Furthermore, the web tension seems to
have some influence.
■■ Important however are mainly the characteristics of the paper itself, like fan-out
tendency and surface condition.
We have tried to eliminate most of the negative
influences by some design features in the press.
The first and in our opinion the most important
one was to bring the different printing nips as
close to each other as possible … in addition a
fine adjustment facility of the outer plates was
built in, which the printer can handle quickly
and exactly. With this feature and additional
support by the paper manufacturers, in our
opinion, a four-colour print is possible with
the tolerance of one-tenth of a millimetre over

7 – Printing technology

Laubscher concluded by saying, “Whenever a decision
has to be taken about a new press and if this decision has
to be oriented towards the future, that means more colour, higher utilisation, safer and simpler technique, it is
in my opinion very difficult to overlook the eight-couple
unit based on the blanket-to-blanket principle.”33
Arguments for the eight- or ten-cylinder satellite units
were placed in context by other technical experts. At an
IFRA symposium in 1990, Willi Stähli, Head of Printing,
Ringier Print in Adligenswil, Switzerland, outlined the
demands on the new equipment:

■■ greater spot colour capacity
■■ and higher page capacity
“It is the demand for spot colours from our publishing
house and that of our customers, which I wish to concentrate on here. It is not our main objective to print in four
colours. We want to print 4/2 colours, but be able also to
print 4/4 colours if required, for newspaper supplements
or special jobs.”
Stähli went on to talk about the importance of register:
“It is undisputed today that register accuracy can best
be realised with satellite printing units. IFRA Special
Report 3.11 compares the register behaviour of newsprint in blanket-to-blanket and satellite printing. The
report comes to the conclusion that, in blanket-to-blanket printing, greater register deviations must be expected, especially in the longitudinal directions of the web,
than in satellite printing. This is due to the web stretch
behaviour.
In general, it can be stated that a standard deviation
of 20 microns in newspaper printing may be tolerated.
If the register shifting exceeds the visual recognition
threshold, ghosting will increasingly occur, i.e. print
elements of the previous print unit will be transferred
to the following unit as a shadow onto the web. Heavy
ghosting occurs with a register deviation of 40 microns.

 Hans-Jörg Laubscher, Stacked modular press configurations or
satellites – a systematic comparison, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, April 1988, pages 64–72
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According to the IFRA Special Report, with
normal web tension, the recorded standard
deviation in blanket-to-blanket printing, as
applied in the eight-couple tower configuration,
is more than the tolerable standard deviation
of 20 microns, namely between 20 and 40
microns … In satellite print units, the recorded
standard register deviation was no more than
15 microns.
In our plant, we have to run different types
of paper having three different grammages,
namely 45 g/m2 , 49 g/m2 , and 55 g/m2 .
Those papers have different stretch behaviours,
another reason for us to give the satellite configuration preference over the blanket-to-blanket one.”34
There were others too who did not see the coming flood of demands for 4/4 colour printing in
the main sections of newspapers. At another
IFRA symposium in 1991, Rainer Burger, Head
of Newspaper Press Development and Design,
MAN Roland Druckmaschinen, Augsburg,
Germany, concluded his analysis of the comparison of satellites and eight-couple towers
by saying, “although the trend towards more
colour in the daily newspaper, up to four colour

printing, continues unabated, 4/4 production is confined
to special prints, and perhaps will remain so.”35
Given the spread of customers and their preferences and
philosophies, most of the big press manufacturers could
not be dogmatic or rigid in their advocacy. One example
of a manufacturer’s approach can be seen from the presentation made at an IFRA symposium on four-colour
printing in 1992 by Gerd Finkbeiner, Head of Rotary
Press Sales and Service, MAN Roland Druckmaschinen,
Augsburg, Germany:
“In connection with the general theme of ‘An overview
of the latest web offset press concepts’, several questions
have been put, such as
■■ Is the large number of designs and performance categories in web offset construction confusing?
■■ Is a ‘religious war’ being fought between the advocates of the 4-high or eight-couple tower solution, and
those who prefer stacked satellites?
To be honest, first impressions are that the large number of possibilities is indeed confusing. I will attempt to
provide an overview … and at the same time highlight
certain evaluation criteria that can serve as decision
aids. The starting point for these observations, however,
must be the product that is intended to print in the rotary press concerned, namely the newspaper. Any discussion of the newspaper medium today immediately calls
to mind such considerations as:

Figure 13 (7.1): Shell cylinder with two halves, which
can be moved in the length (rotation) and cross direction independent of each other. Source: Boris Fuchs,
Bruno Thoyer, IFRA Special Report 3.25, The efficient
use of anti fan-out rollers with newspaper presses,
Darmstadt, Germany, 1995, page 6

 Willi Stähli, Twin satellite towers for 4/2 and 4/4
printing, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt,
Germany, January 1990, pages 16-18
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 Rainer Burger, Printing unit configurations in newspaper web offset presses, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany,
July/August 1991, pages 18-22
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■■ the major increase in the use of process
colour in both the editorial and advertising
sections;
■■ the newspaper must adapt more readily to
the changing requirements of the target
groups or markets respectively, up to
■■ the possible customisation of the newspaper
…
We press manufacturers should not forget that
it is the product, in this case the newspaper
and the newspaper market that determines
what is developed in the press design departments. The opposite would be fatal.”36
It is generally well known that the question
mark over register quality was what prevented the Japanese market from embracing the
four-high tower concept. The approach of the
Shizuoka Shimbun – a regional newspaper and
a pioneer in newspaper colour printing – to
solving the fan-out problem was to incorporate
the shell-cylinder principle that was already in
operation in the earlier generation of presses.
The shell plate-cylinders allow for independent
circumferential and lateral control of each half
(two across, two round) of the plate cylinder.
Thus the required fan-out compensation could
be achieved more easily and in a more reliable
fashion. After extensive testing of one fourhigh tower in regular production, the newspaper pronounced the concept fit for adoption.
Despite the large number of four-high tower
units installed – one estimate put the figure
at 500 to 600 units in the period 1985 to 1990
– the debate on its merits and demerits in
comparison with the satellite unit refused to
die down. Speaking at the ANPE-IFRA Congress in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in 1998, Boris
Fuchs IFRA’s Research Director observed:
“A new trend in the design of press unit
configurations was started recently by some
Central-European press manufacturers, which
when looked at from a purely technical point
 Gerd Finkbeiner, Why so many different web offset
press designs and performance categories?, in: IFRA
newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, January
1993, pages 4–8
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of view, not intermixed with marketing issue, is hardly
understandable. I am speaking of the trend back to socalled 10-cylinder satellite printing units, after a decade
in which it seemed that a worldwide harmonisation and
standardisation on four-high units took place. And to
make matters even worse, the 10-cylinder satellites are
offered in three different versions:
■■ with horizontal web lead, as so-called laying ones;
■■ with a vertical web lead, as ’up-right’ standing ones;
■■ and a combination of both, as so-called sitting ones.
(Note of the author: Later, more than the 10-cylinder
satellite printing units the 9-cylinder satellite became
important again for a single dedicated 4 : 4 web lead.)
It is certainly true that the satellite principle with a tight
web guidance around the common impression cylinder
and a quick travel through the four-colour sequence
offers a good register stability without any further supporting means. On the other hand, the more accessible,
more practical and simplified design of the four-high
units offers the same register stability when the printing
plates are staggered correctly in side-lay direction and
remote-controllable ’bustle-wheels’ or similar arrangements are used for finer adjustments.
Hundreds of those press installations worldwide have
proven this with the finest register requirements, e.g.,
the small thumbnail colour portraits on the front page of
U.S.A. Today.
When striving for even better register stability we should
keep in mind, that up to one third or even one half of all
register errors derive from platemaking, from punching
and bending the plate and this premature error cannot
be compensated or ’zeroed’ before starting the press run.
We have to live with this basic defect, independent of
which press unit configuration has been chosen.
We should also be aware of the fact that register stability
is only one criterion of good print quality. Avoiding ink
set-off is another one, and here common impression
cylinders of satellite units are certainly not the best
means to counter-act this deficiency. The introduction
of so-called ’anti set-off devices’, produces more waste,
as with longer web leads between first- and second-side
printing, attributed to satellite units. Nobody will deny
that the shortest web-lead is reached with four-high
units. When looking for a better utilisation of newspaper
presses by the introduction of short-length infra-red or
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combination heatset dryers to the press units
for the additional production of selected or
semi-commercial prints, the four-high configuration is the only way to do this in an uncomplicated way. This is similar to a commercial
press turned upright. This may be the strongest
argument that four-high units are quality
capable. Otherwise all commercial web-offset
presses and all rotogravure magazine presses
would be of a wrong design. On the contrary
history teaches us that the big satellite magazine presses in this field of application became
dinosaurs and disappeared 30 years ago.”37

Figure 14 (7.1): Dot gain
difference between the
recto and the verso side
of the web in a satellite
press. Source: Werner
Scherpf, The technological pros and cons of satellites and towers – a dispassionate approach to a
’dogmatic controversy’, in:
KBA Report, Würzburg,
Germany, December
1999, pages 41

It was indeed possible, as pointed out by Boris
Fuchs in his review of the IFRA 1997 Expo in
Amsterdam that the war between satellites
and four-high towers “… continues unabated
now that shaftless drives reportedly allow the
option of reversing gears for satellite units once
again.”38
In the KBA Report 12/1999, Werner Scherpf,
head of web press technology at KBA, wrote
an article titled “A dispassionate approach to
a dogmatic controversy”, which began with
the question, “Why is the newspaper industry,
especially in central Europe, showing interest
in this topic?” (of the technological pros and
cons of satellites and towers). In addition to the
usual arguments for and against, Scherpf’s observations on the ink set-off on the impression
cylinder in a satellite are most interesting:
“This is one phenomenon of 4 : 4 printing
with satellites, which has so far received scant
attention … A series of tests on satellite presses
showed that the dot resolution on the recto side
or in the first four colours printed was by no
means as sharp as in the second pass (verso).
When viewed under a microscope it could be
seen that haloes had formed around some of
the dots. When measured densitometrically via
the optical density, it was found that dot gain

in a 50 % tint … (see figure 14) varied by as much as 7 %
between the first and second print pass.”
Scherpf concluded by saying, “It must be remembered
that the current shift towards satellites – in which KBA
plays no small part – still applies only to central Europe.
In whichever direction newspaper technology moves,
the engine of change will be the need to cut costs and
enhance quality in order to compete successfully with
other media. Against this backdrop dogmatic controversy of any colour will seem of secondary importance.”39
True. In most markets around the world, the balance had
swung in favour of the four-high configuration.
As a final set of notes on the debate, here are excerpts
from Cecilia Campbell’s piece “Old truths make way for
flexibility” in the IFRA magazine of March 2008.
“10–15 years ago it was the press manufacturers’ engineers who to a large extent set the agenda regarding
press configuration – the customer would be told what

 Boris Fuchs, Newspaper press developments – a critical overview, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, May 1998, pages 52–53

37

 Boris Fuchs, IFRA97 in Amsterdam: The Expo – Part 2,
Rotary presses: “Divide et impera!”, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, December 1997,
page 6
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 Werner Scherpf, The technological pros and cons of satellites and
towers – a dispassionate approach to a ’dogmatic controversy’, in:
KBA Report, Würzburg, Germany, December 1999, pages 40–41
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was possible and what was not … Today things
are no longer this simple …”40
Talking about fan-out having been “the differentiator”, she points out that in addition to
bustle wheels and the shell cylinder, there are
two other ways of compensating for fan-out:
■■ A distortion of the colour planes can be set
to occur in the Raster Image Processor,
whereby the image on the colour planes can
be moved slightly for each printing colour.
■■ A vision type plate punch and bender which
makes it possible to offset the plate slot on
each plate.
“While the cylinder configuration of a press
certainly impacts on press capabilities, there
are many more general configuration aspects
to consider when creating a press spec, including variable web width, variable cut-off, reel
handling, automation in all its forms and so
on. These are no doubt more crucial than the
actual cylinder configuration, in providing
flexibility, productivity and efficiency, the main
requirements of modern newspaper printing.”41

With the precipitous decline in the circulations of
printed newspapers in most markets of the world and
the consequent virtual cessation of investments in new
presses, one can be sure that the unit configuration
debate is never going to be rekindled.
Why was the four-high concept a game-changer?
■■ In a situation where the demand for colour in newspapers was growing rapidly with the potential to
attract both readers and advertisers, the four-high
concept provided a cost-effective investment solution to mass newspaper colour production. The cost
factor was particularly relevant in the less developed
markets, which were (due to demographic factors)
the areas with the greatest potential for circulation
growth.
■■ The four-high concept led to the simplification of
press design, layout, electronics, installation, and
maintenance, all of which had significant impact on
cost. As Boris Fuchs said (see above), “a worldwide
harmonisation and standardisation” took place.
■■ The four-high configuration formed the basis for
several additional developments in design and automation. Especially semi- or fully automatic plate
changing systems became easier to design and operate. This was followed by systems to supply the plates
to the different levels with a plate loader or plate lift.
■■ By opening up the possibilities of semi-commercial
printing (using dryers), the four-high configuration
created additional revenue streams for any number
of printing companies/plants, thus moving printing
from a mere technical factor/question to a business
factor/question.

Figure 15 (7.1): Automatic control of fanout compensation
with bustle wheels.
Source: Koenig &
Bauer picture archive

 Cecilia Campbell, Old truths make way for flexibility,
in: IFRA Magazine, Darmstadt, Germany, March 2008,
page 32

40

 Cecilia Campbell, Old truths make way for flexibility,
in: IFRA Magazine, Darmstadt, Germany, March 2008,
page 35

41
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■■ One can safely say that the four-high concept democratised press and four colour printing technology.
The concept has been applied for all markets, and to
all press cylinder configurations, i.e, 2/1, 2/2, 4/1, 4/2
and 6/2.
■■ The four-high configuration for full colour is in
general lower than two satellite units stacked one
on top of another printing 4 : 4. With the four-high
tower there is the potential to decrease height even
further. With the turn of the millennium compact
towers have been introduced. They offer advantages in printing, e.g. couples are close to each other
reducing fan-out and very short web leads within the
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Figure 16 (7.1): Cylinder for
4/1, 4/2 and 6/2 presses.
Source: Koenig & Bauer picture archive.

press saving waste with start and stop. The
overall height is much less and helps to fit
in existing buildings with low roof height.
The number of operating levels is reduced
shortening walking distances.

Shaftless drives
The next game changer we focus on is the
large-scale adoption of the shaftless drive for
newspaper rotary presses. “Shaftless” burst on
to the centre-stage at the IFRA Expo in Munich
in October 1994 when the Swiss press manu-

facturer WIFAG introduced the “Gearless Transmission
Drive”, GTD, and made the claim, “Someday all rotary
presses will be built that way.” While the announcement
was dramatic, work had been going on for a number of
years on the elimination of longitudinal and vertical
drive shafts in presses.
Boris Fuchs, Research Director and Deputy Managing
Director of IFRA, who had himself been associated in
projects concerning shaftless drives succinctly captured
the long development history of shaftless drives leading
up to Munich 1994 at a seminar on “Developments in
Rotary Press Components” in March 1996.

Figure 17 (7.1): The first
mechanically-driven printing
press – installed at The Times
in London in 1814 – derived
its power from a steam engine via a belt transmission
system. Source: Boris Fuchs,
The long development history of shaftless press drives,
in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany,
April 1996
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“In London in 1814, when Friedrich Koenig
invented the first mechanically-driven printing press, its drive power came from a steam
engine via a belt transmission system (Fig. 17).
To change the speed the belt had simply to be
shifted to another diameter of the disk of the
drive shaft. Of course this was only possible in
steps.
Later, around the turn of the century, more
independent positionable electric motors replaced this somewhat rigid, non-flexible steam
drive. A distinction had to be made between
two types of motors: A.C. motors and D.C.
motors, the former built as a so-called synchronous motor the latter being a shunt motor
type. To adjust the speed, part of the energy
provided to the motor had to be destroyed by
switching in and out adequate resistance coils.
Because this allowed only for a speed change
of 50 to 75 percent and the range between
crawling speed and full production speed is
much wider up to a ratio of 1:70, twin motor
arrangements were developed, where the
smaller slow-speed motor was equipped with
a reduction gear and an over-running clutch,
to change over automatically when the main
motor for full production speed had to take
the lead. Later these twin motor arrangements
became superfluous when brush position
rotation was developed, adjusted manually or
by service motors. Variability with the drawing
roller was generally achieved by mechanical
variators, like PIVs, later combined with planetary reduction gears in a bypass mode for finer
adjustability.
After World War II, because of its better
variability, the D.C. motor became the only
choice for rotary press drives, differing only in
the way alternating current was transformed
to direct current. Static rectifiers with magnetic amplification, so-called transducers,
on the one hand, and the rotation system of a
Ward-Leonard set on the other hand came to
be the options. While the former resulted in
the drawback of reactive power compensation
the latter with its A.C. motor driving a D.C.
generator showed a low efficiency rate and the
necessity for expensive maintenance.

7 – Printing technology

Early pioneers: O.M.C.S.A.,
BBC and Secheron
The big breakthrough with rotary press drive technology
came with the invention and introduction of the thyristor in the late 1950s and beginning of the 1960s. The thyristor may be seen as a bigger transistor and it functions
like a controllable gate, thus the current, and therewith
the speed, of the D.C. motor can be controlled directly.
Pioneer in introducing this new press drive system to the
industry was a relatively small Italian sheet-fed printing
press manufacturer, called O.M.C.S.A., and the drive
system manufacturer BBC in Baden, Switzerland. Another Swiss drive manufacturer, Secheron in Geneva, at the
same time developed frequency-controlled A.C. motor
drives and equipped two web offset presses in the U.K.
with this technology.
It is said that in the beginning of the 1960s in London an
O.M.S.C.A. - multicolour sheet-fed press with the brand
name ’Aurelia’ was running in a shaftless mode (Fig. 18).
This is backed by a patent application of the same company, mentioning as the date of the invention the year
1957. Thus most of the basic components and principles
of the modern shaftless press drives were already known
in the 1960s – more than 30 years ago!
The press control system at that time consisted of
electro-mechanical relays rags, with individual electric
or electronic control boxes for specific functions. This
resulted in control cubicles of an enormous length.
As a development engineer for rotogravure presses with
WIFAG in Berne, Switzerland, I was engaged in trials
of a shaftless press drive, as early as the mid-1960s.

Figure 18 (7.1): The progression of shaftless drives from 1958
to 1994. Source: Boris Fuchs, The long development history
of shaftless press drives, in: IFRA newspaper techniques,
Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996
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Figure 19 (7.1): Test results in 1973 on register
control errors with the shaftless D.C. motor
drive concept of A.E.G. in an Albert-Frankenthal
rotogravure press. Similar results were obtained
with the Siemens concept in a MAN rotogravure
press. Source: Boris Fuchs, The long development history of shaftless press drives, in: IFRA
newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany,
April 1996

For test purposes we had installed a rotogravure laboratory press with a web width of
only 40 cm, and this press was equipped with
D.C. motors from Schindler-Reliance, a drive
manufacturing company based in Dierikon,
Zurich, which were analog-controlled via a circular pick-up, respectively an angular position
encoder, with a superimposed register control
system of the same manufacturer. There was
no shaft connection between the individual
D.C. motors of the printing units.
But these trials failed, because at crawling
speed there were not enough control impulses

coming from the angular position encoder, so that torque
was lacking and no stability in the angular position of
the motors, respectively the cylinders, was reached at
that speed level. This is why the laboratory press after
these trials was re-equipped with a longitudinal shaft.
Paper machines with a lower requirement on accuracy
of the angular position of the driving elements were
already running at that time with shaftless drives. In the
following years also press components, with the exclusion of printing units, such as reelstands and folders
became independent, i.e. shaftless controlled D.C. motor
drives.

Figure 20 (7.1): Schematic drawing of a shaftless D.C. motor drive concept of A.E.G. in 1973 for an Albert-Frankenthal
rotogravure press. Source: Boris Fuchs, The long development history of shaftless press drives, in: IFRA newspaper
techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996
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Later also one motor for each printing unit
became common practice, but a shaft connection continued to be the main synchronisation
means, apart from electric torque or load
levelling.
Regarding the overall press control technology,
a big step forward occurred in the beginning of
the 1970s, when the electro-mechanical relays
were replaced first by solid state storage programmable elements (SPS) and shortly after by
computer-programmable systems. The control
cubicles became decentralised parts integrated
into the individual press units and the control
desks got monitors with soft keys instead of the
many push buttons, to create a better human
interface, but also to reduce the labour intensive wiring work by software duplication.

Technical breakthrough in 1973
by Albert and MAN – but doubt
lingered
Improvements also came to the control
elements used with press drives, such as the
angular position encoders with finer resolution
and interpolation techniques. This gave rise to
hope to again start trials with shaftless press
drives. The press type was again a rotogravure
press, but this time on a full web width of 1.6

m. Again I was engaged in these developments having
moved in 1971 from WIFAG to MAN’s printing press
division in Augsburg (now called MAN Roland Druckmaschinen). The rotogravure press in MAN’s machine
laboratory in 1973 was equipped with D.C. motors from
Siemens and again an analog angular position control
and a print register control system were superimposed.
The latter was a new development by Siemens with a
high sensitivity and quick reaction.
This time the shaftless press drive functioned to our full
satisfaction and even proved its superiority over conventional drive systems. The amplitudes of register errors
during reel splices could be reduced to 1/10 (Fig. 19) and
during press start-up (acceleration) they were reduced to
half the values of conventionally-equipped presses. Thus
even with this analog control technique and the use of
D.C. motors a very high accuracy was reached. Our vision was to develop by this movable rotogravure printing
units, so that press lines could be assembled according
to the changing requirements of magazines with different page counts. In a customer seminar we presented
this successful development together with our ideas to
the trade public at the beginning of 1974, but received no
response.
Mid 1974 I joined the Board of Directors of the press
manufacturer Albert-Frankenthal in Frankenthal with
the responsibility for engineering and production, and
by coincidence I became engaged there for the third

Figure 21 (7.1): Schematic
drawing of a shaftless
A.C. motor drive concept
of SID/TUCZ in 1993 in
the SID laboratory Zirkon
RO 660 web offset press.
Source: Boris Fuchs,
The long development
history of shaftless press
drives, in: IFRA newspaper
techniques, Darmstadt,
Germany, April 1996
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time with trials on shaftless press drives. ln an
extended R&D programme with the magazine
publisher/printer Burda in Offenburg my predecessors at Albert-Frankenthal had conducted
similar trials to those we did at MAN (Fig.
20). But their drive supplier was A.E.G., the
competitor of Siemens. The test results shown
to me were also good, despite the different supplier and by the certainly different techniques
being used.
The main improvement seems to have already
come with the elimination of the mechanical
shaft connections. Having had this ‘double
proof’ in my hands, one might ask why Albert-Frankenthal did not come out with this
new drive technology at that time? There are
many reasons why I did not decide to put this
development on sale. First of all, the new drive
system was more expensive, despite the savings on mechanical press parts, and in tough
competition with an Italian press supplier our
prices were under heavy pressure. Then, there
were development goals with higher priorities,
such as higher production speed and wider web
widths. And, last but not least, the necessary
adjusting time of three days for each D.C. motor during press installation made me decide

against the introduction of this new drive concept at that
time. Thus the shaftless press drive technology more or
less fell into oblivion throughout the 1980s, like a Sleeping Beauty, or should I say, a Sleeping Giant.

Trials with shaftless A.C. motors
at Hamada and SID
A new initiative with press drives came up in June 1991
when Tony van de Wouw of ABB Drives, in a speech
given at the IFRA Symposium, ’Latest Developments
with Newspaper Offset Presses’, in Geneva, Switzerland,
promoted the use of frequency-controlled A.C. motors
instead of the commonly-used D.C. motors. He explained
that an A.C. motor is more robust, compared to a D.C.
motor, and needs less maintenance. He even calculated
considerable savings with A.C. motors, coming from
operation costs. This led to an exchange of controversial
statements between the speaker and Peter Wilkinson,
European Technical Director of Rockwell Graphic Systems, as well as D. F. Andrew, Director Group Engineering of Harland Simon, in the newspaper techniques issue
of July/August 1991 (pages 22 and 56).
Nevertheless A.C. motors came more and more into use
in Europe and in the U.S.A. – in Japan they even became
standard equipment. All these A.C. motors in multi-motor-arrangements were still synchronised by mechanical

Figure 22 (7.1): KBA has gained experience with its already-delivered single width Comet presses in Spain and in South
Africa, and has decided to bring this new drive technology also to its double-width presses. Source: Boris Fuchs, The
long development history of shaftless press drives, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996
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shafts. But it became known that the Japanese
press supplier Hamada had equipped one of its
single-width Crowner web offset presses with a
shaftless drive system, using A.C. motors, and
that this press was exported to China.

ful shaftless press drive development in cooperation with
ABB, and knowing by experience that such a technique
cannot be kept as a unique feature, WIFAG promoted its
introduction by the well formulated slogan: ’Someday all
rotary printing presses will be built that way!’

In 1993 the Sächsisches lnstitut fur die Druckindustrie (SID) in Engelsdorf, near Leipzig,
in cooperation with the Technical University
Chemnitz-Zwickau, Institute for Electrical
Engineering, conducted a research project
on shaftless press drives with A.C. motors,
supported by the Federal Ministry for Research
and Development (BMFT). The investigations
ran on a Zirkon RO 660 web offset press at
the SID laboratory (Fig. 21), and Hans-Georg
Liefke and Klaus Goerner reported about the
findings of this research project in the February 1994 issue of Newspaper Techniques, Page
30. In short: The tests failed because of inaccuracies with the installation of the angular position encoders, but also because too many mechanical gears were still incorporated between
motor and cylinder. But in the conclusions and
outlook of the final report it was clearly stated,
that without these avoidable drawbacks, this
certainly will become the future drive concept
for printing presses.

But the big surprise or Big Bang at that exhibition was
that they already had sold three presses including the
new drive technology to three French customers.

WIFAG at IFRA94: ’Someday all
rotary printing presses will be
built that way!’
After internal test runs of more than one year
with its newly-designed OF 370/570 newspaper
rotary press, WIFAG, at IFRA94 in Munich,
raised the curtain of secrecy about its success-

WIFAG had given its shaftless press drive technology a
new brand name: Gearless Transmission Drive, abbreviated GTD. Indeed, apart from the strict use of A.C.
motors, a totally digital control concept was developed
by ABB. This is why the technical term ’electric shaft’
was replaced by the new term ’electronic shaft’. This
’electronic shaft’ is represented by a super-fast data
transmission line. It uses the 32-bit SERCOS interface
standard for position and speed, and 16-bit for torque
reference signals. This means that the control computer runs at a data processing speed of 10 mips, and this
guarantees an angular position correctness down to one
revolution per day, if necessary and wanted. It is obvious
that with this digital technology, problems with crawling
speed, as encountered 30 years ago, are delegated to
history.
Drupa 1995 proved WIFAG’s slogan to be true. MAN
Roland and Koenig & Bauer-Albert exhibited shaftless
press drives, and others declared their readiness to follow suit. As partners from the drive manufacturing side
MAN Roland had chosen the Baumüller company, while
KBA opted for Indramat, a newcomer to our industry.
KBA in the meantime has gathered experiences with its
already delivered single width Comet presses (Fig. 22)
in Spain and in South Africa, and decided recently to
bring this new drive technology also to its double-width
presses.

Figure 23 (7.1): Shaftless single wide press, installed in Spain. Source: Koenig & Bauer picture archive.
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the fewer gears, increased flexibility of the rotary press
because it is simpler to split-up the individual printing
couples, and the uncomplicated expansion of a conventional press.”43

Figure 24 (7.1): Wifag’s OF 370 concept eliminates
the main drive shaft. As a consequence, according to the manufacturer, total height is reduced,
free passage is created, operation is improved,
right-angle gears and load dependent torsion
are eliminated, gear play power dissipation and
noise are lessened and assignments to the folder
are made free. Source: Wifag and ABB present
a shaftless newspaper press at IFRA94, in: IFRA
newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, November 1994, page 126

This historical overview of a fascinating development, which took around 30 years to mature,
surely proves that it follows a serious trend and
not a short-lived fashion.”42
The September 1994 issue of newspaper techniques carried an advance announcement of
the introduction of the shaftless concept at the
Expo with an explanatory schematic (Fig. 24);
which is perhaps why Wolfgang Heil, reporting
on the exhibition highlights gave the news a
rather brief mention: “WIFAG and ABB have
developed to practice maturity an electronic
drive shaft to replace the mechanical drive
shaft; a technique that has been worked on
for 30 years (see also newspaper techniques,
September 1994, page 126.). Its advances are

 Boris Fuchs, The long development history of shaftless
press drives, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996, pages 6–10

Figure 25 (7.1): Top – the individual drive motors have a
rating of 20 to 25 kW. The control cabinets for the entire
printing unit can be swung-off and water-cooled. Middle –
the motors connect with the straight toothed gear wheels of
the blanket cylinders via a toothed belt. Register adjustment
is carried out directly by the motors. Bottom – a vital part
of the shaftless drive: on the operating side, the position
sensors for the drive motors. Source: Shaftless rotary press:
Wifag passes the second stage of the test, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, June 1996, page 60
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 Wolfgang Heil, IFRA94 in Munich: Expo – Part 2, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, December 1994, page 34
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Pictures (Fig. 25), carried in the June 1996 issue of Newspaper Techniques, further illustrate
the WIFAG concept.
It is interesting to note what Pierre Louis
Quervel of IFRA wrote in the November 1993
issue of newspaper techniques, not very long
before the announcement at IFRA94: “It is
evident that WIFAG has either relativised or
completely ignored generally discernible trends
in the design of new presses when designing its
700 series. These include the individual drives
for printing units. WIFAG is of the opinion in
this respect that this solution is a question of
economic efficiency, and that, for safety reasons, it is not very well suited for high-speed
presses. The emergency stop at maximum
speed can be controlled more effectively from
a central position, and this presupposes a mechanical drive.”44
It is also useful to capture the highlights of
some other presentations – since they give other supplier perspectives – from the seminar on
“Developments in Rotary Press Components”
in March 1996.
Reinhold Güth from ABB, Switzerland: “Shaftless printing presses are possible today due to
the availability of a new generation of digital
servo drives, featuring accurate, fast position
control and synchronisation of several drives
via fibre optics.
The challenging requirements rotary printing presses place on individual drives can be

illustrated by some small calculations. For the sake of
simplicity, I use approximate numbers.
Let us assume a colour register accuracy of 10 µm and
a printing cylinder circumference of one metre. This
results in a required precision of the position encoder
and position control of I 00,000 points per cylinder
revolution.
Let us further assume a paper web speed of 10 metres
per second and maintain the requirement of a colour
register accuracy of 10 µm. According to the formula
time =distance/ speed, this results in a required synchronisation precision between individual drives of l µs.
Digital drive systems meeting these stringent requirements are now available as standard products from
several servo drive vendors.”45
Fritz R. Götz, Baumüller, Germany, on synchronised
individual drive technology for printing presses: “If high
precision is demanded, drives with servo quality have to
be used. These drives are feedback-controlled systems
and consist of encoders with high resolution, A.C. motors, converters, and powerful, fast electronics for digital
signal processing.
The best way to move big masses of inertia like cylinders
of presses is to apply direct drive technology, especially
if good results are mandatory, even while accelerating or retarding the machine speed. Direct drives are
motors which are fixed to the mass to be moved, thereby
avoiding gears and clutches (Fig. 26). This is best done
by means of hollow shaft motors. The big advantage
in respect to dynamic behaviour is the high resonance
frequency of the mechanical system (Fig. 27) consisting

Figure 26 (7.1): Direct drives
are motors, which are fixed
to the mass to be moved. For
example, a blanket or plate
cylinder. Source: Fritz R. Götz,
Synchronised individual drive
technology for printing presses,
in: IFRA newspaper techniques,
Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996

 Pierre Louis Quervel, Swiss printing press manufacturer Wifag presents the 700 series, in: IFRA newspaper
techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, November 1993,
pages 78–80
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 Reinhold Güth, Shaftless press drives – the perspective of an
automation systems supplier, in: IFRA newspaper techniques,
Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996, pages 10–11
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Figure 27 (7.1): The big advantage
of a hollow shaft motor is the
high resonance frequency of the
mechanical systems, consisting
of the motor, the cylinder and
the shaft. Source: Fritz R. Götz,
Synchronised individual drive
technology for printing presses,
in: IFRA newspaper techniques,
Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996

of the motor, the cylinder and the shaft. It is
possible to reach resonance frequencies up to 1
kHz.”46

■■ print cylinder positioning for plate and blanket
changes can be carried out automatically and precisely;

Anton Hamm from MAN Roland, Germany,
spoke of his company’s experiences with individual drives and listed out the advantages of
the concept: “It is a development, which offers
us advantages with regard to costs. Influenced
by the consideration of achievable accuracy
and quality, it makes sense to push the technology forward. Microprocessor technology has
made enormous progress and now it has huge
potential for control technology applications.
Combined with a decrease in costs for motors
and power units it will make shaftless drive
operation of newspaper presses economically
viable.

■■ independent blanket and plate cylinder preparation
within the press holds promise for flexibility and
time-saving;

In addition to the economic aspects we see
advantages for the quality of the cut-off and colour register, especially during de-and acceleration of the press. A potential for reducing the
time needed to erect and commission a press
is also present, bearing in mind the wishes of
individual customers …

■■ printing units not in use can be switched off;

The advantages of shaftless press operation
include:
■■ printing quality will be increased by optimisation of the circumferential register
during changing press speeds;
■■ a potential for better quality in dot sharpness;

 Fritz R. Götz, Synchronised individual drive technology
for printing presses, in: IFRA newspaper techniques,
Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996, pages 15–17
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■■ downloading of production planning data can be
used for the individual press configurations like a
virtual coupling conception;
■■ simplification of mechanical parts by the omission of
shafts and gears, depending on the configuration;
■■ simplification of press erection, especially for extensions, thereby saving time and money;
■■ energy savings for peripheral equipment, such as air
conditioning;

■■ and noise reduction.”47
Claus Bolza-Schünemann, KBA, Germany: “The KBA
Comet, a single width, double circumference newspaper
press, is the first shaftless KBA newspaper press and up
to today four presses are in daily production in Spain
and South Africa. It was one of our competitors, WIFAG,
that received a lot of attention during IFRA94, when it
announced the OF 370, considered the first of its kind.
By that time, the Comet was already in the manufacturing stage.
Therefore, unlike WIFAG, we are still using four motors
in a high tower instead of eight. Besides that, we really
see no benefit, except extra costs, in the use of eight

 Anton Hamm, The MAN Roland approach to shaftless press drive
systems, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany,
April 1996, pages 12–15
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motors. Theoretically, the use of eight motors
allows eight printers to work individually within one tower, which might not be the goal of the
customer. The gears between plate and blanket
cylinder are, in both solutions a must, therefore
there are no savings except one circumferential
register per couple, by no means as expensive
as one servo drive.”48
Having expressed the view that “The shaftless
design is so convincing,” he went on to make
the puzzling statement, “It will take some time
to convince customers to face the future without a shaft.”
Ian Costin from Rockwell Graphic Systems,
U.K., made the point that there was no one
optimum solution: “The addition of one drive
motor per printing couple does allow the
removal of all the unit circumferential cylinder registers. The motors can either drive the
blanket or the plate cylinders. If they drive the
blanket cylinders allowance must be made in
the design for the cylinders to throw on and off.
If the motors are mounted on the plate cylinders the mounting is more straightforward but
the motor must allow side-lay of the cylinder. It
is possible to get servo motors rated to produce full power at either 750 rpm or 1500 rpm
or even higher. This means that it is possible
to drive the main cylinders directly from the
motor shaft through a simple solid coupling or
it is possible to include a gear set or belt drives.
Similarly it is possible to design systems with
resolver encoders on the motors, on the plate
cylinders and on the blanket cylinders. Currently there is no one optimum solution.

Martin Bourn, who chaired the seminar summed up the
shaftless situation thus: “On a cautionary note, it was
pointed out at the seminar that the newspaper printing
industry has many differing demands and each customer’s requirements have to be analysed separately. There
is no optimum solution and it will take time for customers to adapt to the new systems. From this, it can be
deduced that despite the advantages offered by shaftless
drive technology, conventional shaft driven presses will
be around for a long time to come.”50
Boris Fuchs wrote about the crucial role played by the
SERCOS communication network in supporting shaftless drive systems (Newspaper Techniques, March 1997),
a development that originated in the machine tool industry. These are excerpts from his article titled “Sercos
interface, virtual master axis for shaftless press drives”:
Reelstands: why 2 rolls replaced 3
By Nigel Wells

The continuous supply of paper webs at a constant
tension is a pre-requisite for high-speed 4-colour
newspaper printing with minimum waste. This apparently mundane function has only been achieved
by multiple developments in automated reel changing equipment and materials performance of paper
reels, their cores and adhesives.
The departure point was the Witton-James 3-arm
flying splicer developed in the 1950s that became
the largely standard type of double-width newspaper system until the 1970/80s. It featured a broad
belt on the reel surface to accelerate the reel and to
control web tension with automatic electro-magnetic
brakes — the geometry of this peripheral roll drive
required a 3-arm configuration. This system was
particularly suited to print run lengths of 3 rolls, for
newsprint with poor cores and out-of-round reels
that would bounce when rotated giving significant
vibration and web tension issues.

We must fully analyse your requirements and
then select the most cost effective and reliable
drive system to achieve these needs. For some
customers this will continue to be the conventional shaft drive system, for others it will be a
distributed drive system and for some it will be
a fully shaftless system.”49

Flying splicer technology evolved in the 1960s when
MEG (today: Durr MEGTEC, LLC, U.S.A.) introduced the 2-arm splicer with core braking to control
unwinding tension, a narrow roll acceleration belt,
and a better splicing action. This improved web

 Claus Bolza-Schünemann, The KBA approach to shaftless drive systems, in: IFRA newspaper techniques,
Darmstadt, Germany, April 1996, pages 17–19
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 Ian Costin, Drive systems for newspaper presses, in:
IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany,
April 1996, pages 32–36
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 Martin Bourn, Press manufacturers take a leaf out of the machine
too industry’s book, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt,
Germany, April 1996, pages 1 and 3
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tension control with reduced splicing waste
– as well as eliminating the construction
and maintenance of the third arm.
Material developments gradually improved
reel roundness and paper core quality
(standardised with the help of WAN-IFRA). There was also significant improvement in the pasting interface with higher
performance perforation tabs and double-sided tape to paste one reel to another.
Reel diameters gradually increased from
45 to 50 inch, and in some cases to 60 inch,
to reduce the number of reel changes.
In the 1990s, acceleration of the paper
from the core was introduced. This now
widespread technique, when combined
with a simple straight pattern multi-function splicing tape, also replaced complex V
and W splice patterns leading to increased
efficiency. The combination of these technologies led to significant automation of
reel handling from the store, delivery to
the press, splice preparation and loading
on to the splicers.
While the focus of these developments
was for double-width newspaper presses, these techniques were transferred to
single-width machines to replace inefficient
unwind stands from the 1980s.

Sercos Interface –
an open standard created by the
industry itself
Under the auspices of the Association of German Machine Tool Manufacturers (VDW) and the Central Association of the Electrotechnical Industry (ZVEI) in Frankfurt am Main, a standardisation concept was developed
and given the name of Sercos (Serial Realtime Communication System) to which all important manufacturers
of machine tool drives and controls subscribed… To be
more precise, the development concerned is more a standardised, open interface, which is why it is referred to as
the Sercos Interface.
The Sercos Interface exchanges data between the CNC
control of a machine tool (one talks in terms now of
computerised numerical control= CNC) and the converters or actuators respectively of the main drives and feed
drives via glass fibre optic transmission cables. In practice, up to 40 drives are usually connected to the fibre
optic ring, although the original definition for machine
tool construction only provided for eight drives, and are
supplied with data in a fixed cycle of two milliseconds.
Data transmission speed is 2 Mbits/s. Actual and target
values can be transmitted for torque, speed, and position, with a selectable resolution or precision respectively of 32 or 16 Bits. This has now been standardised
internationally under IEC 1491 (IEC = International
Electrotechnical Commission).

Figure 28 (7.1): The diagram of a shaftless drive newspaper web offset press shows three supply options: the A.C.
motors with CLC controls on top, the cross-communication with double bus ring in the centre, and the data bus to the
actual press control system below. Source: Boris Fuchs, Sercos interface, virtual master axis for shaftless press drives,
in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, March 1997, page 47
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The virtual master axis determines the ideal master motor
In broader terms, it is possible to term a
printing press as a machine tool, which is
why the application of this technique to press
construction did not require any major adaptation. In imitation of the machine tool with its
main motor built as an asynchronous motor
and the various service motors as synchronous
motors, it was originally thought necessary to
introduce a ’master’ motor at the press folder
that would set the pace for all printing couple
and draw roller ’slave’ motors, but this proved
to be a mistake. In this case, the master motor
would not give an error-free signal and in
addition, due to the folding strokes, would be
located at the most unfavourable position in
the press. For this reason, the computer model
of a virtual master motor with ideal running
behaviour is cited as a reference and referred to
as a ’virtual master axis’ that all other ’axis’, or
motors respectively, must follow as precisely

as possible. The ’virtual master axis’ is calculated in the
controls (CNC) of the Indramat Synax system and transmitted as target position values via Sercos glass fibre
optics to the drive boosters and motors.
Figure 28 shows a schematic representation of a shaftless-driven newspaper web offset press with four,
four-high towers and two folders, illustrating the offer of
components and controls of the supplier.

The optimal positioning of A.C.
motor and encoder
There was much talk in the past about how the A.C.
motors and the optoelectronic encoders can be connected to the impression cylinders. Figure 29 shows
three different designs: with toothed wheel pinions (or
toothed belts), with couplings, and with hollow-shaft
motors stacked directly on the impression cylinder axis.
All three designs have been realised already in practice:
toothed belts from WIFAG, toothed wheel pinions and
couplings from Koenig & Bauer-Albert, and hollow-shaft
motors from MAN Roland. Therefore all have already

Figure 29 (7.1): The three concepts for
adding A.C. motors and encoders to the
impression cylinder, or blanket cylinder
respectively: with toothed wheel pinions
(or toothed belts) on top, with couplings
in the centre, and with hollow-shaft
motors stacked directly on the blanket
cylinder axle below. Source: Boris Fuchs,
Sercos interface, virtual master axis for
shaftless press drives, in: IFRA newspaper techniques, Darmstadt, Germany,
March 1997, page 48
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proven their practicality. The position of the
encoder still remains to be settled. Usually the
manufacturer automatically integrates the encoder into the motor in a torsionally rigid manner and without additional couplings. In the
case of the designs with toothed wheel pinions
or toothed belts and with flexible couplings, it
is recommended to add-on an optional encoder
to the impression cylinder or blanket cylinder
respectively, as indicated in the diagram. But
it should not be forgotten that it is the flexible
paper web between the printing couples that
represents the greatest attenuator from the
control engineering point of view, which is why,
besides the register control integrated into the
CLC, it is recommended to add an external
register control. IFRA Special Report 3.23
informs about the method of operation of these
electronic register controls.”51

To avoid small doubling due to the gear backlash in
between the motor driven cylinder and the coupled
cylinder a device must be added. This difficulty can be
solved with one of the following:
■■ Having a heavier load on the ink train driven by
the plate cylinder (bigger driven diameter vibrator
causing differential speed in between circumferential
speed on form roller) is simple to do but causes heat
and wear.
■■ Spring loaded anti backlash gear (figure 30).
To conclude on the advantages and possibilities for
presses with shaftless drive technology, here are excerpts from a presentation by Yves Launay, ACTES, Paris
at an IFRA Symposium in 1995:
“What are the benefits of the elimination of shafts or
mechanical couplings on a printing press? Independent
drives have been used on printing presses for some
years, but never in the printing part. It should be re-

Figure 30 (7.1): Slide copy provided by Jean Claude Pautrat.
 Boris Fuchs, Sercos interface, virtual master axis for
shaftless press drives, in: IFRA newspaper techniques,
Darmstadt, Germany, March 1997, pages 46–50
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called that the reelstands have been equipped
with an independent drive for a long time. The
same is true for the electronic feed devices at
the delivery of the reelstands, at the in-feed of
the printing units, as well as at the delivery of
the dryers. It is appropriate to consider also
the chill units at the delivery of the dryers, and
the independent dryer; this technique is used
either to avoid a very long shaft between the
final printing unit, the dryer and the folder, or
to connect two presses to the same folder.

Independent drive technology
This technology will bring about improvements
in daily practice for several reasons:
■■ the absence of mechanical parts (shafts,
couplings) eliminates loss of rendering and
wear and tear, not to mention the oil leaks
that are a regular press characteristic;
■■ electronic maintenance is less costly than
mechanical maintenance; and
■■ the weak moment of inertia that gives a better response time in the event of changes.
It opens up the following new possibilities
known to date:
■■ increased flexibility in the use of the inking
units in relation to the folders (the webs
from one printing unit can be directed to
different folders);
■■ the possibility to introduce each web without running the rest of the press (therefore
reducing waste);
■■ elimination of the electromechanical commands of the circumferential registers and
web registers;
■■ and plate change on a pre-configured cylinder and putting into service and printing in
register from the cylinder on the fly.
It opens up new possibilities for the future,
such as the direct transfer of the image bitmap
to the plate cylinder, by using the motor as
synchronous drive and by simulating the plotter with the laser source. In such a case, what
about fan-out? The precision, the possibility to
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shift the page image laterally and circumferentially leads
to the elimination of the plate notches at all mechanical
registers.
Register in perfecting printing becomes simpler with independent motors, and all indications are that the trend
towards direct-to-plate will bring about some major
changes.
Another development is also possible: the individual
control of the inking units by mathematical control models in accordance with the rheology of the ink and the
temperature of the batteries.”52
A striking feature of the move to shaftless technology
was the relatively easier – compared to the four-high
concept – acceptance by both manufacturers and users.
There was of course some debate about the number of
motors in a printing unit or the way the drive was transmitted, but these posed no great dilemmas of choice for
the customer.
Shaftless changed the game by making press construction, configuration, and usage as flexible as possible –
thus positively impacting investment level, productivity,
and efficiency. As we take stock 25 years after the WIFAG
announcement, has the dominance of electronics in the
pressroom started to pose a substantial burden on printers by forcing refurbishment (due to obsolescence) of
presses at a high cost, and in times of declining business?

Automation
Any discussion on developments in press technology
will be incomplete without a mention about automation.
While the “game-changers” discussed above – offset
printing, the four-high tower, and shaftless drive technology – had universal impact, automation has made
and continues to make a huge difference in the appropriate context, i.e., when needs and affordability come
together. The choice of which functions to automate and
to what level were/are very much governed by the specifics of the situation and the desired objectives. Three
automation areas – reel handing and splice preparation,
plate changing (including handling), and closed-loop
inking – will be discussed briefly. But before dealing
with them it is necessary to quickly trace the evolution of
press control technology.

 Yves Launay, Why choose a shaftless press?, in: IFRA newspaper
techniques, Darmstadt, Germany, June 1995, pages 17–20
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Press controls
The change from letterpress to offset printing
also set in motion the evolution of control systems for newspaper presses.
The old-fashioned press operator station was
characterised by push buttons for a restricted
set of commands. Many other functions had to
be carried out at the reelstands, printing units
or folders.
Ink keys in the printing couples became
remotely adjustable from the press operator
panel in the 1970s and 1980s.
Electrical control by contactors was replaced
by microprocessor technology in the 1980s.
At the same time the press operator and ink
panels changed to a press control console for

overall adjustments. This was followed in the late 1980s
by the implementation of the first planning and pre-setting systems.
At the beginning of the 1990s the page and colour impositioning could be done in the press control system,
which was a sweeping change from traditional machine
oriented operation to a page oriented or product oriented operation. For any adjustment the printer could just
select the page and the corresponding press elements
become activated.
During the 1990s colour and cut-off register control
systems came into widespread use. In the same time
period central press control was replaced by a decentralised PLC control structure. This was of a great help
in realising the benefits offered by shaftless drives such
as individual configuration of press sections and makeready or planning of independent productions.

Figure 31 (7.1): Press operator station.
Source: Koenig & Bauer picture archive.

Figure 32 (7.1): The press control: an
open command centre. Source:
Koenig & Bauer picture archive.
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After 2000 the push button operation was
increasingly replaced by touch panels, which
made the integration of other subsystems
easier. At every stage of development operator
convenience and ergonomics were given due
consideration.
The modern press control is an open command
centre forming an integral part of the entire
workflow in the printing plant. Production
planning is done independently and print resources are assigned to optimise use of capacity, to minimise downtime, to save on costs, to
shorten distribution and to deliver latest news
just in time.

Total automation?
In the 1980s, the goal of ‘total automation’ of
the printing press operations was very much
in the sights of Japanese newspapers and the
supplier ecosystem. And in a few cases proved
to be successful in actual operation, one example being that of the Yomiuri Shimbun plant
in Yokohama. The essential elements of such a
system were:
■■ Automated reel handling, including splice
preparation and loading on to the assigned
reelstands
■■ Automated web-threading
■■ Automated removal of spent cores and
transport to designated areas

■■ Automated plate conveying systems to move the
plates from the plate making section (this was before
the introduction of computer-to-plate when the
plate-making section was not necessarily close to the
press) to the correct printing units
■■ Automated plate fixing (and removing)
■■ Keyless inking
■■ Automatic colour and cut-off register control (these
systems were well known even earlier in the commercial printing)
■■ Scanning of the printed web to detect printing defects such as scumming
The uniformly large sizes of printing plants and newspaper circulations in Japan provided an ideal setting
for the implementation of a high level of automation in
the reel handling function. The use of automatic guided
vehicles (AGV) to transport reels, and of the splicing
preparation robots (SPR) or stations became a standard
feature of Japanese newspaper printing plants, so much
so that the lights in reelstand level of the press could be
switched off, there being usually no operator(s) at most
times. And wherever it made economic sense, plants in
Europe and North America were not slow to embrace
automation in reel handing.
In the context of increasing colour content in newspapers and the exacting demands of the advertisers,
keyless inking – whether it be the Japanese or European
varieties – failed to measure up to expectations. The
increase in colour pages meant that, despite good ink
pre-setting systems, more remote inking desks and more

Figure 33 (7.1): Touch panel control increasingly replaced push button operation.
Source: Koenig & Bauer picture archive.
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operators were needed to minimise the startup waste. In addition, a high level of consistency during the print run and among the many
printing plants of a given newspaper was being
demanded by advertisers. Closed-loop inking
systems were an answer in many situations.
In simple terms the process involves
■■ scanning the running printed web – either
a specific image or images, or the full printed area, or a colour bar
■■ measuring either in terms of density or
spectrophotometric values
■■ comparing the results against expected
values
■■ translating the differences into appropriate
movements of the ink keys
The scanner/sensor could be fixed in a position
to scan the complete page width, or be a moving camera on rails. When integrated into the
overall press controls as is usually the case, the
system can also check if the pages/plates have
been mounted in the correct position, identify
any print defects and cause such ‘bad’ copies to
be ejected from the copy stream. Closed loop
inking systems provide extremely good feedback for making changes in the pre-press area.

Automatic plate changing
Automatic plate changing is surely one of the most
disruptive technical game changers in those countries
where print runs are short and newspaper products are
published in many local editions. Plate changes take over
a major part of printers’ work handling even thousand
or more plates a day. Automatic plate changing enables
printers to focus on other tasks.
Second, such a system also offers the big advantage to
distribute the plates to the printing couples for the following edition during the run of an actual edition. This
saves time enormously.
Third and most important, the plate change can be done
simultaneously on all printing couples within one press,
which minimises the changeover time from one production to the next to about five minutes.
With this tremendous cut in make-ready times the entire
production run with numerous editions can be shortened to either be more topical on latest news or to cover
more production volume within the same time window.
Automated plate handling systems enable the operators
to concentrate on other tasks. Plates are conveyed to the
printing couples and kept in readiness in advance of the
next plate change. Plates can be changed simultaneously
on all the printing couples. In a situation where plate
changes are numerous and print runs are short automatic plate changing systems provide the maximum benefit.
Operator variability in plate fixing accuracy is no longer
an issue.

Figure 34 (7.1): Loading of the plates for
the automatic plate change at a newspaper printing press. Source: Koenig &
Bauer picture archive.
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Finally it helps to print the same number of
editions with less equipment, very often using
one or more press sections less than without
automatic plate changing.

Reel loading and reel handling
The increase in production speed and increasing output of printing presses demanded for
solutions to simplify the work intensive reel
supply. For a long period of time the reels have
been unpacked and splice has been prepared
in the reelstand after manual transport of the
reel.

Conclusion
Although the printing cylinders are still round and the
printing principle is still offset, press technology has
changed dramatically in the past five decades. Many
developments had to reckon with what was happening
on both the pre- and post press fronts. Underpinning the
increase in speed, quality and productivity is a continuous flow of developments driven by the needs and
demands of newspapers and their customers – readers
and advertisers – reflecting the changes in the way news
is being consumed.

Cast-in underfloor systems have been motorised for automatic reel transport into the
reelstand. Unpacking the reel and splice preparation have been shifted to the area outside the
press. Fully automatic reel supply has taken
over the entire transport from the reel storage
up to the reelstand.
Reel logistics handles the complete warehouse
or high-bay storage from unloading the truck,
storing according to pre-defined criteria and
delivering to the press in time by AGV (Automatic Guided Vehicle) or other automated
storage and retrieval systems.

7 – Printing technology
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7.2 Press rollers
By Graham Macfarlane

Introduction
At the heart of the offset printing process,
rollers perform the task for which they were
designed – continuously transferring ink and
fountain solution from the fountain to the
plate, in the process smoothing them into a
thin, even film. At best, the printer doesn’t have
to think about them, let alone observing, adjusting and changing them at regular intervals.
“Set and forget” was an attribute a large U.S.
printer used to describe good rubber-covered
rollers.
Always a means to an end, and never an end in
themselves, rollers are destined to follow developments and trends in the machinery and the
media used to produce newspapers. Each step
in the technological evolution of newspaper
presses, each stage and shift in the formulation
of news inks – whether motivated by a desire
for enhanced quality, increased productivity,
reduced cost or by regulatory pressures – requires a corresponding reaction on the part of
roller design and rubber formulation in order
to maintain the fine chemical balance between
the various substances and materials which
combine to produce the modern newspaper
(see figure 1).

The shift to low-aromatic and
vegetable oil based inks
Nothing illustrates this interdependence of on-press media – above all inks – and roller materials as well as the
chaos wreaked in the mid-nineties by the advent of inks
with reduced aromatic content, prompted by the desire
on the part of news inks manufacturers and newspaper
printers alike to avoid having to declare news inks as
hazardous material under new declaration regulations
introduced by the European Union.
In practice, this meant the introduction over a relatively
short period of time of a large number of ink series based
on new types of mineral oils and/or higher proportions
of vegetable oil. These inks unfortunately had the effect
of practically reversing the traditional mechanism of
interaction between ink and roller materials: Whereas the aromatic content of traditional inks had caused
rubber to swell, the new types of naphthenic mineral
oils showed a tendency to cause shrinkage to the rubber rollers, as did vegetable oils like soy or rapeseed, by
extracting plasticisers from the rubber. The result of the
changes in ink formulations was roller shrinkage at a
rate hitherto unseen in newspaper printing.
Such was the magnitude of the problem that – in the
case of one press installation in the South of Germany –
within 5 weeks of going into operation all the rollers on a
brand new press had shrunk in diameter and increased

Figure 1 (7.2): Basic roller swell/
shrinkage mechanism
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Figure 2 (7.2): Roller stripes showing end flare or “trumpet” effect,
induced by roller shrinkage

Figure 3 (7.2): Edge marking/
scumming on paper

in hardness to the extent that they were basically unfit for printing at an acceptable quality
level. To compound the printers’ incomprehension in the face of this phenomenon, a second
press had been running for several years with
the same inks and exactly the same roller materials without the slightest issue.
The difference, of course, was that, on the older
press, the re-formulated inks had been used
with rollers which had been running for some
time and were pre-conditioned, whereas on the
new installation, the same inks were in contact
with brand new, “virgin” rollers completely
open to the extraction mechanisms induced by
the new low-aromatic inks.
Once recognised, the problem could be resolved
by significantly re-formulating the rubber
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compounds for newspaper printing presses, but not until
many pressrooms had encountered unprecedented problems, not least of which was lines of colour down the edge
of the paper, caused by the end flare or “trumpet” effect
on the rollers, which is the result of shrinkage (see figures
2 and 3). On presses where the form roller coverings
were narrower than the overall plate width, so that the
edges of the rollers ran on the surface of the plate, this
flare cut through the water film on the plate, causing the
plate to pick up ink and transfer them as coloured lines to
the paper web. For the presses of one manufacturer, the
roller covering was actually re-designed to counteract this
effect. By extending the covering length to the end of the
roller core and “shoring up” the edge, the scale of the flare
and its negative effects could be reduced (see figure 4).
One positive effect did emerge from this debacle of
incompatibility: for the first time, there was a general re-
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Figure 4 (7.2): Modified roller covering
design to minimise end flare and its
effects

alisation that the various materials involved in
newspaper printing did not exist independently
of another, but rather formed a complex system
of chemical interactions, whose balance and
functionality hung on a rather thin thread.
This in turn led to an awareness that the pressroom was the worst place to discover that the
materials were incompatible with each other,
which prompted ink producers and the larger
roller manufacturers to engage at a much earlier stage in the product development and testing
processes in a technical exchange and collaboration. The exchange of material samples and
the conducting on a large scale of compatibility
or swell tests – largely in the laboratories of the
rubber companies – did much to prevent similar problems hitting the world’s pressrooms a
second time.
A further aspect of chemical compatibility did,
however, raise its head some years later. Under
the pressure of rising oil prices and against the
background in many cases of longer-term fixed
price supply contracts, ink suppliers found
themselves faced with economic challenges.
The squeeze between rising raw material costs
and fixed selling prices necessitated in adjustments being made to formulations, which in
some cases had adverse effects on the newly
achieved chemical balance between roller materials and the new generation of news inks.
Laboratory testing as a base for compound
selection finds its limitation if and when – once
the rollers have been covered with the most
suitable compound and installed on the press,
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either the inks upon which the selection was based are
replaced by another series, or changes to the formulation
of the original inks result in a shift in swell rates. The
result was that, while previously the range of swell rates
within a given ink series spanned around 2–3 percentage points and could therefore be handled by a single
rubber compound, suddenly ranges of 9 percentage
points or more between the colours and the black were
not uncommon (see figures 5 and 6). This led in one case
to a large U.K. pressroom having rollers covered in one
compound for the black units and another for the colours. Anyone who has spent time in a pressroom knows
that this is a challenge to pressroom management and
logistics which is at best unlikely to be consistently met.
The two other media in most frequent contact with roller
coverings are washes of various types and fountain solution additives. In the case of washes, the general shift
to lower-VOC materials led to most pressrooms using
wash products with flashpoints of over 100°C, again with
much lower aromatic content, which basically removed
most detrimental influences of the washes on roller coverings. A brief foray into vegetable oil based, so-called
“bio” washes quickly receded on account of accidents
and injuries resulting from spillage.
The influence of fountain additives on rollers has over
the longer term proven to be relatively small and also
uniform from one manufacturer to the next (the difficulties and variances resulting from alcohol removal/
replacement are irrelevant in newspaper printing), so
that cases where rollers were irretrievably damaged by
fountain solution additives are very rare.
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Mechanical and physical
influences on roller materials
Everyone who has been around newspaper
pressrooms in the last few decades knows that
press design followed the adage: wider and
faster. Newspaper production speeds continually increased, from 20 to 25 to 30, 35 to 40
and even 45 thousand copies per hour. This
increase in speed had significant consequences
for rollers, not only in terms of their ability to
handle the energy input created by such high
speeds, but also due to the fact that chemical
reactions (such as the swelling or shrinking
effect of ink) happen more quickly at higher
temperatures, which often accompany higher
production speeds. As a rule of thumb: a 10°C
increase in temperature will double the speed
of a lot of chemical processes.
This meant that rubber compounds which had
served well for years on older newspaper presses were no longer suitable for use on the newer
and faster press generations. Again speaking

in general terms, it is much simpler to achieve a high
degree of resistance to the influence of inks and other
chemicals if the roller is not subjected to higher temperatures resulting from higher rotational speeds. Building
the degree of elasticity required to handle the high
nip-passing frequencies on a modern high-speed press
into the rubber often goes at the expense of chemical robustness. Every time the roller passes through a transfer
nip, the force required to deform the roller and squeeze
it through the nip infuses energy into the rubber. A
highly elastic compound will release a large proportion
of this energy in rebounding after the nip, whereas a less
dynamic material will transform a portion of this energy
and retain it as thermal energy. The roller therefore gets
hotter and hotter, reducing the cohesion and viscosity
of the ink and directly contributing to such unpleasant
phenomena as ink misting. Beyond a certain point, the
roller itself can disintegrate due to mechanical overload
(see illustration 7).
The pinnacle of this challenge was presented by the advent of 4/1 presses, such as the Mainstream, the Regioman, the Uniliner and the Prisma. With only the length
of one printing plate to accommodate all inking and

Figure 5 (7.2): Divergence of effects
of colour and black inks on 3 different rubber roller compounds.

Figure 6 (7.2): Range of roller swell
values within ink series. The green
bars can easily be handled by a
single rubber compound. Total range
of up to and even over 9 percentage
points makes this very difficult.
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Figure 7 (7.2): Roller showing thermal overload

dampening form rollers, the diameter of these
rollers was consequentially very small, so that
the rotational speed of the rollers (in order to
maintain the same surface speed as the paper
web and the plate) was much higher than in
conventional double-circumference presses.
This in turn resulted in very high nip passing
frequencies. In the case of the Mainstream,
the basic printing unit design was adapted
from heatset printing and incorporated for the
first time a 3-nip roller position, immediately
increasing the nip-passing frequency for the
rubber roller by 50 % to over 100 nips/second.
The effect for the newspaper printer was that
the operating latitude was significantly narrower than on slower machines. In terms of roller
design, this meant that – first and foremost –
the dynamic demands of these presses had to
be met, while at the same time catering for as
wide a range of news inks as possible.
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Ultra-wide presses: the 6/2 generation
The major technological implication of the new triple-width presses related less to the rubber roller
compounds, which by that time had been fine-tuned to
the demands placed by both vegetable oil based and/or
low aromatic inks and high-speed presses, than to the
roller cores. With web widths of 2 metres and more, the
metal materials traditionally used for newspaper rollers
reached and exceeded their limits. A roller for a triple-width press with a traditional steel core could easily
weigh 100 kg or more, so that handling in the pressroom
would become a nightmare, requiring at the very least
hoists and cranes to be installed to comply with health
and safety regulations. In addition, the dead weight of
the roller would cause it to deflect or hang in the centre,
creating problems with print quality and potentially
press vibration.
The solution was the construction of the rollers cores in
carbon-fibre reinforced composite materials, an established technology in other fields, but yet unexplored in
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the majority of printing applications. Accordingly, press design engineers largely unfamiliar
with the material were confronted with composite manufacturers on the other hand, who
knew a lot about aircraft and sports equipment
design, but to whom the world of printing rollers was entirely foreign.
It took a while for a knowledge base to establish itself which combined the features and
idiosyncrasies of the material with the expertise of roller requirements and specifications.
Unlike a steel core, which is basically homogenous in its composition, there are many ways
to achieve the desired result using carbon
fibre technology: The use of higher-modulus
fibres can produce cores with very thin walls,
which may, however, be more expensive than
thicker-walled constructions made with lower-quality fibres. Balancing fibre quality, resin
volume and manufacturing time to achieve the
optimum synthesis of technical performance
and economic viability was at least initially a
challenge to the industry. Furthermore, roller
suppliers unfamiliar with composite materials
removed the old covering with conventional
methods, leading to a successive loss of diameter and weakening of the core construction.
This in turn prompted some press manufacturers to retrospectively introduce minimum
diameter specifications for cores, with the
result that many cores were declared unsafe to
re-cover and had to be scrapped, without the
press operators having made any provisions in
their budgets for these expensive items.
In time, some suppliers developed protective
sacrificial layers of hard elastomers or fibreglass, which prevented damage to the cores
themselves during re-covering. Some roller
manufacturers were able to offer this protective layer as a retrofit to existing rollers. While
not restoring the composite core to its original
strength, this at least prevented further degradation and therefore protected the printer’s
investment.
One specific problem on triple-width presses
did, however, affect the roller coverings: the
higher incidence of fractional webs made these
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presses more susceptible to the problems associated with
this particular production mode, such as roller picking
due to dry running.

Anilox and ultrashort inking units
A further avenue explored by press design engineers
utilised anilox technology familiar in flexographic and
coating applications and applied it to newspaper printing. The objectives pursued in this development were the
simplification of the printing process with reduced need
for operator intervention, less paper waste, the removal
of ghosting and an improvement in print quality. In its
most extreme form, such as the ultra short inking system from Wifag, the plate was inked by a 1:1 form roller,
which initially comprised two rubber layers, which were
later replaced by a single layer of polyurethane, a material previously relatively new to offset printing
On most anilox presses, the limited number of film-splitting nips and the requirement to precisely control the
ink flow and volume led to harder rubber rollers being
the material of choice. These rollers were in the range of
45–60 Shore A, compared to 25–35 Shore A in conventional inking units.
Paradoxically, the drastic shortening and simplification
of the inking roller train placed additional demands on
the precision (geometry and surface roughness) and
the setting of both inking and dampening rollers, as the
shortened inking roller train presented less opportunity
for water to evaporate or emulsify into the ink, resulting in many cases in a surplus of surface water in the
printing unit with subsequent detrimental effects on the
print quality. This strain of development culminated in
the Cortina waterless newspaper printing press, which
utilises many of the technological and material developments which evolved from anilox offset. Still today, both
rubber and polyurethane inking rollers can be found on
these presses.

Compact 4/4 units
The most recent step in the ongoing development of
newspaper presses was the introduction of so-called
compact four-colour towers. Perhaps for the first time,
the focus of this development was not so much inherent
to the printing process or the press itself. The engineers
broadened their approach to take into consideration
the press environment and the constraints it placed on
printers and publishers. For the first time, the compact
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construction of the towers allowed the installation of printing presses in standard factory
buildings not specifically designed to accommodate newspaper printing presses, thereby
reducing the investment cost considerably.
Alternatively, printers already operating
presses could expand their production capacity without necessarily expanding the
building housing the equipment by stacking 2
four-colour towers on top of each other. While
the compact construction did not require any
dedicated development on the roller front, the
rather cramped environment did raise operational issues regarding dissipating heat out
of the printing units and accessibility of the
rollers for setting and maintenance work.

Dampening systems and their
demands on rollers
So far we have looked mainly at the evolution
of different types of newspaper presses, and
particularly inking systems. However, as mentioned above in connection with short anilox
ink trains, there are some very specific requirements placed on rollers by different dampening
systems. Foremost in this respect are spray
dampening systems, which required a high
degree of “wettability” on the part of the roller
compounds in order to even out the droplets
which could form on the roller during the application of the fountain solution and any uneven
distribution of water caused by the overlap of
the individual spray nozzles. Particularly in
dampening units with only one rubber-covered
roller, harder dampening roller compounds also
helped in this respect. Rubber compounds were
developed whose surface energy and profile
helped the fountain solution to spread quickly
across the surface area of the roller. Paradoxically, with spray dampening came the first
instances of “dry running” or “burning up” of
dampening rollers, a phenomenon previously
restricted to inking rollers. This very unpleasant
problem occurred when nozzles were blocked either from within by an accumulation of fountain
components or from the outside by a build-up of
ink mist, paper dust, etc., and the roller surface
was starved of water to act as a lubricant.
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Value added printing on newsprint
(semi-commercial)
Having looked at a number of mechanical scenarios in
the evolution of rollers for newspaper printing, we will
conclude by returning to chemistry, specifically to the
exceptional demands placed on printing rollers when
two different ink and drying systems are combined. This
was most frequently the case when printers attempted
to adapt their press to be able to produce an enhanced
range of products, going far beyond the traditional newspaper.
In most cases, the objective was either to enhance the
newspaper as the printer and publisher’s main product
(e.g. the Gulf News traditionally printed the outside
pages in heatset to achieve attention-grabbing gloss and
colour quality), or to equip the press to produce brochures, catalogues, inserts, supplements and the like by
adding drying systems. Another early example was the
Süddeutscher Zeitungsdienst in Aalen, which installed
infra-red drying units, or Buffalo Newspress, which ran
a Goss Urbanite equipped with UV lamps.
Running UV and conventional coldset inks on the same
press required a fundamentally different chemical
composition of all printing rollers. Historically, this had
been practiced mainly on sheet-fed offset presses, which
meant that there were a number of specialised compounds available on the market for this purpose – socalled “mixed mode” or “dual purpose” compounds. The
majority of these had been designed for the slower nip
passing frequencies prevailing in sheet-fed printing, and
were not dynamically suitable for printing at the higher
running speeds of coldset presses.
Formulating a rubber compound to handle not only the
chemical challenges, but also the higher dynamic load,
was possible, but costly. Nevertheless, the opportunities
presented by combining the technologies often outweighed the material cost penalty.
Similar, but easier to handle for roller manufacturers,
were combinations of heatset and coldset in one pressroom. For one thing, the chemical composition of the
inks is not so radically different as with UV and coldset,
and very often the units were run separately, the webs
being combined in the folder to provide the final product.
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Summary
The following steps in the development of
newspaper printing technology marked milestones in the evolution of printing rollers for
newspaper applications.
■■ Low-aromatic/vegetable oil based
inks radically changed the chemical
interaction between newsinks and roller
covering compounds. Positive: both ink and
roller manufacturers realised the need to
work more closely together to avoid problems in newspaper pressrooms.
■■ Higher running speeds: The quest for
higher productivity and faster production
times to enable deadlines to be pushed
further and further back necessitated a new
generation of highly elastic roller coverings, which would prevent excessive heat
build-up in the printing units. Stabilising
speed also helped reduce problems with ink
misting.
■■ 4/1 press configurations: The single
circumference plate cylinder on which all
form rollers had to fit led to smaller roller
diameters, thereby increasing rotational
speeds and nip passing frequencies. Threenip positions in some presses raised the
demands on roller dynamic properties to a
whole new level.
■■ Triple-width presses: As rollers became
longer and potentially heavier, new composite core materials had to be introduced
to compensate this effect and avoid both
excessive deflection of the rollers on press
and the need to install lifting equipment
for roller handling in order to comply with
health and safety regulations.

■■ Compact towers: Primary advantages lay in the
reduced investment for building to house new presses, roller-related issues were temperature management and heat dissipation in the relatively cramped
machine environment.
■■ Spray dampening systems: Put a sharper focus
on the functionality of dampening rollers to avoid/
even out droplet structures in the water film.
■■ Value-added newspaper printing: In an effort
to enhance the flexibility of the newspaper press and
open up new revenue streams for products out of the
reach of pure coldest printing, diverse drying/curing
systems were integrated, ranging from heatset and
coldest presses running into the same folder to full
colour towers equipped with UV curing units. The
blend of different inks necessitated the introduction
to web printing of rubber grades previously restricted
to sheet-fed printing (e.g. dual purpose roller coverings which were compatible with both conventional
coldest and UV inks). The challenge was to ensure
that these compounds – besides offering chemical/
dimensional stability – could handle the higher production speeds of modern web presses.
In summing up, it can be said that, as the newspaper
press became faster and more complex as a production
system, the materials – not only for rollers, but for other
process components, too – had to evolve to support
and keep pace with the efforts of the press owners and
operators to secure the future of their enterprises. The
materials no longer operated in isolation, but became
more and more interdependent. Or perhaps this had
always been the case, and the real evolutionary step was
the realisation on the part of the materials suppliers that
– in order to assure the success of the various projects
and advancements, they had to become more open and
cooperate with each other to a degree which was new to
and certainly beneficial for the industry as a whole.

■■ Anilox and short inking systems:
Higher durometer roller coverings placed
new demands on roller manufacturing
precision and opened the door for polyurethane as an alternative material to rubber.
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Chapter 8

Newsprint
By Terry Parry

Outline
The newsprint industry has long been regarded
as a direct reflection of the publishing industry
and the general economic environment, with
GDP53 driving advertising revenue and newsprint consumption. This causal relationship
started to diminish as alternative advertising platforms emerged and the consequent
expansion of publishers into a wider media
landscape. Historically, newsprint usage and
per capita consumption in particular have been
a useful barometer indicating the maturity of
a market and its likely future potential. While
balancing market sentiment (demand) with
periods of capacity investments (supply) has
not always been in accord, the early 1990s did
reflect a stable newsprint market in the U.S.A.,
the relative expansion of the EU markets
and the emerging optimism within the Asia
Pacific region, which coincided with a period
of significant investment from the newspaper
producers.
As an example of the investment cycles in
newsprint production, 10 paper machines were

installed within the Nordic area and one within Central
Europe during the 1970s, whereas 9 paper machines
were installed within the Nordic area and 4 within
Central Europe during the 1980s; all investments by
the Nordic producers were made within Central Europe
during the 1990s. It is of note that the average RCF54
content from European producers during mid-1990s was
36 %.55
It is hard to recall that the standard newsprint grade was
once 52 g/m2 compared with the current focus of 40 g/
m2, 42.5 g/m2 and 45 g/m2. In the 1990s the major difference in supplier base was related to the fibre mix, with
a predominant virgin fibre furnish and ground wood
pulp (GWP) from the vast coniferous areas of North
America and Canada compared with mixed furnish of
GWP, thermo-mechanical pulp (TMP) and recycled pulp
(RCF) from EU and Nordic countries. Investments in
paper and pulping technologies within Western Europe
were initiated by productivity and quality gains relating
to new paper machines and pulping techniques. As an
example, part of the high energy input of TMP refining
process was recoverable in the form of steam for use
in the drying section of the paper machine while the

 RCF = recycled fibre

54

 GDP = Gross Domestic Product

53
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 newspaper techniques, April 1995
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TMP pulp (mech. pulp)

Chemical pulp

availability of lower cost raw material from
recovered newspapers, periodicals and magazines (PAMS) within the urban environment
contributed to the rise in the recycled fibre
pulping process.
The move towards 100 % recycled fibre was
performed on a controlled basis as older established paper mills increased the percentage
of RCF progressively whereas new green field
investments moved to RCF furnish directly
as part of the overall investment plan. The
RCF process accelerated during the 1980s and
progressed from batch to continuous pulping,
from single to multiple deinking cycles with
improved control of stickies and other contaminants complicit with the move towards higher
waste recovery rates. This meant also that
changes to fibre procurement, waste collection services, waste disposal, potential power
generation from the waste sludge, general upgrading within the finishing areas, single drum
winding (diameters up to 1,500 mm), auto
wrapping, barcoding, automatic roll handling
and warehousing could all be accommodated
within a single project plan. This became a
popular concept for several green field operations.

PGW pulp (mech. pulp)

DIP – pulp (recycled)

Figure 1 (8):
Different pulping
processes create
pulps of differing
characteristics,
source: UPM

The different pulping processes created pulps of differing characteristics as observed in the enclosed photomicrograph, see figure 1. The two mechanical pulp processes, TMP and pressure ground wood (PGW) created fibres
with a high light scattering coefficient (opaqueness) and
defibrillated fibres for efficient fibre bonding and minimal linting propensity (lower freeness).
In contrast, the deinked pulp (DIP) or recycled fibre
contains a variable fibre mix, fibre debris and some

Figure 2 (8): Light scattering coefficient, source: UPM
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(un-fibrillated) chemical pulp fibres, which add
to the overall CD (cross direction) strength of
the newsprint. The relative impact upon the
light scattering coefficient from the different
pulps can be viewed in figure 2 and reflects the
observed characteristics above. The impact of
the different furnish changes upon the evolving
printing processes will be discussed later.
A parallel force for change within the publishing industry resulted from the high level of investment and progressive conversion to higher
speed web offset printing with full colour capability, wider and larger diameter rolls, longer
print runs, automatic roll handling, innovative
developments within the mailroom area, the
introduction of higher value-added products
and a general optimism towards the newspaper
product in terms of its format and brand awareness. Up to the mid-1970s the predominant
printing technology was hot-metal typesetting
and (stereo) letterpress while the move towards
film and computer controlled typesetting rapidly fell in line with the development of offset
printing within medium sized publishing houses and eventually national printing centres.
The main advantage arising from the offset
conversion for the publisher and advertiser was
the development of high resolution half tone
reproduction, register control, 4-colour capability and product standardisation.
There was an interim period of investment in
press technology, which created a market for
direct-litho and direct polymer printing, which
from a paper technology perspective, led to
unique demands upon sheet smoothness and

Headbox

(Bottom) wire

profile. In contrast, rougher papers were acceptable for
the web offset process due to the intermediate image
transfer via the compressible blanket and the removal of direct contact with the newsprint surface, which
prompted greater reliance upon the compressibility and
evenness of profile.
The move to coldset web offset (CSWO) printing ran in
unison with the major shift in paper making from the
(single wire) Fourdrinier machine with its inherent two
sidedness towards much faster, more stable twin wire
machines. While many of the earlier web offset presses
were of single width (single or double circumference)
configuration, the progression to double (and triple)
width printing presses was matched by the development
of wider paper machines with superior formation, web
stability, lower lint and dusting propensity and improved
profile control.

Paper making technology
Fourdrinier sheets were regarded as acceptable quality
for letterpress (and direct polymer) printing although
their two-sided nature did lead to quality issues in
web offset due to uneven absorption and lack of sheet
compressibility irrespective of furnish. The development
of twin-wire (Speed, Duo-Former, SymFormer hybrid)
technology began in the late 1970s and enabled greater
control of MD (machine direction) and CD (cross direction) profile, more even dewatering and the removal of
open nips for improved web stability and higher output.
Refinements in both press and drying sections enabled a
lowering of basis weights with modifications in calendering to maintain bulk and improved profiles.
The progression and development aspects of the forming
and press section can be illustrated in the following set
of diagrams with their relative characteristics.

Dewatering elements

Figure 3 (8): Fourdrinier section, source: UPM
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Suction
boxes

Wire
suction roll

of the sheet and created a more even distribution of fines
and fillers. The speed of the hybrid formers was limited
to about 1,500 m/min with a typical dewatering capability of 60/40 in relation to the top/bottom sides of the
web. The linting propensity of the sheet was significantly
reduced although for 4 x 1 colour printing, winding preference was still a chosen method to mitigate printability
issues.

The earliest design of newsprint machines
incorporated the Fourdrinier forming section
where water removal is entirely from
the bottom side of the paper web creating a
gentler dewatering at speeds up to about 1,000
m/min. Due to the imbalance in water removal,
the sheet was susceptible to linting in offset
printing as a result of its open structure and
proliferation of fines and fillers on the top side
(TS) of the web.

A further development in technology relates to the gap
former or twin-wire former, where dewatering is two-directional from the headbox onwards with a symmetric
paper structure with an even distribution of fines and
fillers. In line with this development, paper machine
widths were increased beyond nine meters at a maximum speed in excess of 2,000 m/min.

One development of the forming section was
directed towards a hybrid former, where initial
dewatering was similar to the above although
the presence of a top wire created further
dewatering, which lessened the two-sidedness

Top wire guide roll
Top wire
stretch roll

Top wire corner roll
Headbox
Breast roll

Forming roll

Top wire
drive roll

Solid forming roll Couch roll

Bottom wire
2nd stretch
roll

Pick-up
roll

Bottom wire Bottom wire Bottom wire Bottom wire Bottom wire
1st stretch
guide roll
return roll
return roll
drive roll
roll

Figure 4 (8):
SymFormer,
source: UPM

Outer wire return roll
Outer wire return roll

Outer wire
return roll

1st
couch
2nd couch
Deflectors blades
Hi vac box

Forming roll
Multi foil shoe

Headbox

Pick-up
roll

Figure 5 (8):

Outer wire
stretch roll

Outer wire
guide roll
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Breast roll

Inner wire
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Inner wire (stretch) SpeedFormer,
drive roll
source: UPM
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Top side

Top side

Top side

Bottom side

Bottom side

Bottom side

Fourdrinier

Double wire

Gap former

Figure 6 (8): The impact of the paper forming section upon fibre and filler distribution within the sheet, source: UPM

Figure 7 (8): The
increase in press nips
plus an extended
region (Shoe Press) reduces impact upon the
sheet, source: UPM

In summary, the choice of paper forming section had a significant impact upon the resultant
fibre and filler distribution within the sheet as
illustrated in figure 6, with consequent impact
upon the printability performance of web.
The move towards TMP gave paper makers
much better control of the fines generation
and shives due to control of the specific energy
input and improved cleaning and screening.
The process also provided heat and steam recovery, which helped mitigate the high energy
costs from the large refiner motors used during
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pulp production, which had not been possible for earlier
ground wood pulping processes.
In line with increased speed and the need for greater
web stability, the press section also experienced several
iterations in design and developments over the decades
to remove the maximum amount of water from the web
and compress the web with a good surface profile. The
increase in press nips plus an extended region (Shoe
Press) reduced impact upon the sheet and resulted in
an increase in paper machine speed, web stability and
process capability. While developments within the
drying section have not been included here, the overall
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improvements also had a direct impact upon
the web stability.

Calendering technology –
conventional versus soft-nip
One of the early issues with conventional
calendering of RCF sheets related to the appearance of calender blackening as caused by
a combination of high moisture, high calender
pressures, uneven formation and increased
density of the sheet. In effect, the calender
loading required to achieve a given smoothness
is much less with a denser sheet, which for
conventional calendering techniques reduced
their efficacy in maintaining an even sheet profile and good compressibility. This provided an
ideal opportunity for soft-nip calenders (SNC)
to use lower linear pressures and avoid the visible hard spots commonly associated with the
more aggressive hard-nip calendering. Lower
nip pressures and a more even surface consolidation led to improvements in print quality
at equivalent roughness levels with reduced
blackening, while improvements in opacity and
sheet brightness were noted for sheets at higher
roughness levels compared with conventional
calendering.

From an operational perspective, improvements in
runnability were attributed to a lowering of winder
wrinkles, a more uniform roll hardness and the ability
to raise the moisture level of the sheet during SNC with
consequent improvement in elongation and runnability.
For letterpress and flexographic printers, this improvement was very noticeable at the outset, while for offset
printing, the impact was generally less significant.56
From a publisher perspective, the reported improvements from direct comparison of hard and soft-nip
calendered paper were related to improved evenness,
consistent winding, good mass distribution in the paper,
consistent ink penetration and printability, no excessive compression of the paper surface and minimal
paper dust. A further point was that the processing and
printability from the 100 % RCF paper with SNC was
comparable in performance to a mixed furnish sheet
(55 % TMP, 45 % RCF) using conventional hard-nip calendering. This observation reiterated the impact of sheet
density upon printability and the need to maintain sheet
compressibility and even consolidation of the surface.
From a paper runnability perspective, there was little
difference in reported web breaks from the different
sources.57
From a technical perspective, the printing advantages
of soft calendering were noted specifically as improved
consistency in printed image (specular gloss), higher

Figure 8 (8):
Impact of different calendering
concepts on the
paper characteristics, source:
UPM
 IFRA Symposium 1991

56

 IFRA Symposium 1991

57
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contrast image reproduction, lower ink consumption, uniformity of ink density and print
gloss and improved pressroom performance
from newsprints with less expensive furnishes
with a lower strength potential.58
An illustration from the above publication is
shown in figure 8 of the impact of different calendering concepts on the paper characteristics
(surface consolidation, micro-smoothness) and
printability (print gloss).
In summary, the development of soft-nip and
single-nip calendering maintained bulk and
improved surface compressibility for high RCF
containing papers with even ink absorption at
the limits of density, sheet thickness and surface profile. The calendering developments also
mitigated the inevitable reduction in caliper
arising from lower basis weights.

Newsprint shade
There were clear shade differences between
newsprint sources during the 1990s with a
predominant red shift from North American
and Canadian producers compared with the
blue-green shade from European and Nordic
producers. IFRA recommended a standard
shade for newsprint as early as 1988 known
as “Newsshade 88”, which was an update of

a previous specification promoted by the Scannews
Technical Committee. However, from a study in 1993,
only a third of the EU market actually upheld the values.
IFRA responded with a further recommendation for
“Newsshade 95” to meet the more stringent requirement of a standard shade and match the emergence
of contract and satellite printing of newspaper titles.
This was further modified in the IFRA Special Report
1.11.2, which proposed “Newsshade 2003” referring to a
CIELAB colour space using a specified illuminant and
measurement conditions. The benefit of Newsshade
2003 was that the measurement was considered to be
instrument-independent, which mitigated the previous
issue of uncertainty arising from different instruments
and different calibrations. The optical properties were
calculated in accordance with the ISO standards, ISO
5631 (colour) and ISO 2470 (ISO brightness) for C/2°
conditions: ➣ Tristimulus values X, Y, Z ➣ Chromaticity
coordinates x, y ➣ CIELAB colour coordinates L*, a*, b*
➣ ISO brightness R457.
The problem with shade definition is illustrated in
figure 9, where standard newsprint (LHS) forms a close
cluster within a small region, while improved grades
(RHS) shows much greater scatter. The main difference
between the standard newsprint and improved grades is
that the latter have significantly higher L*-values which
is the principal barrier as to why there is no standard
improved newsprint grade today.

Figure 9 (8): Standard newsprint forms a close cluster within a small region, while improved grades shows greater scatter, source: IFRA Special Report 1.11.2, Newsshade 2003, Darmstadt 2004, page 7
 newspaper techniques, June 1991
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In summary, the impact of optical brightening
agents (OBAs) and the different source of base
material create variations in shade definition
and appearance under different lighting conditions as defined by the spectrophotometer
illuminant; the difference being whether the
UV59 component was accommodated during
the measurement or not since UV light tends
to excite fluorescent substances (OBA) within recycled papers with a high percentage of
magazine and fine paper grades. Increasing
brightness has tended to mitigate these differences although subjective evaluations of paper
quality do require a more orderly observation
regime in terms of daylight or artificial lighting
conditions.60

Impact of web offset printing
The publication of a newsprint specification
by a number of publishers and its necessary
adherence was a developing discussion topic
between publishers and newsprint producers
during the 1990s. While the quantitative aspects of paper testing were subject to necessary
calibration and optimised testing procedures,
there were unique quality issues, which were
regarded as a direct result of the change in
printing process, which commonly fell outside

Figure 10 (8): Surface strength of two types of
newsprint

of the nominal specification. A number of these quality
issues are summarised below.
Linting and blanket piling
There was confusion with terminology at the outset
with offset printing between dusting (loose fibres on the
web surface), linting (weak bonded fibres), picking (fibre
bonding force) and de-lamination (separation of interfacial layers of the web). A further clarification is that lint
propensity is a characteristic of the newsprint whereas
linting refers to the impact of this characteristics at
the printing interface. Figure 10 displays the surface
strength of two types of newsprint highlighting the difference in linting propensity under increasing force.
From examination of lint debris, the fibres were mechanical based, short in length (ray cells), smooth in
surface and poorly defibrillated. The mechanism of
linting was defined in terms of plate and blanket piling
from both fibre and mineral deposition. The impact was
mainly observed in halftone areas and prevented the use
of finer screen rulings particularly where longer print
runs were envisaged. At the extreme, linting generated
ridging on the blanket (“sand duning”), which affected
ink transfer and flaking of the deposit requiring a press
stop and cleaning of the unit. Investigations were directed towards print pressure, blanket type and packing,
ink tack and viscosity (rheology), fount solution and its
application (lint reduced due to increased lubrication of

Figure 11 (8): Print nip geometry

 UV = ultra violet
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 IFRA Special Report 1.11, 1995: IFRA Special Report
1.11.2, 2004
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the web), water-receptivity of the litho printing
plates and the interfacial fibre bonding of the
sheet.
In terms of print nip geometry, the considered
opinion was that linting was apparent where
the web configuration created an increased
angle of separation between the blanket and
the running web (see figure 11). For blanket-to-blanket units, this led to the practice of
selecting the wire side of the sheet for the more
critical web lead due to the lower concentration of fines. The take-off angle of the paper
web from the blanket is a function of the press
geometry with blanket cylinder diameter and
the web leads being the main parameters of
printing nip geometry.
There was a small seasonal element related to
linting due to the use of frozen timber during
debarking prior to the ground wood pulping
process, while the lack of defibrillation was a
feature promoted later within the novel TMP
process where the specific energy consumption
(SEC) could be varied with defined limits to
improve fibrillation and bonding. Other ameliorating measures under investigation were
the application of surface bonding agents plus
increasing the reject rate during pulp stock
cleaning to remove suspect fibres. During the
1990s, a contributory element to linting related
to the paper machine technology, which at the
time was mainly of the Fourdrinier type with a
single-wire forming section as discussed earlier. Attempting to simulate printing conditions
in the laboratory was always prone to ambiguity, although it was widely recognised that
the linting propensity of newsprint grades was
variable due to differing use of furnish, paper
machine and process technology. The role and
impact of the contributory elements has never
been quantitatively defined, which highlighted
an earlier dilemma of imposing a newsprint
specification for linting in isolation of other
contributory elements. A range of printing
variables was investigated fully in the Special
Report 1.19.61

 newspaper techniques, January 1993, August 1987,
December 1998, IFRA Special Report 1.19, 2000
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Static-band tensioning
During this period, many of the reelstands on the printing press utilised static (copper/fabric) band tensioning,
which caused a localised weakening of the sheet surface
resulting in banding and areas of poor fibre bonding.
There was a tendency also for the static bands to generate localised heating within the contact area creating
characteristic tear backs arising from stickies (glue contaminants) from the RCF furnish. The problem became
less severe as RCF quality improved via disperging units
and core breaking systems replaced the use of static
band tensioning.
Paper profile – grammage
A concern expressed at the time was that of profile,
which for paper makers relates to grammage, caliper
(thickness) and moisture in both machine and cross-machine direction. However, the focus from publishers
was primarily grammage (basis weight) as measured by
random sampling and used to verify the total invoiced
weight of the shipment. From the paper makers perspective, grammage variations were inevitable in both MD
(machine direction) and CD (cross-machine direction)
due to the emphasis upon a more even caliper profile and
better press performance, which was considered of higher priority. Statistical process control was used to verify
the average basis weight over time, which nevertheless
led to contentious discussions with regard to grammage
tolerances, which were apportioned to shipment size.62
Furnish changes – recycled fibre
The impact of “Paper Recycling and Deinking in the
Newsprint Industry” was first reported in the IFRA
Special Report 1.6 (1991) and highlighted the myth that
recycling newspapers prevented the destruction of coniferous forests as a global natural resource and diverted
old newspapers from landfill. The reality was somewhat
different in that pulp wood is, and always has been, a
natural by-product of the forest industry and a positive
aspect of forest management practices. Further, a natural apprehension of publishers was directed towards the
impact of recycled fibre upon pressroom performance
(runnability), shade (colour reproduction), ink absorption, linting, opacity/print-through and product consistency. The initial apprehension in its use subsided once

 IFRA Seminar – Newsprint and Waste Control, newspaper techniques, October 1986
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Figure 12 (8): Comparison of the flotation and wash deinking process, source: IFRA Special Report 1.6

quality control measures were undertaken with
the control of fibre input and improved control
of the RCF process.63
This concern was highlighted also in the IFRA
Special Report 1.10 on the “Runnability and
Printability of Recycled Newsprint” (1994),
which referenced the issues faced with flexo
printed newspapers (water-based inks) and the
impact of vegetable-based inks.64 The use of
vegetable-inks was related to aged stock, which
was never more than of marginal concern as
improved management of waste paper stock
later mitigated its impact. Once again, reality was different from reportings given that
flexographic printed newspapers were only a
small element of the furnish mix and any deterioration in pulp brightness brought about by
the residual ink pigmentation was more than
compensated by additional washing processes
within the pulping process and/or improvement in post-flotation brightness levels. The
issue of the inks containing relatively hydrophilic, finely dispersed pigment particles not
being removed during the flotation process was
mitigated. Similar comments were received
from U.S. flexo printers, saying that the inks
were not a problem in the U.S.A. due to the
predominance of wash deinking processes. A

simplified comparison of the flotation and wash deinking
process65 is illustrated in figure 12.
The IFRA Special Reports highlighted that the use of
recycled newsprint was a cause of rejection in many
printing plants due to a higher propensity to web breaks,
harder sheet surface, visible ink residue (complaint
from advertisers), register instability and the lack of
copy stiffness within the mailroom operation. While the
comments raised were mainly anecdotal, there was a
need at the time to allay fears and produce more substantive evidence as to the nature of performance versus
behaviour. Such was the concern, that several publishers
at the time requested quality testing of out-turn samples
to provide guidance and assurance on the performance
of the newsprint within the pressroom. This became an
issue of interesting discussions particularly where paper
shipments were quarantined awaiting further evaluation. In time, the newsprint specification encompassed
other areas of concern, namely reel damage (visible
white paper), out-of-roundness and wrapper quality.66
The issue of printability from recycled fibre newsprint
was related to lower absorption resulting in an increased
tendency towards set-off and path roller marking. In
reality this related more to increased sheet density, higher filler content and hard roll calendering, which was a
notable diversion from the previous experience of using
high bulkier ground wood and TMP paper qualities. At
the time, several recommendations were included in the

 newspaper techniques, April 1991
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 IFRA Special Report 1.3, Deinkability of flexo printed
newspapers
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Special Report 1.10 for newspaper printers in
restricting the use of variable furnish sheets on
the press, minimising different blanket types
and modifying the web tension of the press
according to the needs of recycled newsprint.
A number of recommendations were made as
referred below.
■■ Newsprint manufacturers – The report
highlighted the need for greater information exchange with press manufacturers
and press operators concerning specified
web tension plus the need to optimise surface and bulk properties to “ensure a good
penetration of the ink into the paper and
consistency of CD fibre orientation”.
■■ Press manufacturers – The recommendation highlighted the need to build
different metering units according to the
different papers, minimising the number of
guide rollers, ensuring short web leads and
automating the splice preparation.
■■ All parties – The need for greater cooperation using IFRA as a moderator during discussions and improving the overall knowledge transfer and technical terminology.
The strength levels of higher RCF-containing
sheets were initially regarded as a potential
weakness although strengths in general, and
cross direction in particular had improved due
to the furnish addition of chemical pulp from
pure magazine grades and PAMS (periodicals
and magazines) within the RCF furnish.
Sheet curling
A significant quality issue from the 1990s was
that of sheet curling, which even today can still
be experienced with some lower basis weight
papers. Improved control of the basic tenets
of lithographic printing secured lower levels
of water uptake with increased focus from
paper makers on the drying conditions on the
paper machine. Due to the strong relationship
between sheet stiffness and caliper (thickness),
improved calendering helped lower the impact
of curling by maintaining bulk (stiffness) in the
light of reduced basis weight and lower caliper.
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Fan-out – dimensional stability
The move to twin-wire paper machines led to an increase in machine to cross-directional fibre distribution
(MD/CD) and fibre fan-out for 4-high printing towers in
comparison with satellite (CIC) printing. As issues were
focused upon edge reels, the response from the paper
makers led to improvements in edge trimming, CD fibre
distribution and optimised efflux ratio from the headbox
(jet/wire speed). The pressroom procedure of using fixed
deckle positions for title reelstands became the norm, although today these procedures are more likely viewed on
rotogravure presses with reel widths in excess of three
meters than for newspaper presses with reel widths up
to 2.5 meters.67

Newsprint performance
To improve the knowledge base, IFRA produced a further Special Report 1.18 concerning the specific topic of
“The Performance of Newsprint in Newspaper Production”. The intention of the report was to clarify and
consolidate the response from a close investigation of six
European printing facilities, two press manufacturers
and direct feedback from 122 EU printers. The scope for
improvement in runnability was judged at 49 % from
all respondents. The two aspects under scrutiny were
dimensional stability and paper web tension.
The report did conclude that the role of paper defects
was minimal in relation to overall performance and that
newsprint quality had improved over the course of time.
Of further note was that while splicing defects did not
represent any significant impact upon runnability, paper
dust was strongly influential and required further research. Issues relating to reel damage, out-of-round reels
and poor winding were not considered of high relevance
compared with operator training, which was of high
priority. The highest concern related to web tension and
the impact of multiple webs where differences in water
absorption and dimensional changes from the different
paper sources were highly influential.
Product consistency
Given the differences in manufacturing process, raw
material sourcing and control of process variables, it is
hardly surprising that the focus from publisher-print-

 IFRA Special Report 3.25, The efficient use of anti-fan-out rollers
with newspaper presses
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ers would be towards product consistency in
terms of performance (web breaks), behaviour
(web stability), printability (absorption) and
profile. Of further influence was pressroom
environment in terms of relative humidity/
temperature control and storage and handling
conditions, which was an aspect rarely given
recognition during design of pressroom and
roll storage areas.

controlled environment, automatic reel processing and
a high degree of process and procedural control (nominally under ISO accreditation). Newsprint manufacturers also focused on handling and automation during
processing and within the logistic operations using
automated loading and offloading procedures. Several
pressrooms today now implement quite rigid performance targets, which can only be met with full cooperation of paper suppliers.68

No single factor is likely to impact the web
break performance given that the intrinsic
tensile strength of newsprint is nominally ten
times the web tension employed at the roll
stand. The fracture resistance of newsprint
was reported by IFRA in the Special Report 1.1,
as early as 1986; “The Fracture Resistance of
Newsprint – A Joint Research Project of IFRA,
SPPP and CTP”. The report acknowledged
previous attempts to relate web break performance (break frequency) to the main physical
parameters of tensile strength, tear resistance
and elongation with little avail. The observation highlighted the impact of small defects
and local structural imperfections in the sheet
(shives, holes, tears etc.) upon the load bearing
capacity of the running web by lowering its
nominal strength. Of lesser impact was the
hysteresis effect of imposed stress levels during
the passage of the web throughout the press.
From the newsprint producer perspective, the
findings from this report focused upon very
pertinent parameters and led to improvements
in roll condition and roll handling, which were
considered at the outset more of an operational issue than the intrinsic nature of different
newsprint qualities.

Given that current linear web speeds in excess of 13 m/s
at reel widths of 2.0 m and above, are in frequent use
at newspaper printing plants equipped with triple wide
presses, recent focus has been directed towards core
stability. The use of multiple ply, high density fibre board
and reusable cores (Aluminium or GRP69) has promoted
greater rotational stability at higher speeds with improvements in splicing efficiency and reduction in whiteon-core paper waste. This development had not been
possible without the valued input from core producers,
core refurbishers and press manufacturers who contributed collectively to these developments.70

Pressrooms with improved roll management
and roll handling did experience a positive
impact upon runnability performance and
newsprint behaviour. The development in this
area since the 1990s has been extraordinary
with key performance metrics (out-of-roundness, transit damage, web breaks, mailroom
performance) currently used as a basis for periodic performance reviews and procurement
decisions. It is worthy of note, that pressrooms
accredited with the highest standards of newsprint performance are generally those with
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Implications of contract printing
The onset of contract printing and the printing of multiple publisher titles within a single printing plant has
necessitated great focus upon reel ID, automatic reel
discharge and unwrapping processes. This has required
standardisation of trailer loading to aid auto-trailer
discharge, wrapping material, reel diameters, number of
wraps and the use of specialist glue and adhesives within
the paper mill finishing area to facilitate auto-unwrapping of reels with minimal manual intervention.71
In terms of reel ID, bar coding remains the primary reel
unit identifier although developments with both passive
and active tag technologies have created some interest
given the absence of a line-of-sight requirement and
wider distance capability for reel tracking, GPS72 positioning and inventory verification within both primary
and secondary warehouses and in-transit movements.
The IFRA Newsprint Committee decided upon the use

 newspaper techniques, October 1990
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 newspaper techniques, December 1992
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of the 16-digit bar code as early as 198773 and
specifically its use in mailroom distribution
operations.74
A further implication of contract printing is the
heightened focus on print quality standards and
shade standardisation with challenging performance targets arising from multi-publisher
titles fast approaching the limit of folder availability and production scheduling. There is now
less scope for operational downtime when meeting tight delivery schedules with later off-stone
(page release) times increasing the requirement
for more challenging performance targets.

Figure 13 (8): Product strategies for paper makers,
source: UPM

Development of improved grades
The use of coldset web offset (CSWO) newspaper presses
for printing improved grades has required development
in paper surface properties, higher brightness and more
active participation with ink suppliers. The development
has not only secured higher CSWO press utilisation but
also reduced the publisher reliance upon third party
contract printing; predominantly heat-set (HSWO) and
rotogravure (RG) as used for traditional added value
products. The requirement to use higher quality paper
grades on existing newspaper printing presses has driven the development of niche CSWO products from paper
producers with existing expertise in the production of
higher valued magazine products. The purpose of such
developments is to bridge the technology gap between
CSWO and HSWO/RG to create value added products,
which will likely enhance the appeal of the newspaper,
lower the publisher cost base and create efficiencies
within existing newspaper printing plants. There are
clearly different product strategies, which are available
for paper makers to match the growing expectation of
coldset printing as illustrated in figure 13.
The critical paper parameters for these semi-commercial
products are the surface absorption properties, brightness and gloss levels. Further enhancements will likely
be captured with the addition of heatset and LED UV75
capability on existing newspaper presses while the use
of waterless printing has created considerable interest
in the development of semi-commercial products. An

Figure 14 (8):
Product range
within the scope
of CSWO printing,
acronyms: News =
newsprint, MFS =
machine finished
specialities, SC =
super calendered,
MFC = machine
finished coated,
WFU = woodfree
uncoated, WFC =
woodfree coated,
source: UPM
 newspaper techniques, January 1987
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illustration of the likely product range within
the scope of CSWO printing is shown in figure
14 and offers future potential for development
and evolution of paper grades.

Role of WAN-IFRA in
newsprint technology
The “IFRA Newsprint and Newsink Guide”
as published in 1993 remains a seminal work
and was the result of collaboration of the IFRA
Newsprint Committee and industry specialists
from newspapers and the supplying industry
in Europe and North America, over the period
1986 to 1993.
The range of topics covered were:
■■ Physical properties of newsprint
■■ Newsprint quality
■■ Newsprint reel and core characteristics
■■ Reel transport, handling and storage
■■ Newsinks
■■ Printing and print quality
■■ Efficient use of newsprint
The role of IFRA and the Newsprint Committee was instrumental in establishing and
defining many of the technology trends commonly viewed today as standard practice. More
recently, IFRA has focused upon value added
print (VAPON) and the need to maintain the
competitiveness of the printed image. Regardless of the development, there has always been
an imperative to ensure standards are adhered
and by implication, repeatable and consistent.

Game-changers
It would be fortuitous if the developments undertaken by the newsprint industry were timed
with perfection to match both the business
cycle and the technological advances within
the publishing and printing industry. While the
imbalance of capacity and demand that has led
to some acrimony over the years, the overwhelming result has been that the paper industry has matched the dynamic and necessary
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investments to support the printing industry in seeking
cost efficiency, product improvement and operational
effectiveness.
To recap, the significant advances within the paper industry since the 1990s have been:
■■ Paper making and process technology – The
move from single to twin wire technology was made
to improve web stability during manufacture and to
meet the higher surface strength requirement of litho
technology and four colour printing. Further developments were made in the press section and drying
areas to accommodate an increase in linear web
speed and improved web stability.
■■ Winding, wrapping improvements – The move
to single drum winders was made for internal productivity improvements and to gain better control
over reel build-up to match the printers desire for
increased reel diameter and reel width. From the
1990s, the reel diameters increased from 914 to
1500 mm with commensurate improvements in reel
handling and transportation.
■■ Furnish changes – The move towards RCF was
made to advance the use of urban forests and comply
with environmental pressures for greater recycling
and waste control. The move from GWP and TMP
refining in particular was considered a cost reduction
at the time, although on balance as one resource is
replaced by another, so the imbalance of supply and
demand alters accordingly.
■■ Single nip and soft-nip calendering – The move
from multiple nip calendering was necessary as the
standard newsprint grammage lowered and sheet
density increased due to higher levels of recycled
fibre usage. The need to maintain bulk and an even
surface consolidation was paramount to secure better
web control and more even ink absorption and print
quality. The conversion of calendering led also to
improvements in higher quality paper grades.
■■ Defect identification and control – The move
towards consolidation of printing presses with larger
capacity (fewer folders) had a profound impact upon
newsprint performance and monitoring of runnability metrics. As identified by one printer executive
at the time, “in future each web break should be
regarded as an isolated event and investigated as
such”. This philosophy created a change in mindset
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for paper suppliers with closer interrogation of web defects and introduction of
automative processes for roll handling and
logistics. As auto processes were introduced
into the pressroom and pre-prep areas, so
standardisation of wrapping material was
initiated to comply with more formalised
specifications.
Product standardisation – The move towards
contract printing during the 1990s created a
much-needed forum for discussing newsprint
variability in terms of grammage, shade and
runnability. The role of IFRA was paramount
during this phase as it highlighted the need
for a more professional assessment of performance criteria and a move away from subjective evaluation. The development of a standard
newsprint shade has been a progressive one but
has not been possible for improved newsprint
grades as identified earlier.

Newsprint producers have always dealt with the compromise of furnish versus bulk, density versus yield, surface
smoothness versus set-off (printability) and cost effectiveness in terms of printed area and basis weight. Given
these challenges and the dilemma of balancing quality
constraints, the pursuit of improved consistency in
performance and profile control still remains a priority.
However, the needs of the publisher have long remained
at the forefront of investment strategies of newsprint
producers.
In terms of print media, the share of print will continue to decline over time with consolidation both in the
publishing market and a diminishing number of discrete
printing plants. Both hybrid and digital printing will impact press utilisation and efficiency while a wider choice
of CSWO products will create increased opportunity for
publishers to add value without the necessity for contract
printing. The choice of triple width presses, increased
roll diameters with improved capability has necessitated
a more innovative approach towards paper development
and product enhancement.

Summary
The newsprint industry has been an evolving
one and influenced by many factors. During
the 1990s, the choice of pulping technology in
North America and Canada was dominated
by the domestic source of raw material and
locality of the paper producers and never likely
to come under the same pressure as European
markets in terms of the growth of recycled
fibre. Japan was ahead of the game and even at
the early stage of development, surface bonding
agents were used to improve the performance
of high RCF containing sheets. European
producers were at the vanguard of this development due to the locality and size of the urban
markets while Nordic producers were slower in
response due to lower domestic consumption
and the higher cost of material recovery to
remote mill processing units.
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Chapter 9

From the mailroom to the
finishing department
By Hans Holenstein

The newspaper market from the
perspective of print finishing
Thanks to rapid advances in the development
of hardware and software, pre-press and
printing operations underwent substantial
modernisation in the last three decades of the
20th century, and this trend has continued
in the new century. The prepress area experienced an unparalleled increase in efficiency
in a short period of time. The printing sector
switched from relief letterpress printing to the
offset printing process, enabling greater output
and a greater number of page design and colour
options – usually colour on all pages. All of
these developments defined this era. And in
addition to making newspapers more attractive
for readers, they also provided advertisers with
new ideas and options for developing effective
advertising.
Print finishing technology had to adapt to the
increased output of printing presses, not only
in terms of higher speed, but also with respect

to higher page count and the issue of ink application as
well. The complete integration of mailroom technology
and the seamless merging of all sub-processes into one
overall process was made possible by electronics, which
bolstered the prepress and printing process in numerous areas, including print finishing. In addition to the
improved performance of the new printing presses, there
was also a rise in the volume of commercial inserts and
a trend toward more precise zoning. A more holistic view
of the newspaper production process, increased flexibility and more advanced logistics were integrated in a wide
variety of mailroom solutions.
The newspaper as a source of information faced repeated
challenges over the course of the 20th century, with the
first being the introduction of radio, then television, but
especially following the advent of colour television. The
concern that all advertising would migrate to television
proved to be unfounded. What happened instead was
the creation of a new business in inserts. Many newspapers began to publish attractive television program
guides and include them in newspapers as free inserts.
Of course, these inserts also included advertisements
that were aligned with television ads. This was the dawn
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Figure 1 (9): Modern newspaper production, press and mailroom, as of 1990 available. All illustrations of this article
were provided by Hans Holenstein.

of “cross-media advertising”. Subsequent years
saw the introduction of satellite and cable
television, the PC, and laser and inkjet printers
– all of which became ubiquitous technologies
that supported, changed and influenced global
communication. Yet they were no match for the
newspaper, which remained the most important advertising platform.
The greatest threat to newspapers appeared
at the beginning of the 1990s, with the invention and then the rapid growth of the
Internet. Publishers and then the advertising
industry demonstrated their innovativeness
when they introduced cross-media publishing
and advertising. This development enabled
them to strengthen newspapers, at least in the
short term. Never in the history of newspaper
production had so much money been invested
around the world in printing and print finishing technology, as was the case in the second
half of the 1990s – a strong sign of the durability of the printed word. In particular, there was
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a boom in newspaper print finishing in the mailroom.
Despite the ongoing changes in the communication
industry during this period, the circulation figures of
newspapers around the world continued to rise, although circulation figures in North America and Europe
fell slightly; by contrast, demand for paper rose. At first,
electronic media developments had little impact on the
existence of newspapers; in fact, the volume of printed
matter rose. Sunday newspapers became popular, with
targeted zoning allowing for more customised editions,
and the number of commercial inserts rose sharply. All
of these changes made changes to mailroom technology
necessary.
But the mailroom technology requirements were not the
same everywhere around the world. Customers in the
U.S., which has long been a large market for commercial
inserts, needed different machines than those in Europe,
where some newspaper sections were printed in advance
and then assembled with other inserts, the number of
which had grown steadily over the years. Newspapers
in Asia, especially in Japan, had very high print runs,
which went straight from the printing press to distri-
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Figure 2 (9): A flood of preprints and commercial inserts, an actual newspaper of that time, year 2000

bution and displayed a very high degree of
automation early on. Other countries, such as
India, China, Indonesia and Russia, only used
an automated mailroom in isolated cases, as
workers were less expensive in these countries.
In many cases, newspapers were removed from
the folding machine, bound and distributed
manually. As companies acquired faster printing presses, they started to use conveyors and
stackers as well as strapping machines.
Over the past two decades, there has been a
marked shift in the inserting market away from
newspapers due to the decline in circulation
and the reduced number of titles. However, the
market has not grown smaller and inserts are
now sent to customers by mail order companies
directly or by post.
Newspaper print runs around the world continue to grow. Lower print runs in North America,
Europe and Australia have been offset by higher runs in Asia, especially in India and Indonesia. However, page counts are lower and there
is less need for complex mailroom equipment.

The Internet has resulted in a substantial shift in the
way we consume information, with the younger generation in particular increasingly using online and mobile
media. The promoters of the new digital advertising
industry were enthusiastic, young people promised
publishers that advertising would now be much cheaper,
more targeted, more effective and its effect demonstrable. Some of these promises have not panned out.
For their part, publishers developed digital strategies
in order to take advantage of the new possibilities and
to counteract the decline in newspaper print runs. It
was probably out of an abundance of caution in the face
of this new technology that newspapers gave valuable
content away free of charge for more than two decades, a
trend that they are now finding difficult to reverse.
Because of these developments mailroom technology
has had to adapt in favour of newspapers. The mailroom,
which had often been called a “necessary evil” because
it was used to transport newspapers from the folding
machine to the delivery truck as quickly as possible, took
on a new significance with the introduction of the inserting process and the new options this offered for creating
added value. It was now possible to assemble newspapers
into attractive packages and convey them by zone in the
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correct order of delivery to the waiting vehicles.
Thanks to the automatic storage of pre-printed
material in the mailroom, where it could be
re-inserted into the main section of the newspaper during production at full press speed,
it was possible to lay out and use the printing
presses efficiently. Not to mention the lucrative
business involving commercial inserts, which
now found their way into everyone’s letterbox
with the help of a free means of transport – the
newspaper.
Since the 1990s, the production of pre-printed
materials, inserts, semi-commercials and the
like, much of which had been done in-house,
can now be stored on specially developed systems and inserted automatically as needed, for
example, into the pre-printed material or into
the main jacket. In order to come to grips with
different production speeds in the print and
print finishing sectors, synchronised (digital)
systems and dynamic automatic (analogue)
buffer systems were developed. Automation
was the primary means for increasing efficiency because the production window was kept as
narrow as possible to ensure that newspapers
remained as timely as possible.
The mailroom, shipping or packaging, as
this part of the overall process of newspaper
production was called, therefore offered numerous options for achieving added value – by
finishing the products with semi-commercials,
by adding edge trim, enabling of stitching
magazines online, inkjet addressing at press
speed, or through precision zoning for targeted
advertising.
Powerful control systems were created to
connect all of the sub-processes. This was only
possible thanks to the incredibly fast pace of
development of electronics and software. Control systems are a critical element of the flexible
production of newspapers with pre-printed
sections inserted in the mailroom and inserts
based on geographic and demographic factors.
In order for newspaper production to be integrated, the mailroom must have clearly defined
interfaces with the publisher’s IT system, printing press and insert management system.
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With the rise of digitisation, Germany coined the term
Industry 4.0 in 2011 when the federal government
set out to prevent the migration of manufacturing by
adopting a high-tech strategy that combined increased
efficiency and the digitisation of industrial plants. It is
viewed as the fourth industrial revolution. Around the
world, however, the term Internet of Things, or IoT, has
become more common. Muller Martini Switzerland
opted for the term Finishing 4.0 and has continued to
develop its machines and control systems under this
banner in order to streamline the digitisation and networking of processes and organisations along the entire
value chain and across the full life cycle, thus keeping
newspaper production costs low despite the customisation of products.
The technical options developed in the mailroom for
tailoring the design of newspapers to focus more on
reader benefits provided advertisers with additional incentives. The allocation of inserts based on demographic
splitting was a not insignificant source of additional
income. However, the substantial developments over
five decades that we have attempted to outline here have
been based mainly on market needs, trends and process
requirements. In all cases, it was necessary at first to
find individual machines and later system solutions with
the greatest possible advantages in terms of cost/benefit
ratio, functionality, availability and process reliability.

1. Press delivery and transport
Folding machines integrated in newspaper presses originally included a delivery belt with an optional counting
and dividing system to manually remove the newspaper
copies right at the folder exit. Later came wire conveyors.
The newspaper copy stream was held between driven
spring cords and transported to the “packaging room”,
away from the noisy folder. However, this transport system was not very flexible and tended to smudge freshly
printed newspapers. The development of a “side gripper
conveyor”, which holds the newspaper copy stream by
the unprinted edge of the newspaper – was the logical
consequence. This method offered substantial flexibility
in terms of page count (copy stream thickness), speed
and, most importantly, three-dimensional line layout.
The “single gripper conveyor” came on to the market in
the 1970s. This innovation allowed individual newspapers to be gripped with a clamp and moved to various
locations in a controlled manner in the mailroom. As the
pace of cost-effective electronics and software develop-
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ment increased, this method offered substantial flexibility for mailroom technology. Both systems continue to be
used in parallel to this day, depending on the application
and need.

2. Decoupling of the printing and print
finishing processes

Figure 3 (9): Single gripper conveyor NewsGrip

In the packaging room, also known as the dispatch
room, as the mailroom was also called in the early days,
the most important task was to quickly bundle and load
the finished newspapers as they were ejected from the
printing press. Depending on the number of pages of the
final newspaper, preprinted materials had to be produced in advance and then stacked either manually or
with the help of a brick stacker before being manually inserted into the main jacket in the mailroom. Some newspaper inserting machines were already being used back
in the 1960s. However, this process was largely manual
and required a lot of employees to carry it out. The mechanical insertion of preprinted materials and commercial inserts became more widespread at the beginning of
the 1970s. In addition to powerful inserting machines,

Figure 4 (9): PrintRoll buffer
schematic
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systems that automatically fed the inserting
machines directly from the printing press were
also introduced to the market. Depending on
the speed of the printing press, the output was
distributed to several inserting machines. If
an inserting machine stopped, this inevitably
resulted in an overflow. The overflow newspaper copies had to be stacked and placed back in
the process manually. But over time, inserting
machines became faster, and as a result fewer
machines (and fewer employees) were needed. The inserting process also became more
reliable and more efficient, leading to a reduction in overflow. Yet the synchronisation of
the printing press with the complex mailroom
technology and, in particular, with the additional difficulty of the increasing number of
inserts, was not entirely satisfactory.
An attempt was made to improve intermediate
stacking and to load the inserting machine
more efficiently with the help of stream feeders.
Log stackers were designed to replace newspaper stackers. One log comprised three to four
times as many newspapers as a regular stack
and could automatically be palletised. Also
automatic loading of stream-feeders, due to
the stability of the logs, was simple. However,
this technology was mainly used for automatic
insertion of preprinted materials into the main
jacket. As a result, the increase in efficiency
was minimal.
The breakthrough to full automation in the
mailroom came at the beginning of the 1980s
when the method for winding newspapers
on roll stands at press speed was introduced.
On the one hand, preprinted materials could
be stored without manual handling for later
use. On the other hand, the printing and print
finishing processes could be dynamically
decoupled. With the automated and dynamic
decoupling of these two processes the printing
and print finishing areas became independent
of each other. Within the production time slot,
the two processes were capable of choosing
the optimal production speed. As production
conditions changed on a daily basis (more
or fewer pages, more complex commercial
inserts, zoning, a comprehensive end product
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for weekend editions, etc.), the dynamic buffer circumvented a rigid connection of the press to the inserting
machines which dictated the overall pace. The efficiency
of the overall process increased as optimal performance
levels in the printing and print finishing areas became
possible. There were no longer any overflows or press
stoppages as a result of problems in the mailroom and
mailroom waste was reduced to a minimum. Personnel
requirements were optimised considerably.
Winding technology for the automated and dynamic decoupling of printing and print finishing processes as well
as for storing preprinted materials and semi-commercial
inserts continues to be used to this day.

3. Intermediate storage of print
products
The method of removing newspapers manually from the
printing press folder and stacking them cross-wise on
pallets remained essentially unchanged through the end
of the 1960s. Printing presses became faster and more
pages were printed, which meant the employees doing
the stacking had to lift heavier weights. As the economy
grew, employee costs rose, too. Consequently, the market
wanted to see not only an increase in production speed,

Figure 5 (9): Log system
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newspapers, were more stable because the selectable
layer size and handled the newspaper copies more gently.
Stackers that formed cross-wise piles quickly became the
norm. Placing the stacks on pallets, however, continued
to be a manual process. Later, automatic palletisers and
robots were used to eliminate the manual work.

Figure 6 (9): Stored preprints on mobile roll stands

but also a reduction in the number of employees needed for a specific production process.
Alongside this was the effort by unions to
“humanise” the workplace, i.e. to eliminate
monotonous work and allow employees to
avoid highly demanding physical work where
possible.
The brick stacker of the 1960s was gradually
replaced by the compensating stacker of the
1970s. Compensating stackers formed newspaper stacks that contain significantly more

But this simplified only one part of the production process. It was still necessary to remove the preprinted materials from the pallets and place them in the inserting
machines manually. This process continued to require
excessive physical and manual work. There was a move
to implement a process for handling preprinted sections
that had already been adopted successfully in some
commercial print finishing operations – the “log system”.
With this system, the preprinted materials were bundled
into meter-long “logs” that were held together with end
boards and a strap. These solid and compact “logs” made
automatic handling, palletising and automatic loading
of the feeders on the inserting machine much easier.
However, there were also clear disadvantages. The wet
offset printing on the newsprint tended to stick under
the pressure of the “logs” and the extra materials, such
as end boards and strapping, led to additional costs and
extra handling.
An economical solution to these problems was found
at the beginning of the 1980s – winding the preprinted
sections. In many respects, this method of newspaper
handling represented a revolution in the mailroom and it
was a resounding success.
The intermediate storage of preprinted materials was
rationalised at the beginning of the 1980s with the de-

Figure 7 (9): Muller Martini
robot vehicle storage system, 1993
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velopment of a patented technology for winding
newspaper sections and it allowed full automation at newspaper operations of any size.
The technology was easy to describe: “Remove
the copy stream emitted by the printing press,
wind it using carrier belts and then store it like
that.” The technical reality, however, was more
complex but economically feasible. Stationary
storage of the rolls, which had a diameter of 3.5
meters and contained 360,000 broadsheet pages was followed by mobile roll stands that could
be moved as needed like pallets with a forklift
truck. However, these rolls still had a capacity
of some 130,000 broadsheet pages of 45 g/m2
newsprint. The potential winding speed was
sufficient even for inserts that were printed
using rotogravure printing at up to 100,000
copies per hour. Due to its efficient winding
technology, it was used for the intermediate
storage of preprinted materials and inserts at
newspaper printing operations, from those
with small print runs to large metropolitan
newspapers. The largest system ever installed
was the one at The New York Times. The fully
automatic storage of preprinted sections for
The New York Times Sunday edition involved
1,200 rolls with a maximum diameter of 2.5
meters, or 200,000 broadsheet pages per roller
frame. The Sunday edition of The New York
Times was in a league of its own. The renowned
newspaper was comprised of up to 24 sections
and inserts as well as a tabloid format magazine. The preprinted materials were printed
and stored starting on Monday each week. The
Sunday edition ranged from 400 to 600 pages.

The main jacket and the inserting process required a
performance of 300,000 copies per hour in the night
before Sunday morning. Ensuring that the hefty newspaper, which had a print run of nearly two million copies,
was printed in time to land on the readers’ breakfast
tables required a highly developed logistics system, a
system that was achieved thanks to the aforementioned
winding technology and robotic vehicles on rails.

4. Inserting Process
In the U.S. newspaper market, commercial inserts have
been placed in newspapers since the 1960s. In Europe,
an inserting machine for periodicals and catalogues designed by Hans Müller, Zofingen, Switzerland, attracted
considerable attention at the 1962 Drupa trade fair. Its
slogan was “The inserting machine to relieve you of the
time-consuming task of manually placing inserts in
magazines, catalogs and pamphlets.” This flatbed inserting machine, which had a production speed of 10,000
copies per hour, was then quickly converted for use in
the newspaper industry, and a large number of machines
were initially installed as “offline” machines in the U.S.
and Europe. The efficiency gains were enormous. While
two people could manually place inserts in 1,600 newspapers per hour, this machine with the same number of
personnel was capable of 8,000 inserts per hour. The
machine had a modular construction. It was very easy
to add more stations in order to process more inserts.
The market demanded productivity improvements. The
speed of the machine was increased to 12,000 copies
per hour, and then to 14,000 copies per hour. In order
to make further reductions in the number of employees
needed, an automatic loading system was developed
to distribute the press output directly to two, three or

Figure 8 (9): Left – newspaper inserter EM 10, 1966. Right – semi automated mailroom 1972.
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Figure 9 (9): NewsLiner inserting machine, schematic, 1992

more inserting machines. This “online method”
caught on quickly in Europe at the beginning
of the 1970s. In the U.S., the first online machine was installed in 1973. A Goss Metroliner
newspaper printing press, delivering a 64-page
broadsheet at an output of 60,000 copies per
hour, sent the newspaper copies directly to
the inserting machine, where the commercial
inserts were added. This market potential did
not go unnoticed. At the TPG trade show in
Paris in 1974, a prototype for a completely new
newspaper inserting machine with an output
of 40,000 copies per hour was presented by the
Swiss company Ferag. This output, of course,
required infrastructure for automatic loading.
The single gripper conveyor, which had also
newly been introduced on the market, was used
for this purpose, making it possible to connect
and synchronise the inserting machine to the
printing press. This represented the start of the
market for higher speed inserting machines,
and it presented a challenge for the manufacturers of these machines, in both the U.S. and
Europe. On the one hand – mainly in North
America – the emphasis was on more inserts
per newspaper, and on the other – in Europe –

it was the rationalisation and automation of newspaper
finishing.
Commercial inserts delivered to customers’ homes with
their newspapers became a substantial source of income
for newspaper publishers, representing a significant
budget item. However, publishers and newspaper printers did not know how to integrate the mailroom into the
overall workflow. Newspaper publishers were proud of
their printing presses and tended to promote the printing process with their investments. Ultimately, publishers recognised that market and economic factors would
require a reassessment of the entire newspaper production process. The mailroom gradually became part of a
self-contained production system, gaining the space that
befitted its significance.
IFRA dedicated the April 1983 edition of its magazine
“zeitungstechnik” (“newspaper techniques”) exclusively
to the topic of “Inserts as an Arithmetic Problem”. Well
known contributors illuminated this problem from all
angles.
Christoph Ringier, an IFRA board member at the time,
wrote in his introductory article: “...mailroom technology in general and the inserting process in particular have
been in flux in recent years … But there is no hard and
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fast formula for what a mailroom should look
like. The problems encountered by individual
operations are too varied … However, this no
longer involves a mere technical process, but
is instead an important piece of a publisher’s
tools. Current newspaper production technology not only enables more rational, faster and
thus more effective finishing, it also creates
excellent conditions for differentiated product
configurations and does so across all publishing activities … The technological resources
available to us not only create substantially greater flexibility throughout the entire
daily newspaper production process, they
also present the ideal conditions for creative,
problem-oriented and modern marketing … assuming that we (publishers) understand how to
take advantage of the technological and market
opportunities.”
4.1 The mailroom of the 90s through to
the new millennium
In the 1990s, the mailroom finally changed
from a packing operation involving many
people and still often manual production processes, partly attributable to historical reasons,
to a profit center that was truly modern in all
respects.
Publishers started to ask themselves: what
do readers nowadays expect from their newspapers? What do the advertisers expect from
them? And what are the needs of advertising
agencies with respect to inserting a wide
variety of advertising products? These are
questions that manufacturers of mailroom
equipment need to take into account when
they design and build printing and mailroom
systems. Firstly, the solution must be reader-friendly and have optimal colours and,
secondly, reach clearly defined target groups.
During this decade, manufacturers of mailroom equipment finally made the transition
from being producers of individual machines
to being system providers. The basis of this
transition was the experience gained over previous decades with constantly more productive
and faster peripheral systems downstream and
upstream from the inserting process. Above
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all, however, the competition among the main providers
of such systems had a major impact, resulting in quick
and innovative mailroom technology solutions. The
main mailroom equipment manufacturers had inserting
systems capable of producing 40,000 copies per hour
(and up to 80,000 copies per hour in double production), efficient feeding and delivery systems and fully
automated interim storage. The high performance levels
were necessary to efficiently meet the output of modern
printing presses. At the same time, however, the desire
for the smallest possible zoned inserting orders involving a range of different pamphlets continued to increase.
Publishers realised that this represented an opportunity
to earn money. But the demand for high performance
and very small zones were diametrically opposed.
Only improved production planning and control system technology would make it possible to achieve the
required high level of output. The results of the major
development efforts undertaken in the 1990s can best
be characterised as “successful system technology in the
high-performance segment”.
4.2 Further developments in the new millennium
The enormous pressure to make investments in new
newspaper printing plants continued unabated in the
new millennium. Innovations in mailroom technology
were focused on creating added value and increasing
capacity by adding new products, such as magazine-like
products. Manufacturers refined the controls, which was
made possible by the quickly changing IT technology, in
order to make the systems more flexible and more efficient, and make them easier to operate. But fast-paced
IT-technological advances and the emergence of the
Internet also caused problems for newspaper publishers.
Printed newspapers gained a competitor that had to be
taken seriously: online media. The offering of media
available online expanded quickly, with free access to
brief news reports, free newspapers and subscriptions
to the digital editions of newspapers. Print runs in the
U.S. and Europe began to crumble. The 2008 economic crisis made it even more difficult for newspapers to
operate profitably. At first, there were only isolated cases
of entire printing locations disappearing as a result of
consolidation due to investment volumes and personnel
optimisations, but as time went on this began to occur
more frequently. Well-known daily newspapers began
offering digital versions only and printing plants went
out of business. The drop in circulation experienced by
daily newspapers put pressure on the insert business,
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Figure 10 (9): Inserting machine FlexiLiner, 2010

although newspapers with modern mailroom
equipment were able to offer a high level of
regionalisation. Cost reductions, restructuring
and enormous competitive pressure, especially
from Internet companies, impacted the newspaper and insert market. Mailing companies
with new business models captured part of the
insert market. The inserting machines being
used had up to 30 insert feeders, automatic
size adjustment, a choice of cover feeders and
modern controls for selective and zoned inserting processes. In individual cases, there were
even personalised products. As a manufacturer
of mailroom systems noted, “When combined
with intelligent connectivity and a seamless
workflow, the FlexLiner (inserting machine)
really shows its strengths.” Despite the competition in the insert business, the placement of
commercial inserts in newspapers, advertising
journals and, in particular, Sunday newspapers continues to be a significant source of
income for newspaper publishers. Although the
market is becoming smaller, system manufacturers continue to use and further develop
new technologies to ensure that mailrooms are
profitable.

5. Packaging
Over the course of the period covered in this article,
printing presses became increasingly faster and the
number of pages per product rose steadily. Simply in
the interest of making the mailroom a more humane
place to work, it was no longer possible to use manual
labour to remove the flood of paper that emanated from
the printing presses. This work had to be shifted away
from humans, and mechanical equipment and machines
needed to be built – not only for the sake of employees,
but also for economic reasons.
Interestingly, the manufacturers of printing presses did
not tackle this problem; instead, they left it to companies in the print finishing sector. In the 1970s, large
publishing houses, especially those in Germany, wanted
printing machine manufacturers to include stackers with
their folding machines or even to integrate them in these
machines. According to Boris Fuchs, a former member
of the Board of Directors of printing press manufacturer
Albert Frankenthal and later IFRA’s Research Director,
manufacturers of printing presses believed that folding

4.3 Producers of inserting machines and
systems
■■ Ferag, Switzerland
■■ Muller Martini, Switzerland
■■ Sheridan, later Goss, U.S.A
■■ Thorsted, Denmark, later Schur, Sweden
■■ Wamac, Sweden
Figure 11 (9): Müller Martini PrintStack
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machines had already become complicated
enough due to the ever higher rate of output
and that more functions should not be added. Nor did printing press companies think
it was advisable to build separate stackers, as
the design of the devices would result in new
overhead costs. As a result, the field was left
to Swiss print finishing companies. Particularly as Swiss companies had successfully
introduced low-cost and good quality batch
stackers and compensating stackers on to the
newspaper market. In addition, there were also
companies from Denmark and Sweden and
later Germany that made stackers. The large
U.S. market was dominated by domestic companies, and the Asian market was controlled by
Japanese producers.
By the end of the 1980s, bundle building had
to keep up with new press speeds of 80,000
copies per hour, up from a maximum at the beginning of the 1970s of 35,000 revolutions per
hour, i.e. straight production of 70,000 newspapers per hour. With a 64-page broadsheet in
Nordic format (400 × 570 mm), this amounted
to 20 tons of paper per hour that had to be processed in the mailroom. Starting in the 1970s,
the norm moved away from batch stackers to
compensating stackers, i.e. stacks with several
layers that were turned cross-wise at 180 degrees. The difficulty was not only the enormous
amount of paper that had to be stacked, but
also the different number of page counts that
the products had. The stackers had to be able to
process everything from four-page tabloids to
96-page broadsheets. The level of automation
in the mailroom rose constantly over the years.
Microprocessor technology developed rapidly
in the mid-1980s, influencing the technology
used in mailroom equipment. The application
of this technology and the related software
technology enabled new processes. This made
it possible to distribute products along the
correct route to the loading docks, with online-printed top sheets (address sheets) and the
exact number of newspaper copies needed for
each destination. And even very small bundles,

including those as small as one copy, had to be integrated at full speed in this automated process.
Depending on the need, two or more stackers in series
were used to meet the demand. The copy stream created
by the folding machine was divided into two or more
units with the help of gate systems. The distribution to
several stacker cells was made easier with single gripper
conveyors.
The advances in bundle production from the 1990s to
the present have largely come about as a result of refinements to kinematic processes, using control technology
involving new processors, touch-screens, simplified
settings, function monitoring and more precise counting
with the help of laser technology or infrared scanning
heads. For economic reasons, an attempt was also made
to design machines that required less space by integrating top sheet printing and application, strapping and
the bundle film wrapping process. However, the most
important considerations were operational safety, a
simple make-ready process and minimal maintenance
requirements.

6. Loading ramp, palletising
Over the years this section of the mailroom also experienced significant modernisations, though the very
last step, lifting the bundles and placing them in the
distribution vehicle in correct order, remained manual.
Depending on the circulation simple belt systems up to
sophisticated tray sorters with a capacity of 120 bundles
per minute are common. The mailroom control systems

Figure 12 (9): Stacking, top sheet application, strapping
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and the related software enables most efficient
processes. This allows to distribute products along the correct route to the respective
loading docks, with online-printed top sheets
(address sheets) and the exact number of newspaper copies needed for each destination. And
even very small bundles, including those as
small as one copy, are integrated at full speed
in this automated process.
Palletisers or cart systems have found application in some metropolitan newspapers with
high volume circulation and distribution hubs
throughout the city.
More ecological systems with returnable plastic containers failed. The idea was to distribute
the newspapers without the need for plastic
foils and strapping material.

7. Controls, control system
At the beginning of the 1970s, people began to
realise that control systems involving relays
and circuit breakers could be replaced with
electronic components, while not necessarily more cost-effective, but be more elegant.

Preselection counters in the newspaper mailrooms of the
1960s still worked with vacuum tubes, which were replaced with transistors at the start of the 1970s. With the
help of electronic components, mechanical count heads
were replaced with laser or infrared count heads, which
ensure more precise detecting of the newspapers in the
copy stream at press speed.
The availability of integrated circuits with thousands of
transistors on a single chip, which were also cost-effective for small batch series, led to the development of programming.76 Software development was thus integrated
in mailroom control technology. With the advent of
programming, stackers could be controlled by manually
entering the data via a keyboard. The data was read from
EDP-produced top sheets, which were applied to the
newspaper stack manually. For larger newspapers with
a higher circulation, EDP-compatible data carriers, such
as punched or magnetic tape, were used. They contained
the data for the bundle building as well as for printing
top sheets, which were printed online and automatically
applied to the bundles.
In 1975, Muller Martini delivered a world premier to
the German newspaper “Frankfurter Rundschau”. A
contactless printing method – an inkjet addressing

Figure 13 (9): Inkjet
addressing, 1975

 Intel 4004 with 2,300 transistors became the first general purpose
programmable processor on the market in 1971.

76
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Figure 14 (9): Keyboard
programmer, model
4004, 1974

system – was installed to address subscribers’
newspapers. It was the world’s first practical
inkjet system in the newspaper industry. An
in-house developed CPU (computer processing
unit) with a Philips 855 process computer was
used to control the inkjet addressing, form
bundles, sort them by postal code and print
the top sheets online. The mailing information
from the EDP was delivered on magnetic tapes.
Shortly thereafter, rewritable magnetic disks
were used.
The 1980s saw the rapid development of programmable logic controls (PLC) for machine
controls and microprocessors for high-level systems. Machine manufacturers finally
realised the utility of electronic components
and the related software. The 1980s also saw
a boom in personal and industrial PC applications. There was an increasing move toward an
automated production flow, from the printing
press to the delivery truck. Here, process computers helped to optimise and more efficiently
structure mailroom systems and peripheral
equipment. From an ad at the time: “A practical
overall concept, an ingenious gate system, computer-based control, continuous monitoring
of all production processes, such as inserting,
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PrintRoll storage of preprinted sections and PrintRoll
buffers make it possible to carry out the process at the
push of a button. There is, however a person behind the
computer. This person decides what is correct and what
is not as well as the sequence in which the processes are
to be carried out. The computer takes care of the routine
work and controls the system components – the machine
operator determines, at the push of a button, which roll
is used for storage and which inserting machine is used
for production.”
Machine control systems were increasingly equipped
with monitors to provide a better overview. Touchscreen technology was already being used in some cases.
Sensors became standard for monitoring the production
process and processors stored machine and production
data. The groundwork for successful control system
technology had been laid.
Control systems became essential for the large printing
centres that were built in the 1990s as well as for the
complex mailroom equipment. One of the fundamental
considerations for the development of an overall control
system was:
“A control system can take data from the editorial office,
from sales and the prepress for finishing a newspaper in
the mailroom, process it and then place it in the mailroom production equipment, configure the mailroom
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equipment on its own, forward all of the necessary data to the subsystems, receive all of the
production data back from the mailroom lines,
display this data and provide it to the other
systems.”
The era when every department of the newspaper printing plant, from prepress to printing to
sales, had to maintain its own local databases,
most of which were not compatible, was finally
over. In addition to control systems developed
by the major suppliers of mailrooms, there
were also offerings from specialised companies
and options for ordering printing press software with mailroom extensions.
7.1 MCS schematic
The architecture of a mailroom control system
typically had four levels and could be used for
any size mailroom.
■■ Level 1 Customer EDP
■■ Level 2 Mailroom control system (MCS)
■■ Level 3 Group control system (GCS), one
GCS per mailroom line

■■ Level 4 Machine controls, commercially available
storage, programmable controls or microprocessors
The top level is the customer file maintained by the
publisher or the printing centre. The MCS control system
receives the necessary data for production in the mailroom from the EDP, processes it and then forwards it to
the GCS Group control system. The GCS configures all
of the individual control systems of the various mailroom machines, such as conveyors, inserting machines,
stackers, etc.
Control system technology helped to optimise the
time-critical production in the mailroom in all respects,
including zoned insertion of advertising inserts, the
exact number of newspaper copies for each unloading
point, top sheet information, newspaper subscriber addresses, the correct sequence of finished bundles for the
delivery trucks, incident management and confirmation
of the mailing data.
Well-known manufacturers in the graphic arts industry formed an organisation called “Prime Network” in
2004. All of the manufacturers of higher-level control
systems in the pre-press, printing and finishing areas
were involved in order to define the digital workflow and

Figure 15 (9): Connex control system, total mailroom overview
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develop uniform newspaper production interfaces, from prepress to delivery.77
Over the years, control systems have been
refined in terms of reporting, increasing longterm data storage requirements and user-specific analysis of the data. Above all, however,
ease of operation was a central element driving
the optimisation of mailroom equipment.

8. Conclusion
The mailroom installations enhanced continually over the fifty-year period this report
reviews, mostly driven by the requirements
of the newspaper companies, later also by the
advertising industry. The modernisation and
capacity of the printing presses influenced the
design of the mailroom equipment. Speed,
page count and format were decisive factors for
the design of conveyors, inserting machines
and stackers. Aspects of economy, efficiency as
well as process reliability led to automation of
the mailroom installations. The developments
of electronic components and microprocessor
technology offered enormous possibilities to
control the equipment more efficiently and to
streamline the individual processes to a continued workflow from the press to the loading
ramp. The mailroom grew from a necessary
evil to a value adding process for the publisher.
Obvious “game-changers” in the evolution of
the mailroom were:
■■ Single gripper conveyors, which
allowed to process each newspaper individually according to its destination in the
mailroom.
■■ Inserting systems, which offered to
structure the newspaper even more attractively for the readership and the advertising
industry. Split run editions with variable in-

 “Universal interfaces are defined on the basis of recognised standards like AdsML and IFRAtrack, allowing
the simple integration, upgrading and exchange of
individual workflow models.” (Prime website: www.
prime-network.com/about-prime/). Read more about
IFRAtrack in this report in the chapter “6. The developments of industry standards”.
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Figure 16 (9): Cartoon, 1972 – the newspaper press of the
future is fed with news and images from the top. The finished newspaper falls out at the bottom. Source: unknown
cartoonist, in: internal book of Müller Martini, authors Georg
Valko, Heinz Linder, Hans Holenstein, 2005.

sert content for different demographic areas became
possible.
■■ Winding technology, which enabled fully automatic storage and retrieval of the printed products
as well as dynamic decoupling the press and mailroom processes to operate them at the most optimal
speeds.
What can we learn from this? Follow closely the general
technological developments and try to adapt them for
your specific needs. The IT technology was essential
to enhance the mailroom systems to the high-level of
automation as it stands today. The winding technology,
prior to the adaption for the mailroom, was used in the
packaging industry.
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Chapter 10

The separation of
publishing and printing
By Manfred Werfel
All technical developments mentioned in this
report enabled the separation of the publishing
business and the printing business. Nowadays
publishing companies do not necessarily have
to own a printing plant and newspaper printers
can print for more than one publisher or customer. This trend developed in many countries
over the last decades, especially in Canada, the
Nordic countries and the U.K. A number of new
business models developed alongside with this
trend, like outsourcing print, owning the plant
but outsourcing the operation of the equipment, print plants as separate profit centres,
co-ownership of printing plants by several
publishers.
What can we learn from this? Technical developments enable new business models and new
ways of operation. This means we need to look
for the business potential in technical developments. They are never technical only but
always have a business dimension.

The newspaper printing plant was integrated into the
publishing company and, together with the publishing
house, was mostly located in the inner city of the regional metropolis for which it published. The printing plant
was a department of the publishing house and subordinate to the needs of the publishing company. As a rule,
the print shop produced exclusively for its own publishing house, with the exception of the commercial printing
department in some companies.

Ifra Special Report

03.2006

www.ifra.com/specialreports

The Separation
of Publishing and Printing

Publishing and printing as a
technical and business unit
For many years, newspaper publishers and
newspaper printing plants were closely linked
in terms of location, technology and business.

A must read for:
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The main purpose of the newspaper printing
house was to produce newspapers for its own
publisher. At the beginning of the twentieth
century, a metropolitan publishing house in
Europe often published several newspapers
a day: a morning newspaper, a midday newspaper and an evening newspaper. So the print
shop was well occupied.
The close cooperation and physical proximity
of the publishing house and the print shop was
technically necessary. The editors wrote their
articles to a length specified by the editorial
conference. However, this was only measured by the number of words or the number
of characters. An editor could therefore not
really be sure how many lines his article would
contain after the typesetting and page makeup. Therefore, editors had to work closely with
typesetters to provide comprehensive articles
for pagination by making subsequent changes.
Title lines also had to be coordinated with the
technical department in order to adapt them to
the existing space.
The close cooperation between editorial staff
and technology was even more important when
designing pages. The pagination editor worked
with the technicians on page production until
shortly before the press proof deadline.
That this close cooperation was necessary is
immediately obvious when one thinks of the
times of hot-metal typesetting. But even after
the introduction of phototypesetting, this
situation did not change fundamentally. Now it
was no longer the hot-metal columns set with a
Linotype that were mounted on a page, but the
photo typesetting columns exposed on photo
sensitive paper. The working method was still
similar: first a newspaper article was written, then typeset and paginated. It was then
modified and corrected to the desired length
and shape. Editors and technicians had to work
hand in hand.
With the introduction of photo typesetting in
newspaper publishers, editors were given the
opportunity for the first time to enter and edit
their articles and contributions themselves.
Font sizes and line ends were thus under
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editorial control. But the electronic page break in and
by the editorial department was still a long way off. An
editorial system of the 1980s allowed at most a simple
article makeup with columns of equal length. The editor’s terminal was code-driven and could not yet display
real fonts or even the arrangement of lines as they would
later appear in print.
Only at the beginning of the nineties of the last century,
when the page makeup under visual control (WYSIWYG
= What You See Is What You Get) and with the help of
a graphical user interface (GUI) became a reality, was
the prerequisite for the electronic production of complete newspaper pages also the editorial office created.
The prerequisite for this was the use of modern PCs or
workstations. At the time, this was referred to as the
introduction of desktop publishing.
WAN-IFRA devoted itself intensively to this development. From 1989 to 1992, a series of special reports was
published under the title “The changing world of prepress systems”. One of this reports had the topic “Graphic User Interface”:
“The traditional user interface is text-based and command-line driven. A Graphic User Interface (GUI,
pronounced ‘Gooey’) forgoes cryptic command-line
interfaces and applies a desktop analogy on the computer screen. It lets the user manipulate objects such as
windows, icons and menus with the help of a pointing
device. What can a well designed GUI do for the users at
a newspaper?”78
The most important achievement of desktop publishing
for the newspaper industry was that for the first time it
provided an acceptable option for electronic page makeup under visual control.

The spatial separation of publishing
and printing
Now one could think of an initial spatial separation
of publishing house and printing house, because the
editors were no longer forced to work together with the
technicians on the page design, but could hand over a
finished electronic page to the technical department.
This page was first exposed on the intermediate medium
film. In many cases, advertisements and images had to

 IFRA Special Report 2.3.7, The changing world of prepress systems, Graphic User Interfaces, Darmstadt 1991, page 1
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When the direct exposure of the printing plates finally
became a reality at the beginning of the new century
without the detour via film by CTP (Computer To Plate),
the technical separation of publishing and printing was
complete. The interface between publishing house and
printing house was the transfer of the digital file of the
complete page in bitmap format (TIFF) later also as PDF.

The business separation of publishing
and printing
In 2006, WAN-IFRA published a report on “The Separation of Publishing and Printing” based on a research
project conducted with the Québec Institute of Graphic
Communications in Montreal, Canada. It says:

Figure 2 (10): WAN-IFRA Report from 2015

be mounted before the printing plate could be
exposed.
Spatial separation had taken place earlier, although only in a few cases, as soon as facsimile
systems became available, which allowed to
scan a mounted page and transfer it to another
print plant for remote printing.
But at least one could now think of relocating the print plant to the outskirts of the city,
while the editorial staff remained in the city
centre for the time being. About ten years later,
when communications technology allowed, the
publishing offices also moved out of the city
centres. Moving the print shop to a “greenfield
site” brought many advantages for publishers.
Valuable inner-city properties could be sold.
The new printing plant enabled the implementation of the latest ergonomic principles and
printing plant planning in accordance with
optimal workflows. The supply and delivery
of materials and finished newspaper bundles
was also made easier and faster, as the delivery
vehicles no longer had to struggle their way
through busy inner cities.

“The newspaper publisher, as an ‘all in one’ company
that includes all organisational units necessary to create
and produce a newspaper, while still predominant, is
no longer the rule. More and more publishers examine their organisation set-up and analyse what should
belong to their core competence and what should not.
This increasingly leads to the decision to separate print
production from the publishing business. The separation
is carried out in different ways. The main versions are
■■ Establishment of a profit centre, which is owned by
the publisher and acts on his behalf
■■ Creation of a joint venture production company of
different newspaper publishers
■■ Print production is done by a third party
This trend is strengthened by market and external factors. The revenues of publishers are under pressure and
investments in production facilities are very expensive.
Besides the issue of new investments, the economic
pressure makes it inevitable for many publishers to reduce their operating costs and trim their organisations.
Therefore one option is to change the organisational set
up of the print production.
If the newspaper core product does not achieve a sufficient level of utilisation of the printing capacities, then
it becomes even more important to consider taking a
different approach to production. The improved performance of printing presses as well as the more favourable
conditions for marketing concepts such as distributed
printing will also influence the re-think of how production should be organised in the future.
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Figure 3 (10): The innovation process of Times of India to create high-value products for advertising customers

The newspaper medium is dynamic. As a
consequence of the demands of readers and
advertising customers as well as new technical developments, the newspaper product is
changing. Format changes, lower page counts,
shrinking circulations, late editorial deadlines,
more colourful, almost magazine-like newspapers are just the most prominent trends, which
have defined new requirements for the production workflow at several newspapers.
The research project conducted by the Québec
Institute of Graphic Communications (ICGQ)
is case study orientated and analyses different
models for the separation of publishing and
print production.
■■ The production is integrated into the publishing company as a cost centre.
■■ Publishing companies organise their
production facilities as an own profit-orien-
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tated company that has to refinance itself to a huge
extent on the market.
■■ Different newspaper publishers own and operate a
joint production facility.
■■ Newspaper production is done by a third party contract printer.”79
The summary presentation of the research results reads
as follows: “(…) It was no surprise that as soon as it was
technically possible the newspaper production plants
were moved outside the cities while the editorial offices
remained in the centres where most of the news emerge
during the day. (…) The formerly large prepress and
typesetting departments shrunk to smaller entities and
were closely linked to the editorial management. At the
same time the presses were placed outside the cities and
separated from the publishing centres.

 IFRA Special Report 3.2006, The Separation of Publishing and
Printing, Darmstadt 2006, page 2
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Figure 4 (10): Various advertising formats offered by Transcontinental adding value for their print customers

(…) This new workflow simplified the newspaper production process greatly and also
lowered the costs of production since cheaper
ground and optimised production buildings
could be used for the first time for newspaper
printing. This historic example also shows how
technical advances – like phototypesetting,
offset coldset printing and last but not least
digital page transmission – enabled a new
work process organisation and new business
concepts and cost structures. In the course of
this development, which started in the late seventies of the last century, new jobs descriptions
were created and traditional ones disappeared,
production processes were re-defined.
Today a new challenge seems to be ahead of the
industry: the creation of an independent printing centre that is not only separated from the
publishing house by distance but also by the
fact that it is run like an independent business
with its own profit and loss statement. How did
this development emerge? In the eighties the
major technical challenge was to manage the
switch from letterpress to ‘another’ printing
technology that was future oriented. Today it
seems more or less clear that this new technology was the offset printing process. But when
putting yourself back 25 years ago you would

admit that the way into future was anything else but certain at that time. When the national British newspapers
went out of Fleet Street some changed to coldset-offset –
some used remodelled letter presses in the di-litho mode
for the start – but others changed to flexography instead,
and Associated Newspapers80 still print their million
circulation with flexographic technology day by day.
Printing technology in the beginning of coldset-offset
was an opportunity to differentiate from competition.
Competitive advantages could be brought by the press
design (stacked units or towers), speed and colour capacity, which was very restricted in the beginning. This
has changed with technical advances and over time.
Nowadays most – at least all new press installations – of
the presses are able to print full colour on all pages at
a speed of 45,000 revolutions per hour maximum. All
press designs are based on print tower technology (…).
Computer to Press is standard, which eliminates the bottleneck of platemaking. And even more – prepress and
print production are largely standardised. In 1998 the
first newspaper production standard ISO 12647-3 was
released. Last year the first update of this norm was published already. This proves that the standard is used and
implemented in practice, which leads to improvements
and updates. Screen ruling, dot gain and colour space
are standardised. Advertisers can easily deliver data

 Today: dmg – Daily Mail Group
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using the generic IFRA-made colour profile for
newspaper printing.
This high degree of standardisation of the
newspaper production process enables the creation of newspaper print centres that are independent from individual publishing companies.
If printing technology is no longer creating a
competitive advantage for the publisher it may
be outsourced or run in a joint venture.
During the same time production was standardised and new business challenges were
developed for the newspaper publishers. New
competitors not in print but in electronic
publishing emerged with the fast development
of new media. (…) The consequence for publishers is that they have to deal with strategic
investments into the future of their business.
This makes the decision on investments into
necessary production facilities more open but
also more difficult than it was in the past.
A publisher has many options today that range
from the traditional re-investment into a new
production site, to the creation of a separate but still fully-owned profit centre, to a
joint-venture print centre in co-operation with
other publishers and finally to fully out-sourcing production to a third party printing company.
In our research project we intended to have a
closer look at all these options based on case
studies with participants from several countries in America and Europe.
Publishers only had to consider a change, for
most of the strategies, when the time came to
replace their printing presses. Of the reasons to
change press equipment, recurring arguments
are the age of the presses and the increasing
need for the newspaper to be printed in full
colour.
Decentralised newspaper production
By Nigel Wells
The distribute-and-print strategy in remote
and multiple geographic locations was
significantly enabled by the digital trans-
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mission of PDFs leading to huge growth from the
early 1990s. The combination of market drivers with
technology enablers led to three types of distributed
newspaper production:
1. Local decentralised
2. Multiple national sites
3. Multiple international
Local decentralised
Letterpress production tended to group editorial,
prepress, printing and publishing on the same site
– usually in a central city location. However, the
transition to digital prepress and offset printing
allowed production to move to greenfield printing
sites – often financed by selling off prime central
city locations.
Distributed multi sites
The early adopters of multi site printing fell into two
main groups:
■■ Logistics-driven national mass-market publications
■■ Niche publications diversifying into new markets
Distributed printing was driven by transport infrastructure limits on time-to-market and freight
costs. Some countries like the U.K. were early users
of multi-site printing with letterpress technology at
2 to 4 sites. In Germany some national newspapers
were printed at up to 12 sites. Countries with strong
regional newspaper structures are using decentralised strategies to provide shorter press deadlines,
more regional editorial and advertising content, and
co-operative printing of multiple titles using shared
production capacity.
In continental countries like Japan, China, India,
Canada and the U.S.A., surface freight of printed
newspapers was never an option because of the
time required and airfreight costs. Many Chinese
titles are produced in 20 to 40 different sites while
USA Today created North America’s first national
newspaper printed in about 40 sites. This logistical
imperative also provided the opportunity to provide
regional content and advertising variation.
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As mass markets broke down new opportunities have been created both internationally and nationally for both readers and
advertisers in a broader range of specialist
categories. A good example is the New
York Times who broke through their home
city circulation plateau when they found
that every major U.S. city had a group of
readers similar to the paper’s core New
York readership. Earlier delivery was identified as the key to attract these potential
subscribers so the company organised a
distributed print network of 18 plants.
Niche market publications
The potential target audiences of many
niche market publications are geographically dispersed both internationally (Wall
Street Journal, New York Times, Financial
Times) or nationally like the Australian Financial Review. Usually these niches were
defined for business-professional readers
or by language/cultural groups and/or by a
specific theme like France’s L’Equipe sports
newspaper. The original base publication
was restricted in exploiting readership due
to time delays and high freight costs but
decentralised printing has allowed them to
significantly increase their sales as well as
adding regional content and advertising.
Technology enablers
Distributed newspaper printing has
become progressively more viable during
the last decades as more efficient transmission and production technologies became
available to help realise publishing market
potential.
■■ The starting point was the introduction
of the offset process in the 1970s. This
meant that film could be economically sent to remote printing sites. The
critical factor was the time delay of the
air flight combined with the direction
of time zone.
■■ The breakthrough technology of the
late 1970s was facsimile transmission

that eliminated all physical freight handling.
Even though the analogue transmission was
slow this system allowed many newspapers to
expand remote printing sites.
■■ Viability accelerated in the 1990s from highspeed data transmission, electronic page makeup and CTP to increase speed and quality whilst
reducing costs.
■■ Digital printing.
An accompanying trend has been for many publishers to outsource their printing. This is particularly
the case for international publications and for some
national publications in very large countries like the
U.S. or China. From the outset, only sub-contractors
have produced many distributed newspapers. Often
this additional work has been a stimulus for many
companies to re-invest into new technologies, which
may have not have otherwise been viable on their
local production alone.
Future decentralised technologies
Digital printing is a complementary production technology for distributed newspaper printing at both
industrial mini and micro sites. A same-day newspaper publication that is available early in the morning
boosts sales and reduces distribution costs.
Micro sites producing individual print-on-demand
newspapers, is a business model that has a long
history but with little commercial success. Several
technologies have been used to print newspapers
in homes, hotels and airports including short wave
radio in the 1920-30s, FM radio in 1940s, TV in the
1960s, fax in the 1980s and Internet models in the
1990s. However, none were a commercial success
because they have not yet been able to deliver a
printed newspaper product with sufficient content
and economic value to readers, advertisers and system providers.
Mini sites are targeted to more economically print
newspapers in short run lengths from 100 copies –
whereas the offset minimum run is usually 3,000
to 5,000. A pioneer of this approach was Océ who
began a global newspaper network in 2001 to more
rapidly print and deliver short-run newspapers to
build their international readership. The grouping of
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multiple short run titles together can allow
a viable economic model, particularly when
combined with effective distribution logistics. Distributed digital printing suppliers
now include HP and Kodak.
Offset printing presses continue to be the
dominant production medium as they still
offer outstandingly low cost per copy for
most newspapers. Overall production costs
have been driven down since the mid 1990s
from the development of new formats and
the application of new technologies. Digital
inkjet proofing and colour management
allows remote proofing at distributed
printing sites to improve overall colour
reproduction standards and cut costs.
Lower costs, increased process reliability
and reduced manning are all elements that
reduce barriers to multi-site production.
The motivations of the case studies for choosing a certain set-up were not always identical
to the characteristics of the different business
models. This is due to the importance of the
respective internal conditions and framework
as well as the market factors.
(…) The cost centre approach indicates that
the publisher has good experience regarding
quality and efficiency. The publisher believes in
his internal expertise and puts focus on using
this expertise for his own products. However,
this does not mean that the cost centre works
exclusively for internal products (…).
Both examined cases show that this approach
does not necessarily lack profitability. Profitability can be achieved by getting revenue from
external customers or by creating a competitive
advantage for own products. This advantage
can lead to extra revenue for the newspaper,
e.g. through collating business (…).
To keep production in-house as a cost centre,
the publisher chooses a continuity approach.
His investment and debt capacity should be
sufficient to secure suitable interest rates to
finance the investments.
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(…) The profit centre by definition should be able to refinance its investments and operational costs.
The decision ideally is taken (or this model/strategy
is chosen) because of the belief in being a competitive
printer in a lucrative market, thus the publisher shows
self-confidence in the strengths of his own performance
to exploit business opportunities better than others.
The profit centre is usually built similar to the cost
centre approach regarding the existing expertise and
management know how. Unlike cost centres, change of
management skills are needed, as the transformation
has to enter the minds of the employees to be successful.
The separation of publishing and printing means that
print is not an appendix of the publishing business
anymore, but a business in itself. All efforts should be
focussed and bundled towards this goal.
The cases however show that the change to a profit
centre is sometimes also chosen in a more defensive
manner. The focus is on cost reduction, which is an internal reason. Earning money with the operations is not
the initial reason. A typical trait is the wish to outsource,
which was not feasible through lack of available and
competent partners.
However, the focus might change over time as the trend
to rethink the set-up of newspaper production has influence on the overall capacity of the print market. In such
a market environment, where the print companies have
to refinance themselves to a large extent on the market, a
concentration process could start, which might lead to a
clearer focus on profit.
All case studies clearly indicate that readers’ and advertisers’ needs influence the necessary investments.
It is the joint venture approach that helps the involved
parties to pool the investment risks or make an investment in the desired dimension. In addition, joining
forces results in achieving economies of scale regarding
operational costs like manpower and maintenance.
The Danish case shows that joining forces can also influence the overall capacity of the print market itself, thus
enabling the remaining printers to optimise the exploitation of their press capacity.
Despite the above-mentioned advantages, the creation
of a joint venture is not the first thought considering
the different opportunities regarding a suitable print
strategy.

CHANGING PRINT

Several conditions must fit. Obviously, all
involved parties have to agree on the joint venture. The cases showed that trust between the
partners is essential. The experience of working together in a joint distribution company already before was surely supporting this factor.
In the Danish case, two publishers were able to
agree on a joint venture whereas in Switzerland
only the ability to have more than two partners
made the change possible.
The partners should have similar or complementary production profiles, so that it is
possible to synchronise their needs and make
the investments suitable for the involved
parties. The joint venture model seems to be
the configuration having the most significant
impact on publishers’ ways of working. In one
case, layout and subscription systems were
standardised to reach more flexibility for all
partners. In the other case, employees and
technical issues made this configuration very
delicate to operate afterwards. And even those
are about to be solved; it had quite substantial
impacts on publishers.
Thus even if these conditions are met, it is still
difficult to come together, as such a long-term
and tight relationship needs a clearly formulated contract, which also covers all kinds of
plausible and implausible events.
The management of the joint venture must be
strong in guiding the change and building a
new team spirit. Most of the time the staff will
be recruited from the different publishers, who
have to work as a team, even though the publishers still compete in the publishing market.
The outsourcing to a specialised newspaper
printer is perhaps the most radical solution. It
means closing the whole printing organisation
and giving the production to a third party,
without direct operational influence. (…) The
growth of such specialised printers like Transcontinental in North America shows, that this
might be a serious option for several publishers, probably even in the U.S., in the future.
A major motivation for publishers is surely
the difficulty to transform the existing organ-

isation into a functioning and efficient production unit.
Our cases show that especially high costs and rigid
organisation of labour through strong unions may lead
to such a decision. The ability to outsource means the
ability to operate in a different context. This will provide
the opportunity to operate more flexibly. This model
was also seen by the publishers as the opportunity to go
for a higher sophistication level that they may not have
been able to reach in another way. The focus is strongly
to distinguish from competition and meeting customer’s
expectations.
Even if the operational work is now done outside the
confines of the company in the case of out-sourcing,
publishers still need in-house expertise, as you have to
control the performance of the print partner. On the one
hand, publishers have to manage quality issues; on the
other hand they need to develop knowledge about possible efficiency gains and the ‘fair’ price for the work done.
This also means it is a major advantage for publishers
setting up a proper contract to know what is possible in
terms of economic and quality figures. This will then enable them to estimate the main figures that the outsourcing partner can achieve within his framework and that
was not possible in the self-owned printing operation.
(…) If outsourcing coincides with an investment and the
outsourcing print partner invests in printing equipment
exclusively tailored to the newspaper needs, the investment risk is still present. The outsourcing partner might
buy the equipment but it will be financed through the
publisher during the course of operation. The publisher
will gain financial scope at the date of the investment
as he will usually reimburse the investment sum over a
period of time.
We found that publishers have good reasons to follow
one of the listed options.
(…) The company’s philosophy and financial considerations or the printing culture and the printing business
within the country drive the choice of a business strategy.
Whatever the selected business model, publishers and
printers sooner or later will have to face the press overcapacity on the market and fight against even tougher
competition.”81

 IFRA Special Report 3.2006, The Separation of Publishing and
Printing, Darmstadt 2006, pages 28–30
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Remember, this was already written in 2006,
one year before the global financial crisis began, which then accelerated this whole process
of change considerably.

Development of new business
models for newspaper printing
plants
In 2015 WAN-IFRA published a report entitled “New and emerging business models of
newspaper printing companies”, in which it
was established that the process of separating
the print shop from the publishing house had
developed significantly:
“In times where publishers look for optimising
production costs printers are developing optimised business models to secure their survival.
This process is in full swing in many countries
around the globe. It has not yet come to an end.
Many different concepts and print strategies
are developing and there is no one and only
business model that fits all needs. Most probably there will never be one master plan for
newspaper printers in future, but a variety of
different solutions that fit the market requirements and capabilities of printers in different
geographic regions.”82

focus. Publishing houses, especially small ones with
between 60,000 to 100,000 daily circulation, are facing
problems in achieving efficient printing, providing quality products at viable cost. The current trend seems likely
to continue. The writing on the wall is clear – those who
don’t adapt will lose their market position.
Coupled with this are region-specific challenges and
issues. In Europe, especially in Central Europe, including Germany, there are stringent labour laws to contend
with. Expanding printing facilities and operating it with
existing staff, or recruiting more staff for the purpose, is
sometimes fraught with problems. Increasingly, companies are adopting strategies that are less bound to union
issues. The models that have been found to work best are
turning printing facilities into profit centres which function autonomously and take on external work besides the
printing of the paper itself, and engaging an external operator with his own staff and expertise to run the print
facility, thus circumventing cumbersome union issues.
In Asia, the situation is slightly different – the challenges that face the West have not spread to the East in the

This report noted the various business models
of newspaper printers worldwide:
“Looking at the new models that are being tried
out in various corners of the world, it
is evident that an adaptation process is underway. The printing industry is innovating and
experimenting to come up with solutions best
suited to specific challenges.
Some issues are universal. Everywhere, publishers are having to contend with diminishing
revenues due to reduced advertising, and circulation because of competition from the digital
market. This has changed the income profile
of the typical publishing house. Therefore the
cost of printing is coming more and more into

 WAN-IFRA Report, New and emerging business models of newspaper printing companies, Frankfurt am
Main 2015, page 3
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Figure 5 (10): WAN-IFRA Report from 2017
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same measure. Circulation is still on the rise.
Circulation rose +9.8 per cent in Asia in 2014
from a year earlier. Print readership is stable, according to the WAN-IFRA World Press
Trends report.
But this situation brings its own challenges.
The market is as demanding as it is in the
West. Readers are accustomed to high-quality print products these days, and newspaper
houses have to keep up with the competition
if they have to stay in the race. Quality is key.
And quality costs money. On the other hand,
pricing has to be kept way below cost to ensure
sales. In Asia too, advertisements can no longer
be relied on as the sole revenue source. In India, particularly, as media houses expand their
reach, bringing out new editions across the
vast sub-continent, starting printing facilities
at each new location is not a feasible option.
Rather than Europe’s profit centre model, the
outsourcing model seems to be the most viable
solution to date. National dailies outsource
their printing process either to an independent
printer, or to the printing facilities of other
newspapers which already have a base in the
new locations that are on their expansion
agenda. Mutual understanding and work ethics
hold the key to this business model, which has
proved quite successful.
In North America, media houses are finding
that handing over their printing jobs to experienced printers, with state-of-the-art technology and know-how, capable of handling large
print jobs, is the most efficient way forward.
From a purely business point-of-view, joint
ventures make economic sense, as the financial outlay (and consequently the risks) can
be shared. While online handling of printing
demands is certainly a model to watch in the
West, it hasn’t yet made an appreciable impact
on countries like India, which are more conservative while simultaneously being as ambitious
and demanding as the West.
Some respondents to this report feel there will
be fewer but more efficient printing plants for
newspapers in the future. These print centres
will bring out more than one title and handle

multiple print jobs. They will be mostly operated by
printing specialists rather than by publishers.
(…) Taken all around, being a service provider for the
print media is the most favoured new ‘tried-and-tested’
model across the globe. The provider can be a big publisher-owned printing house or printing houses operated
by service providers. Or even a competitor’s printing
facility.”83

High-value print production
As a result of the development of new business models,
newspaper printers began to expand their business in
different directions. An important focus of new business
models is on higher-value market areas in addition to
traditional newspaper production. A report by WAN-IFRA’s World Printers Forum in 2017 entitled “High-Value
Print Production” sheds light on this relationship.
“Publishers want to offer higher-value newspapers in
order to gain competitive advantages. Newspaper printers aim at offsetting declining print circulations and
volumes by acquiring additional print orders.
The World Printers Forum Board resolved to investigate
the objectives, techniques and materials that are applied
with a view to extending those business areas, and how
publishers, printers and producers evaluate them.
This report is based on the result of surveys conducted
among selected newspaper printers and manufacturers
of printing presses, auxiliary press equipment, mailroom
and finishing systems, and paper and ink. Experts from
America, Europe, South and Southeast Asia, and Australia were polled.
The majority of survey participants from publishing
houses and printing companies cited the improved quality of the newspaper product and the development of the
commercial printing business as the main reasons for
producing higher-value products.
The primary objective of the surveyed publishers and
printers is to strengthen and extend their existing markets, improve existing print products and expand their
product portfolio. The most frequently named important
market segments were customer newspapers, high-quality newspapers, and magazines.

 WAN-IFRA Report, New and emerging business models of newspaper printing companies, Frankfurt am Main 2015, pages 44–45
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The applied techniques were characterised first
and foremost by the use of higher-value materials, such as improved newsprint. Finishing was
named in second place, while a small number
of participants categorised press upgrading by
adding heatset or UV systems as important.
The aforementioned benefits of investing in
materials and equipment for the production
of higher-quality print products are manifold: attracting new customers, entering new
markets, improving quality, becoming more
competitive, winning additional orders from
regular customers, developing new products,
improving profit margins and better utilisation
of capacities.
Two-thirds of the publishers and printers
polled also recommend that other companies
invest in higher-quality product development. Asked about how they view the market
development, the manufacturers expressed
cautious optimism. Projections for the future
range from double-digit growth in this market
segment to an expected minor contraction in
volume. A feeling of optimism prevails especially in the improved newsprint segment.
It becomes apparent that a differentiation has
emerged in the market: The majority continues
to back coldset production, albeit with the aid
of improved materials and extensive use of finishing. A significant minority puts its faith in
the production of commercial print objects and
aims at new business areas outside the newspaper printing area as well as within it.

Conclusion
The separation of the newspaper printing plant from the
newspaper publisher began due to the development of
new technical possibilities. At first it was just a spatial
separation, which enabled an optimisation of workflows
as well as the more effective use of new machines and
systems. When the margins and turnover of the publishing houses declined, a business separation of publishing house and printing plant developed. This in turn
necessitated the development of new business models
at the printing plants. Some of the newspaper printers
continued to focus on standard newspaper printing, but
with the aim of not only working for their own publishing house and differentiating themselves from their
competitors through greater efficiency, automation and
cost advantages. Another group of newspaper printers is
moving towards a market for higher-value print products, competing with parts of the commercial printing
industry.
The development of newspaper technology played an
important role in this development. It even initiated the
development. But technology development did not only
have technical and organisational consequences, it was
also the basis for far-reaching structural changes.
Several game-changers made the separation of printing
and publishing possible. In turn the separation itself was
a “game-changer” because it has helped printed newspapers to remain in business.

Major differences can be seen according to
the region concerned. The survey participants
named central Europe (including western
Europe, the United Kingdom and Ireland) as
the priority for investments in higher-value
products, followed by northern and eastern
Europe.”84

 WAN-IFRA Report, High-Value Print Production,
World Printers Forum Report, Frankfurt am Main 2017,
pages 10–11
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 IARIGAI = International Association of Research Organizations for
the Information, Media and Graphic Arts Industries, https://iarigai.
com
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Following the sale of this company to Adobe
Systems he established Ripware Limited
selling various pre-press equipment before
becoming the exclusive U.K. distributor of
the Centurfax CCDot dotMeter product
which enabled the calibration and control
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1970 he took an employment at Hans Mueller Corporation in the U.S.A.. After a short introduction period at the head quarter in Zofingen, Switzerland he
started to build up an electrical division for special
projects in the graphic art industry at the young
branch abroad. After nine years in the U.S.A. working
in many positions in the rapidly growing company,
now named Mueller Martini Corp., he was called back
to the main office in Switzerland.
Due to the enormous expansion of the company, a
separate newspaper mailroom division was formed.
Within the company management he advanced to
the position of Vice President Sales and Marketing in
charge of the global newspaper market. Within his
duties he frequently visited congresses of the newspaper industry and became a member as a delegate
of the company in various associations. Besides that,
his personal key accounts were metropolitan newspapers especially in Great Britain, the Far East and the
U.S.A. In 2007, at the age of 65, he retired.
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As Project Manager Herbert Kaiser handled
plenty of installations worldwide for single-,
double- and triple-wide newspaper and
semi-commercial presses from the early
planning phase up to assembly, commissioning and handover. This is going along with
the launch of various new press generations
Herbert Kaiser is accompanying as Product
Manager, such as most recently the KBA
Commander CL.

Rainer Kirschke
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in Munich in 1962,
studied printing technology at the Munich
University of Applied
Sciences. The graduate engineer started
his career in 1989 as a
PostScript product specialist in the Graphic
Systems, Electronic Pre-Press Systems (EPS)
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board member of the World Printers Forum.
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Management Board of Linotype-Hell AG.
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IFRA Newsprint and Newsink Guide. He holds a Masters Degree in Materials Technology and has presented widely on printing papers, haptics and sensory
studies and print related topics.
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Over 40 years experience at the leading
edge of media technology – serial entrepreneur with expertise
in applying technology to grow innovative
companies. Expertise
in search engines, digital media content
management, web & mobile technologies.

Nigel Wells entered the industry in 1965 with a five-year
apprenticeship in the U.K.,
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business development director of MEGTEC Systems.
Owner of industrial marketing agency VIM, co-founder and manager WOCG, and Project and Publishing
Manager for PrintCity. Author of multiple reports and
guides for the printing industry. Formal education includes printing in the U.K., management in Australia,
and Masters in industrial marketing, Paris CNAM.

Held senior management/main board positions (Technical Director, Managing Director,
Chairman) in a number of companies. Grew
the Hyphen group of companies from a start
up to annual revenues of 80 million dollars
via organic growth in less than six years.
Grew Cascade group of companies to 25
million dollar turnover in less than four years.
Cascade was purchased by Engage Inc for
250 million dollars in Engage stock.
Regular speaker at major international conferences.

Gerhard Raab
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architecture, integration and consolidation. He held different
positions in management at the Chromos
Group and worked as Managing Director
at Purup-Eskofot GmbH before joining ppi
Media. Gerhard Raab was a board member
of the World Printers Forum. Today he works
as independent consultant for publishing
houses.
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Deputy CEO, based in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. He is
responsible for the Expo business and also takes care of the
World Printers Forum, the print
community within WAN-IFRA.
Since 1996 Werfel is part of
WAN-IFRA’s management team.
Born 1953 in Wiesbaden, Germany, he followed his
secondary school education with studies, which he
completed with the state examination as a grammar-school teacher in 1980. Following a professional
re-orientation, he underwent training as a compositor
for photo typesetting. In 1984, he joined Linotype in
Eschborn, Germany. Following the merger of Linotype and Hell, Manfred Werfel became Business Manager responsible for the colour reproduction software
LinoColour and Linotype-Hell’s colour management
products.
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Rudolf Zertani
Dr. Rudolf Zertani,
born 24 January 1955,
works today as Total
Quality Manager of
Graphics Systems
GmbH in Wiesbaden,
Germany. He worked
for the printing business almost 35 years in different functions
(R&D, Application and Quality Control). He
had studied chemistry at the Universities of
Tübingen and Mainz and finished his PhD
in October 1983: “Cyclodimerisierung von
Distyrylbenzolen – ein neues Prinzip zur
Cyclophansynthese (Cyclodimerization of
distyrylbenzenes – a new principle for cyclophane synthesis)”.
He started his business career at Hoechst
AG Kalle-Albert in Wiesbaden, R&D. He
worked on high sensitive photopolymer
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to 1996 he was Manager of Application and
Quality Control at Hoechst AG. From 1996
to 2010 he worked for Agfa as Application
Manager with worldwide activities.
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